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About the authorsDear colleagues: 

Welcome to American Literature & Rhetoric. As veteran English teachers, we know firsthand 
the varied ways that schools approach American literature. While many of us teach this course 
chronologically, the thematic approach is also popular. That’s why we have created a text that will 
support you as you inspire your students, no matter what your approach is. And we’ve done it in a 
way that, we hope, is innovative and maybe a little surprising. 

Teachers of American literature are enthusiastic about teaching the most up-to-date works, but a 
chronological approach makes it difficult to get to them. Here’s the twist: Our anthology chapters 
begin with the twenty-first century. The texts we present in that first “chronological” chapter 
offer fiction, poetry, and nonfiction that is of the moment but also introduce the themes that 
thread through American literature from its earliest days: ideals and exceptionalism, identity, 
race, the immigrant experience, the country at war, women’s rights, the place of religion, nature 
and the environment, and both inequality and opportunity.  

Start your course with the engaging, modern selections; identify the themes you consider most 
important and then journey back through time, engaging your students in the rich writing that 
comprises American literature and rhetoric. We’ve also created questions for each piece that weave 
those themes into the chronology, so, however you teach, both the themes and the chronology are 
present. 

Also included are four chapters of in-depth reading and writing instruction with the necessary 
scaffolding for students to write about fiction and poetry, analyze texts rhetorically, and synthesize 
sources. In addition, each text is accompanied by scaffolded questions that deepen understanding, 
require close reading and analysis, and inspire sophisticated and engaging topics for composing, from 
writing assignments to research projects to multimodal presentations and classroom discussions. 

We want students to be motivated and prepared to participate in civil discussions of issues that 
matter to them. That means understanding the historical roots of a topic, such as immigration and 
the American Dream or women’s rights and the glass ceiling, and exploring multiple perspectives. 
Each reading chapter ends with a conversation inviting students to examine different viewpoints 
and then develop an informed position to enter into that discussion. 

We’ve loved working on this book, especially as we’ve seen the conversations among texts and ideas 
unfold in the chronology that is American literature and rhetoric. We’re so excited to share it with 
you. 

American Literature & Rhetoric

Best of luck,  

Robin Dissin Aufses, Renée H. Shea, Lawrence Scanlon, Katherine E. Cordes

AP® is a trademark registered by the College Board, which is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, this product.  



Built for you & your students

Flexible and innovative,  
American Literature & Rhetoric  
provides everything you need  
to teach your course. Combining  
reading and writing instruction to  
build essential skills in its four  
opening chapters and a unique  
anthology you need to keep  
students engaged in Chapters  
5-10, this book makes it easy to  
teach chronologically, thematically,  
or by genre. 

First Edition  I  ©2021 (Available January 2021) 
Hardcover  I  ISBN: 978-1-319-24889-5

We asked &  
you answered:

We surveyed hundreds of American literature  
teachers about how you teach the course, what  
you want to see in an American literature book,  
and here is what you told us.

How do you teach  
the American  
literature course?

How likely would you be  
to teach a chapter of 
literature and nonfiction  
from 2001 to the present?

...but struggle to find the time.

Chronologically

Very likely

The 60s to 70s

Thematically

Somewhat likely

The 80s to 90s

Not sure

The present day

Somewhat unlikely Very unlikely

Other

The 2000s

By genre

There’s more than one way to teach this course:

American literature teachers want to bring more modern texts into the classroom...

If you teach the course 
chronologically, how far  
in history do you typically  
get by the end of the year? 

55%

55%

56%

32%

22%

19%

13%

17%

6% 3%

9%

9%

4%

For your review copy, contact your BFW High School representative,  
email us at highschool@bfwpub.com or visit bfwpub.com/alr1e. 



You told us & we listened

A unique combination of chronological and  
thematic approaches to American literature.

Giving students the tools to understand connections  
between American history and American literature.

 Key Context notes accompanying  
most texts help young readers  
navigate unfamiliar contexts that  
come with literature from other  
time periods and provide a sense  
of the bigger picture. This support  
is key for developing readers  
and English Language Learners.

Highlighting voices and  
ideas that matter.

The diverse readings and innovative  
structure of American Literature  
& Rhetoric show students how the  
voices of the past connect to  
the present, inviting them to think  
critically about why those  
connections matter. 

•  Talkbacks threaded throughout 
the book pair classic and  
challenging pieces with modern  
and thought-provoking responses. 

American Literature & Rhetoric
Robin Dissin Aufses, Renée H. Shea,  

Lawrence Scanlon, Katherine E. Cordes

Revolutionizing how American  
literature is taught.

The first readings chapter of the book is  
Chapter 5—Redefining America: 2001 to the  
Present. Beginning with contemporary texts 
immediately engages students with timeless  
themes and enduring issues—and also helps 
teachers solve the age old problem of how to  
prevent American literature from being stuck 
in the past. These readings are both urgently  
related to students’ lives, and provide solid  
ground to grapple with the literature of the past.

A focus on the themes that define America.
All of the readings in the book connect to at least one of eight fundamental themes in American literature:  

•  American Ideals: Is America the Land of the Free?

•   American Identity: What Does It Mean to Be 
American? 

•  America at War: How Has Conflict Shaped America?  

•  Civil Rights in America: Liberty and Justice for All?

•   The Immigrant Experience: What Is the American Dream?

•  Church and State: What Is the Role of Religion in  
American Life?

•  Nature and the Environment: Is America the Land of Plenty?

•  Prosperity and Inequality: Is America the Land of Opportunity?

Chapter Readings

     5  Redefining America: 2001 to the present

     6  A Meeting of Old & New Worlds: Beginnings to 1830

     7  America in Conflict: 1830-1865

Chapter Readings

     8  Reconstructing America: 1865-1913

     9  America in the Modern World: 1913-1945

    10  The Rise of a Superpower: 1945-2000



You told us & we listened

Because students’ ability to synthesize multiple sources is a primary concern of college  
composition courses—as well as a skill that must be demonstrated on the AP® Language  
Exam—the Conversation in each chapter provides source material and guiding questions  
to help students use the words and ideas of others to develop their own arguments. Each  
Conversation is centered on an enduring issue that continues to be a subject of debate today.  
In joining these Conversations, students investigate how the past continues to shape the  
present and develop positions on how to approach the future.

Extending Beyond the Text 
features: Encouraging exploration 
and inspiring new ideas

This feature provides ways to both 
challenge well-prepared students and 
engage reluctant readers by giving 
students the opportunity to explore  
how the ideas of a piece connect  
with real-world issues and other texts. 

Emphasizing visual analysis:  
Images with a purpose

We believe that visual literacy is crucial  
to being able to understand and analyze our  
world, which is why American Literature & 
Rhetoric includes visual texts that accompany 
nearly all of the readings in the book. These 
images are carefully chosen—each one has  
a clear, authentic pedagogical purpose  
and a critical thinking question. We made  
it our goal to carefully select images that  
inform the reading of a print text, suggest  
new ideas, or provide additional context.

American Literature & Rhetoric
Robin Dissin Aufses, Renée H. Shea,  

Lawrence Scanlon, Katherine E. Cordes
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stages, had begun to hurt: watching a California 

city literally called Paradise turn into hell inside 

of two hours made it clear that all Americans 

were at risk. When you breathe wildfire smoke 

half the summer in your Silicon Valley fortress, 

or struggle to find insurance for your Florida 

beach house, doubt creeps in even for those who 

imagined they were immune.

Two, there were actually some solutions. By 

2020, renewable energy was the cheapest way 

to generate electricity around the planet — in 

fact, the cheapest way there ever had been. 

The engineers had done their job, taking sun 

and wind from quirky backyard DIY projects 

1A reference to Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg (b. 

2003). She started an international movement addressing the 

seriousness of climate change when she began skipping school 

to protest outside the Swedish Parliament in 2018. — Eds.

Greta Thunberg, shown here at age 16, has 
profoundly influenced the climate-change 
conversation. In this issue, Time magazine 
credits Thunberg with “transforming millions 
of vague, middle-of-the-night anxieties into a 
worldwide movement calling for urgent change.”

 Why has Greta’s voice commanded the  
 world’s attention?  What aspects of this  
 cover help explain why  McKibben referred  
 to her age group as “the  Greta Generation”?

to cutting-edge technology. Batteries had 

plummeted down the same cost curve as 

renewable energy, so the fact that the sun went 

down at night no longer mattered quite so 

much — you could store its rays to use later.

And the third realization? People began 

to understand that the biggest reason we 

weren’t making full, fast use of these new 

technologies was the political power of the 

fossil-fuel industry. Investigative journalists had 

exposed its three-decade campaign of denial 

and disinformation, and attorneys general and 

plaintiffs’ lawyers were beginning to pick them 

apart. And just in time.

These trends first intersected powerfully on 

Election Day in 2020. The Halloween hurricane 

that crashed into the Gulf didn’t just take 

hundreds of lives and thousands of homes; it 

revealed a political seam that had begun to show 

up in polling data a year or two before. Of all the 

issues that made suburban Americans — women 

especially — uneasy about President Trump, his 

stance on climate change was near the top. What 

had seemed a modest lead for the Democratic 

challenger widened during the last week of the 

campaign as damage reports from Louisiana and 

Mississippi rolled in; on election night it turned 

into a rout, and the analysts insisted that an 

under appreciated “green vote” had played a vital 

part — after all, actual green parties in Canada, 

the U.K. and much of continental Europe were 

also outperforming expectations. Young voters 

were turning out in record numbers: the Greta 

Generation,1 as punsters were calling them, 

made climate change their No. 1 issue.

And when the new President took the oath 

of office, she didn’t disappoint. In her Inaugural 

Address, she pledged to immediately put 
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Visuals and outside texts engage students  
and enrich the study of American literature.

Opening chapters introduce key reading and writing  
skills for the American literature course.

Conversations reinforce evidence-based argument skills.

Targeted writing instruction:  
Developing key reading and writing  
skills for nonfiction, fiction, and poetry.

Chapters 1-4 teach the reading and writing 
skills key to success in the American  
literature course. With equal attention to 
nonfiction and literature, these chapters  
provide scaffolded step-by-step instruction,  
activities, tips for revising, and model  
student essays. Each chapter culminates  
with an essay assignment that lets students 
apply what they have learned.

Chapter Culminating Activity

1. Analyzing Rhetoric Crafting a Rhetorical Analysis Essay 

2. Evidence-Based Arguments Crafting an Evidence-Based Argument Essay

3. Analyzing Fiction Crafting a Fiction Analysis Essay

4. Analyzing Poetry Crafting a Poetry Analysis Essay

AP® is a trademark registered by the College Board, which is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, this product.  



You told us & we listened
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Comprehensive, in-depth questions provide targeted  
practice for key reading and writing skills.
The in-depth questions and writing prompts that follow each reading enable students to link reading  
with writing, guiding students from understanding what a text is about to analysis of how the content  
is presented and why—the rhetorical strategies.

Suggestions for Writing: Prompts for analysis, 
argument, and beyond. Suggestions for Writing  
at the end of each chapter guide students toward  
written responses that connect multiple pieces  
within the chapter or extend to pieces beyond 
the chapter or even beyond the book. Expanding  
on the skills introduced in the opening chapters,  
these prompts give students the opportunity to  
practice writing in many modes, including but  
not limited to rhetorical analysis, argument,  
and synthesis.

Grammar instruction that meets students where they are. 
An appendix containing Grammar Workshops takes students from a basic understanding of a concept,  
to identification of errors, to application of the concept in context, and ultimately back into real writing to revise.

End-of-chapter writing practice reinforces key skills.

Understanding and Interpreting 
questions lay the foundation for 
analysis—these questions guide 
students to an understanding 
of the content and move them 
toward an interpretation. 

End-of-chapter Grammar as  
Rhetoric and Style sections  
give concrete instruction on how 
grammar contributes to rhetorical 
purpose or stylistic effect. Using 
examples from the readings  
and culminating in scaffolded 
exercises, this feature focuses on 
one issue per chapter—such as 
coordination, parallel structures,  
or use of pronouns—and  
explores how what might seem  
a mechanical point can, in fact,  
be approached rhetorically.

Analyzing Language, Style, 
and Structure questions ask 
students to look at craft—how 
the writer’s choices create 
meaning. 

Topics for Composing  
questions provide extended  
essay and project ideas. These  
range from rhetorical analysis,  
literary analysis, and argument 
prompts to research and  
multimodal projects to creative 
writing and speaking and listening 
prompts for discussion.



1  |  RHETORICAL ANALYSIS

Activity: Recognizing Civil Discourse

The Rhetorical Situation
 Abraham Lincoln, The Gettysburg Address

Occasion, Context, and Purpose
Activity: Defining a Rhetorical Situation

The Rhetorical Triangle
Activity: Analyzing the Rhetorical Situation
 Billie Jean King, Serena Is Still Treated 
   Differently Than Male Athletes

Rhetorical Appeals
Ethos
Building Ethos
 J.D. Vance, from Hillbilly Elegy
Activity: Building Ethos
Logos
 Conceding and Refuting
Activity: Analyzing Logos and  
     Counterargument
   Jia Tolentino, from What It Takes to  
        Put Away Your Phone
Pathos
 Making Balanced Appeals
 Richard Nixon, from The Checkers Speech
Activity: Analyzing Pathos
   Diana Abu-Jaber, On Recognition and Nation
Combining Ethos, Logos, and Pathos
 Helen Keller, Letter to Mark Twain, 1906

Analyzing Visual Texts
Identifying Rhetorical Appeals
Tom Toles, Rosa Parks (cartoon)
Activity: Identifying Rhetorical Appeals
 Nate Beeler, Government is Watching (cartoon)

Analyzing Rhetoric and Style 
Diction
 Figurative Language

Activity: Analyzing Diction

 John Muir, from Save the Redwoods 

Syntax

Activity: Analyzing Syntax

 John F. Kennedy, from Inaugural Address 

Activity: Analyzing Tone 

Analyzing Visual Texts
Analyzing Visual Rhetoric 

 Dodge Durango (advertisement)

Activity: Analyzing Visual Rhetoric

 KFC Hot and Spicy Chicken (advertisement)

From Reading to Writing: Crafting a  
  Rhetorical Analysis Essay
 Shirley Chisholm, from People and Peace,  
    Not Profits and War

Preparing to Write: Annotating Nonfiction

Activity: Annotating an Excerpt

 Shirley Chisholm, from People and Peace,  
   Not Profits and War

Developing a Thesis Statement

Supporting Your Thesis

Activity: Organizing a Rhetorical Analysis Essay

 Writing Topic Sentences

Activity: Writing Topic Sentences

 Using Quotations as Evidence

 Documenting Sources

Activity: Writing a Body Paragraph 

Revising a Rhetorical Analysis Essay

Activity: Revising a Paragraph

Analyzing a Sample Rhetorical Analysis Essay 
 “People and Peace, Not Profits and War”   
    by Joseph Barrett

Activity: Providing Peer Feedback for Revision 

Culminating Activity: Crafting a Rhetorical  
   Analysis Essay

 Dwight D. Eisenhower, Order of the Day

2  |  EVIDENCE-BASED ARGUMENTS

What Is Argument? 

Understanding Claims
Activity: Identifying Arguable Claims
Types of Claims

 Claims of Fact 

Activity: Making Claims of Fact
 Claims of Value

Activity: Making Claims of Value
 Claims of Policy

Activity: Making Claims of Policy

Understanding and Analyzing Evidence 
Types of Evidence 

 Personal Experience 

 Anecdotes

Activity: Using Personal Experience  
  and Anecdotes as Evidence
 Current Events

 Historical Information

Activity: Using Current Events and  
  Historical Information as Evidence 
 Expert Opinion

 Quantitative Evidence

Activity: Analyzing Evidence
 Florence Kelley, Speech on Child Labor

Logical Reasoning and Organization:  
  Shaping an Argument 
Induction 

Deduction 

Activity: Using Inductive and  
  Deductive Reasoning  
Logical Fallacies

 Red Herrings and Ad Hominem Fallacies

 Faulty Analogies

 Straw Man Fallacies

 Either/Or Fallacies

 Hasty Generalization

 Circular Reasoning
 Post Hoc Fallacies
 Appeal to False Authority

 Bandwagon Appeal
Activity: Identifying Logical Fallacies

Analyzing Visual Texts
Identifying Fallacies
 PETA, Feeding Kids Meat Is Child  
   Abuse (advertisement)
 Heap Analytics, Same Data,  
   Different Y-Axis (graphs)
Activity: Identifying Fallacies in Visual Texts
 Omega Watch, George Clooney’s Choice 
    (advertisement)
 U.S. Department of Education, High School  
    Graduation Rate (graph) 

Patterns of Development 
 Narration 
 Judith Ortiz Cofer, from The Myth of the Latin Woman
 Description
 Theodore Dreiser, from A Certain Oil Refinery
 Process Analysis
 E. B. White, from Farewell, My Lovely! 
 Exemplification
  Sarah Grimke, from Letter on the Equality  

  of the Sexes
 Comparison and Contrast 
  Eleanor Roosevelt, from Women Must Learn to  

   Play the Game as Men Do
 Classification and Division 
 Martin Luther King Jr., from Letter from  
    Birmingham Jail
 Definition
 Barack Obama, from 2004 Democratic National   
    Convention Speech
 Cause and Effect
 Robert F. Kennedy, from The Mindless 
    Menace of Violence
Activity: Identifying Patterns of Development 

Working with Sources
Approaching Sources
Activity: Approaching Sources
Examining Sources

Table of Contents
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Activity: Examining Sources
Synthesizing Sources

From Reading to Writing: Crafting an  
Evidence-Based Essay

Conversation: Has Technology Changed  
the Way We Think?

 Jacqueline Howard, This Is How the  
   Internet Is Rewiring Your Brain

Activity: Summarizing a Source

 Americans’ Cell Phone Use During Social   
    Activity (graph) 

Activity: Analyzing Quantitative Evidence 

 Nicholas Carr, The Illusion of Knowledge 

Activity: The “Yes, But” Game: Conceding  
  and Refuting

 Sherry Turkle, from Stop Googling.  
    Let’s Talk. 

Activity: Comparing and Contrasting Sources

  Alison Gopnik, Is “Screen Time” Dangerous      
  for Children? 

Activity: Playing the Believing Game

 Osmani Simanca, Technology Shackle   
    (cartoon) 

Activity

Preparing to Write: Identifying Key Issues

Activity: Formulating Your Position 

Developing a Thesis Statement

Activity: Developing a Thesis Statement 

Supporting Your Thesis 

 Introducing Your Argument

 Acknowledging the Counterargument

 Supporting Your Argument with Evidence

 Citing Sources

Activity: Writing a Body Paragraph

Revising an Evidence-Based Argument Essay

Activity: Revising a Paragraph

Analyzing a Sample Evidence-Based  
  Argument Essay

  “Has Technology Changed the Way We 
   Think?” by Christopher Rowley

Activity: Providing Peer Feedback  
  for Revision 

Culminating Activity: Crafting an  
  Evidence-Based Argument Essay
Conversation: The Limits of Free Speech
1.  Thane Rosenbaum, Should Neo-Nazis Be 

Allowed Free Speech? 

2.  Sean Stevens and Nick Phillips, Free Speech 
Is the Best Antidote to Hate Speech

3.  Lata Nott, Free Speech Isn’t Always Valuable.  
That’s Not the Point

4.  Laura Beth Nielsen, The Case for Restricting  
Hate Speech

5.  Signe Wilkinson, Free Speech (cartoon)

6.  Jacob Mchangama, The U.N. Hates Hate  
Speech More Than It Loves Free Speech

7.   College Students’ Views on Whether  
Hate Speech Should Be Protected By  
the First Amendment (graph) 

3  |  ANALYZING FICTION

The Big Picture: Analyzing Major  
  Elements of Fiction

 Alice Walker, The Flowers

Plot

Activity: Analyzing Plot 

Character

 Developing Character

Activity: Analyzing Character 

Setting

 Khaled Hosseini, from A Thousand Splendid Suns 

Activity: Analyzing Setting  

Point of View

 N. K. Jemison, from The Fifth Season

 Amy Tan, from The Joy Luck Club

 Jhumpa Lahiri, from The Namesake

 Toni Morrison, from Sula

Activity: Analyzing Point of View 

Symbol and Allegory

 Norman Maclean, from A River Runs  
    Through It

Activity: Analyzing Symbol and Allegory 

Theme

Activity: Putting It All Together:  
Analyzing Theme 

 Ernest Hemingway, A Clean,  
   Well-Lighted Place

Close Reading: Analyzing Passages of Fiction
Talking with the Text

Activity: Talking with the Text

 Denis Johnson, from Tree of Smoke 

Literary Elements

 Zora Neale Hurston, from Sweat

 Diction

 Figurative Language

 Imagery

Activity: Analyzing Language Choices

 Dana Czapnik, from The Falconer

 Syntax

Activity: Analyzing Syntax

 De’Shawn Charles Winslow, from 
    In West Mills

 Tone and Mood

Activity: Connecting Style with Tone and Mood 

 Robert Penn Warren, from All the Kings’ Men

From Reading to Writing: Crafting a Close 
Analysis of Fiction
 Herman Melville, from Moby Dick

Preparing to Write: Annotating Fiction

Activity: Annotating an Excerpt

 Herman Melville, from Moby Dick

Developing a Thesis Statement 

Supporting Your Thesis 

 Writing Topic Sentences 

 Integrating Quotations 

Documenting Sources 

Activity: Writing a Body Paragraph

Revising a Fiction Analysis Essay

Activity: Revising a Paragraph

Analyzing a Sample Fiction Analysis Essay

 “Moby Dick” by Ashley Cammiso

Activity: Providing Peer Feedback  
  for Revision 

Culminating Activity: Crafting  
  a Fiction Analysis Essay
 Ernest Hemingway, from A Clean,  
   Well-Lighted Place

4  |  ANALYZING POETRY

Step 1: Reading for Literal Meaning
 Robert Frost, Out, Out—
Activity: Reading for Literal Meaning
 Billy Collins, The Blues 

Step 2: Considering the Speaker 
Diction
Shifts
Tone and Mood
Activity: Considering the Speaker
 E. A. Robinson, Richard Cory

Step 3: Reading for Detail
 Edna St. Vincent Millay, Recuerdo
Figurative Language
Imagery
Activity: Connecting Figurative Language  
  and Imagery to Meaning 
 Joy Harjo, For Keeps
Structure
 Poetic Syntax
 Meter 
 Form
Activity: Connecting Form to Meaning
 Countee Cullen, Yet Do I Marvel
Sound
Rhyme
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Natalie Diaz, Abecedarian Requiring  
  Further Examination of Anglikan Seraphym 
  Subjugation of a Wild Indian Rezervation 
  (poetry, 2012)
Roxane Gay, from Bad Feminist: Take Two 
  (nonfiction , 2014)
Ross Gay, A Small Needful Fact (poetry, 2015)
Kathryn Schulz, from Citizen Khan 
  (nonfiction, 2016)
Ted Closson, A GoFundMe Campaign Is Not 
  Health Insurance (graphic essay, 2017)
Bryan Stevenson, A Presumption of Guilt  
  (nonfiction, 2017)

Kehinde Wiley, President Barack Obama (painting, 2018)

Amy Sherald, First Lady Michelle Obama  
  (painting, 2018)

Tracy K. Smith, Refuge (poetry, 2018)

Jesmyn Ward, My True South: Why I Decided to  
  Return Home (nonfiction, 2018)

Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, Friday Black  
  (fiction, 2018)

José Olivarez, My Family Never Finished Migrating  
  We Just Stopped (poetry, 2019)

Louise Erdrich, The Stone (fiction, 2019)

Bill McKibben, 2050: How Earth Survived 
  (nonfiction, 2019)

CONVERSATION  |  The American Dream:  
Are We Still a Nation of Immigrants?
1.   Joshua Zeitz, The Real History of American 

Immigration (2017)

2.  Khalil Bendib, Help Wanted (cartoon, 2010)

3.   Julia Preston, Newest Immigrants Assimilating  
as Fast as Previous Ones, Report Says (2015)

4.  Amanda Machado, from My Immigrant Family 
Achieved the American Dream. Then I Started  
to Question It. (2017)

5.  Andrew Lam, Is America Still a Nation of  
Immigrants? (2001/2017)

6.  Views on Immigration to the United States  
of America, 1994-2019 (graphs, 2019)

7.  Austan Goolsbee, Sharp Cuts in Immigration  
Threaten U.S. Economy and Innovation (2019)

 

Activity: Connecting Sound to Meaning
 Natasha Trethewey, Providence 

From Analysis to Essay: Crafting  
a Poetry Analysis Essay
 Stephen Dunn, The Sacred 
Preparing to Write: Annotating a Poem
Developing a Thesis Statement
Supporting Your Thesis 
 Writing Topic Sentences
 Integrating Quotations 
Documenting Sources
Activity: Writing a Body Paragraph
Revising Your First Draft
Activity: Revising a Paragraph
Analyzing a Sample Poetry Analysis  
  Essay 
 “The Sacred” by Lily Krakoff
Activity: Providing Feedback for Revision

Culminating Activity: Crafting a  
  Poetry Analysis Essay
 Denise Levertov, The Secret

5  |  REDEFINING AMERICA:  
2001 TO THE PRESENT

(All Chapter 5 texts in the marketing  
sampler are bold/purple) 

 Barbara Ehrenreich, from Serving in Florida  
  (nonfiction, 2001)
George W. Bush, Address to the Nation on 
  September 11, 2001 (nonfiction)
TALKBACK  |  Omer Aziz, The World 9/11   
  Took from Us (nonfiction, 2019)

Barack Obama, Democratic National  
  Convention Speech (nonfiction , 2004)
Brian Turner, At Lowe’s Home Improvement 
  Center (poetry, 2010)
 TALKBACK  |  Ilya Kaminsky, In a Time of  
  Peace (poetry, 2019)

Viet Thanh Nguyen, Fatherland (fiction, 2011)

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style  |  
   Short Simple Sentences and Fragments

Chapter 5 Suggestions for Writing

6  |  A MEETING OF OLD AND  
NEW WORLDS: BEGINNINGS TO 1830

American Indian Trickster Stories (fiction)

Iroquois Confederacy, from The Iroquois  
  Constitution (nonfiction, c. 1142)

Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca, from The Relation of   
  Cabeza de Vaca (nonfiction, 1542)

Richard Frethorne, Letter to Father and Mother   
  (nonfiction, 1623)

John Winthrop, from A Modell of Christian Charity 
  (nonfiction, 1630)

Anne Bradstreet, The Author to Her Book  
  (poetry, 1678)

Cotton Mather, Wonders of the Invisible World  
  (nonfiction, 1693)

Jonathan Edwards, from Sinners in the  
  Hands of an Angry God (nonfiction, 1741) 

Benjamin Franklin, The Speech of Miss Polly 
  Baker (nonfiction, 1747)

Phillis Wheatley, On Being Brought from Africa  
  to America (poetry, 1773)

 To S. M., a Young African Painter, on Seeing  
     His Works (poetry, 1773)

 To His Excellency General Washington  
     (poetry, 1776)

TALKBACK  |  June Jordan, from The Difficult 
  Miracle of Black Poetry in America: Or 
  Something like a Sonnet for Phillis Wheatley   
  (nonfiction, 2002)

Patrick Henry, Speech to the Second Virginia 
  Convention (nonfiction, 1775)

Thomas Paine, from Common Sense  
  (nonfiction, 1776) 

Abigail and John Adams, Letters (nonfiction, 1776)

Thomas Jefferson, The Declaration of  
  Independence (nonfiction, 1776)

Philip Freneau, To Sir Toby, a Sugar Planter in the  
  Interior Parts of Jamaica, Near the City of San   
  Jago de la Vega (Spanish Town), 1784  
  (poetry, 1784)

Alexander Hamilton, from The Federalist No. 1 
  (nonfiction, 1787)

Preamble to the United States Constitution and  
  the Bill of Rights (nonfiction, 1789)

Judith Sargent Murray, from On the Equality  
  of the Sexes (nonfiction, 1790)

TALKBACK  |  H. L. Mencken, from In Defense  
  of Women (nonfiction, 1918)

George Washington, To the Hebrew Congregation  
  in Newport, Rhode Island (nonfiction, 1790)

Benjamin Banneker, Letter to Thomas Jefferson 
  with Response from Thomas Jefferson  
  (nonfiction, 1791)

Absalom Jones, et al., Petition of the People of 
  Colour, Freemen, within the City and Suburbs of 
  Philadelphia (nonfiction, 1799)

Red Jacket, Defense of American Indian Religion  
  (nonfiction, 1805)

Francis Scott Key, The Star Spangled Banner 
  (poetry, 1814)

TALKBACK  |  Ada Limón, A New    
  National Anthem (poetry, 2018)

Washington Irving, Rip Van Winkle (fiction, 1820)

Jane Johnston Schoolcraft, The Forsaken  
  Brother (fiction, 1827)

Edward Hicks, The Peaceable Kingdom  
  (painting, 1833)

Conversation  |  What Does the Second 
Amendment Mean?
1.  Akhil Reed Amar, from Second Thoughts (1999)
2.  Thomas Sowell, Do Gun-Control Laws Control 

Guns? (2013)
3.  Pew Research Center, Some Agreement and  

Many Divisions between Owners and  
Non-Owners on Gun Proposals (graph, 2017)
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4.  Leah Libresco, I Used to Think Gun Control 
Was the Answer. My Research Told Me 
Otherwise. (2017)

5.  Bret Stephens, Repeal the Second  
Amendment (2017)

6.  Sarah Morris, If I’m Killed by an AR-15 
– Forget Burial – Just Drop My Body on the 
Steps of the N.R.A (photograph, 2018)

7.  Nicholas Kristof, How to Win an  
Argument About Guns (2018)

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style | Subordination 
  in the Complex Sentence
Chapter 6 Suggestions for Writing

7  |  AMERICA IN CONFLICT: 1830-1865

Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Minister’s Black  
  Veil (fiction, 1832)

John Ross, Response to the Treaty of New  
  Echota (nonfiction, 1836)

Sara Grimké, from Letter on the Equality  
  of the Sexes (nonfiction, 1837)

Edgar Allen Poe, The Fall of the House  
  of Usher (fiction, 1839)

Ralph Waldo Emerson, from Self-Reliance 
  (nonfiction, 1841)

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Declaration of  
  Sentiments (nonfiction, 1848)

Sojourner Truth, Ain’t I a Woman?  
  (nonfiction, 1851)

Harriet Beecher Stowe, from Preface to  
  Uncle Tom’s Cabin (nonfiction, 1852)

Frederick Douglass, from What, to the Slave,  
  Is the Fourth of July? (nonfiction, 1852)

Anonymous, Go Down Moses (poetry, c. 1852)

Henry David Thoreau, from Walden  
  (nonfiction, 1854)

TALKBACK  |  Kathryn Schulz, from Pond  
  Scum (nonfiction, 2015)

Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Bury Me 
   in a Free Land (poetry, 1858) 

John Brown, Last Speech (nonfiction, 1859)

Walt Whitman, I Hear America Singing  
  (poetry, 1860)

TALKBACK  |  Langston Hughes, I,  
  Too (poetry, 1926)

 O Captain! My Captain! (poetry, 1865)

Harriet Jacobs, from Incidents in the Life of a   
  Slave Girl, Written by Herself (nonfiction, 1861)

Alfred M. Green, Let Us Take Up the Sword 
  (nonfiction, 1861)

Emily Dickinson, Hope is the thing with feathers —  
  poetry, c. 1861)

 I heard a Fly buzz — when I died —  
       (poetry, c. 1862)

 My Life had stood — a Loaded Gun —  
       (poetry, c. 1863)

TALKBACK  |  Hans Ostrom, Emily Dickinson  
  and Elvis Presley in Heaven (poetry, 2006)

Herman Melville, Shiloh: A Requiem (poetry, 1862)

Abraham Lincoln, Second Inaugural Address  
  (nonfiction, 1865)

Mathew Brady Photo Studio, Civil War Photographs  
  (visual essay, 1861-1865)

Conversation  |  Reparations and the Legacy of Slavery  
1.   Erik K. Yamamoto, from Racial Reparations: Japanese 

American Redress and African American Claims (1998)
2.  Khalil Bendib, Apology, Hold the Reparations  

(cartoon, 2009)
3.  Americans’ Views on Reparations (graph, 2016)
4.  Robert L. Woodson, Embracing Reparations  

Debases Blacks, Raises Troubling Questions (2019)
5.  Te-Nehisi Coates, Congressional Testimony on 

Reparations (2019)
6.  Charles M. Blow, from Reparations: Reasonable  

and Right (2019)
7.  Charles Lane, Would Reparations for Slavery Be 

Constitutional? (2019)

Jane Addams, from The Subtle Problem  
  of Charity (nonfiction, 1899)

Theodore Roosevelt, The Strenuous Life 
  (nonfiction, 1899)

James Weldon Johnson, Lift Ev’ry Voice  
  and Sing (poetry, 1900)

 TALKBACK  |  Augusta Savage,  
  The Harp (sculpture, 1939)

Andy Adams, from The Log of a Cowboy  
  (fiction, 1903)

W.E.B. DuBois, The Talented Tenth  
  (nonfiction, 1903)

Willa Cather, The Sculptor’s Funeral  
  (fiction, 1905)

 TALKBACK  |  Kim Stafford, 
  Willa Cather’s Ride (poetry, 2019)

E. A. Robinson, Miniver Cheevy (poetry, 1910)

Sui Sin Far, Its Wavering Image (fiction, 1912)

Katharine Lee Bates, America the Beautiful  
  (poetry, 1912)

 TALKBACK  |  Gregory Djanikian, In the   
  Elementary School Choir (poetry, 1989)

Conversation  |  Income Inequality:  
A New Gilded Age?

1.  Andrew Carnegie, from The Gospel of  
Wealth (1889)

2.  Eugene V. Debs, from Capitalism Has  
Nearly Reached Its Climax (1902)

3.  Yes, This Is Class Warfare (poster, 2011)

4.  John Divine, How to Solve Income  
Inequality (2017)

5.  David R. Henderson, from Income  
Inequality Isn’t the Problem (2018)

6.  Joseph Blasi and Maureen Conway,  
A Better Way to Share the Wealth (2018)

7.  Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,  
Income Gains at the Top Dwarf Those  
of Low- and Middle-Income Households  
(graph, 2019)

8.  Jonathan Capehart, No Reparations Check of 
Any Amount Could Substitute for an Apology 
(2019)

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style | Cumulative, 
Periodic, and Inverted Sentences
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8 | RECONSTRUCTING AMERICA: 
1865-1913

Jourdon Anderson, To My Old Master   
  (nonfiction, 1865)

Winslow Homer, The Veteran in a New Field 
  (painting, 1865)

 TALKBACK  |  Natasha Trethewey, Again, the 
  Fields: After Winslow Homer (poetry, 2006)

Red Cloud, Speech on Indian Rights  
  (nonfiction, 1870)

Sarah Winnemucca Hopkins, Life Among  
  the Piutes (nonfiction, 1882)

Emma Lazarus, The New Colossus  
  (poetry, 1883)

Mark Twain, from Life on the Mississippi 
  (nonfiction, 1883)

Jacob Riis, The Mixed Crowd  
  (nonfiction, 1890)

Ambrose Bierce, An Occurrence at  
  Owl Creek Bridge (fiction, 1890)

Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Yellow  
  Wallpaper (fiction, 1892)

 TALKBACK  |  Kehinde Wiley, Portrait  
  of a Lady (painting)

Ida B. Wells-Barnett, from Southern Horrors: 
  Lynch Law in All Its Phases (nonfiction, 1892)

Frederick Jackson Turner, from The  
  Significance of the Frontier in American  
  History (nonfiction, 1893/1920)

Booker T. Washington, The Atlanta Exposition 
  Address (nonfiction, 1895)

Paul Laurence Dunbar, We Wear the Mask 
  (poetry, 1896)
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William Carlos Williams, This Is Just to Say 
  (poetry, 1934)

E. B. White, Farewell, My Lovely!  
  (nonfiction, 1936)

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Second Inaugural 
  Address: One-Third of a Nation (nonfiction, 1937)

Elizabeth Bishop, The Fish (poetry, 1938)

W. H. Auden, The Unknown Citizen  
  (poetry, 1939)

The Great Depression (visual essay, 1930-1942)

Gordon Hirabayashi, from Diary in King County  
  Jail (nonfiction, 1942)

Conversation  |  Breaking the Glass Ceiling

1.  Emma Goldberg, Why the Gender Pay Gap  
Persists (and What We Can Do About It) (2019)

2.  Alfred T. Palmer, Operating a hand drill at  
Vultee-Nashville, woman is working on a  
“Vengeance” dive bomber (photograph, 1943)

3.  David Rock and Heidi Grant, Why Diverse  
Teams are Smarter (2016)

4.  Median Annual Earnings and Gender Earnings  
Ratio for Full-Time, Year-Round Workers Age  
15 Years and Older by Race/Ethnicity, 
 2017-2018 (graph)

5.  Anita Hill, Class Actions Could Fight  
Discrimination in Tech (2017)

6.  Claire Cain Miller, from Women Did Everything  
Right. Then Work Got “Greedy.” (2019)

7.  Ruth Whippman, Enough Leaning In. Let’s  
Tell Men to Lean Out. (2019)

8.  Garry Wills, from My Education in the  
Patriarchy (2019)

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style  |  Verbs
Chapter 9 Suggestions for Writing

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style  |  Modifiers
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9  |  AMERICA IN THE MODERN WORLD:  
1913-1945 

Maria Cristina Mena, The Vine Leaf (fiction, 1914)

Carrie Chapman Catt, Women’s Suffrage Is  
  Inevitable (nonfiction, 1917)

Wallace Stevens, Thirteen Ways of Looking 
  at a Blackbird (poetry, 1917)

Edna St. Vincent Millay, First Fig (poetry, 1918)

Claude McKay, If We Must Die (poetry, 1919)

Marianne Moore, Poetry (poetry, 1919)

Theodore Dreiser, A Certain Oil Refinery  
  (nonfiction, 1919)

Emma Goldman, Statement at the Federal  
  Hearing in re Deportation (nonfiction, 1919)

F. Scott Fitzgerald, Bernice Bobs Her Hair  
  (fiction, 1920)

E. E. Cummings, in Just— (poetry, 1920)

Robert Frost, Fire and Ice (poetry, 1920)

William Carlos Williams, The Great Figure  
  (poetry, 1921)

 TALKBACK  |  Charles Demuth, I Saw the  
  Figure 5 in Gold (painting, 1928)

Langston Hughes, The Negro Speaks  
  of Rivers (poetry, 1921)

Zora Neale Hurston, Drenched in Light  
  (fiction, 1924)

Countee Cullen, Yet Do I Marvel (poetry, 1925)

T. S. Eliot, The Hollow Men (poetry, 1925)

Eleanor Roosevelt, Women Must Learn to  
  Play the Game As Men Do (nonfiction, 1928)

 TALKBACK  |  Rebecca Solnit, If I Were  
  a Man (nonfiction, 2017)

Zora Neale Hurston, How It Feels to Be 
  Colored Me (nonfiction, 1928)

 TALKBACK  |  Eve Ewing, What I mean  
  when I say I’m sharpening my oyster 
  knife (poetry, 2018)

10  |  THE RISE OF A  
SUPERPOWER: 1945-2000

Lillian Hellman, I Cannot and Will Not Cut  
  My Conscience to Fit This Year’s Fashions  
  (nonfiction, 1952)

Flannery O’Connor, Good Country People  
  (fiction,1955)

James Baldwin, Notes of a Native Son  
  (nonfiction, 1955)

Allen Ginsberg, A Supermarket in California 
  (poetry, 1955)

Philip Roth, The Conversion of the Jews  
  (fiction, 1959)

Dwight D. Eisenhower, Farewell Address  
  (nonfiction, 1961)

Joan Didion, On Self-Respect (nonfiction, 1961)

Sylvia Plath, Mirror (poetry, 1961)

John F. Kennedy, Cuban Missile Crisis Speech  
  (nonfiction, 1962) 

 TALKBACK  |  Nikita Khrushchev, Letter to  
  John F. Kennedy (nonfiction, 1962)

Rachel Carson, from Silent Spring 
   (nonfiction, 1962)

Martin Luther King Jr., Letter from Birmingham  
  Jail (nonfiction, 1963)

TALKBACK  |  Malcolm Gladwell, Small Change:  
  Why the Revolution Will Not Be Tweeted 
  (nonfiction, 2010)

Robert F. Kennedy, The Mindless Menace of  
  Violence (nonfiction, 1968)

Toni Cade Bambara, Raymond’s Run (fiction, 1971)

Adrienne Rich, Diving into the Wreck (poetry, 1973)

Leslie Marmon Silko, Yellow Woman (fiction, 1974)

Naomi Shihab Nye, Arabic Coffee (poetry, 1986)

Brent Staples, Just Walk On By: A Black Man  
  Ponders His Power to Alter Public Space  
  (nonfiction, 1986)

Yusef Komunyakaa, Facing It (poetry, 1988)

TALKBACK  |  Ocean Vuong, Aubade with  
  Burning City (poetry, 2014)

Tim O’Brien, On the Rainy River (fiction, 1990)

Judith Ortiz Cofer, The Myth of the Latin  
  Woman: I Just Met a Girl Named María 
  (nonfiction, 1992)

Toni Morrison, Nobel Prize Speech  
  (nonfiction, 1993)

Kerry James Marshall, Our Town  
  (painting, 1995)

Rita Dove, Rosa (poetry, 1998)

Conversation  |  Military Spending: 
How Much Is Too Much?

1.  Jill Lepore, from The Force: How Much  
  Military Is Enough? (2013)

2.  Signe Wilkinson, Military Budget  
  (cartoon, 2017)

3.  Greg S. Jones, The Myth of the  
  Military-Industrial Complex (2017)

4.  Jessica T. Mathews, from America’s  
  Indefensible Defense Budget (2019)

5.  Robert J. Samuelson, No, Military  
  Spending Is Not Bankrupting Us (2019)

6.  Discretionary Spending in 2015 and  
  2023 (graphs) 
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2001 TO THE PRESENT

        Redefining America  
             As America entered the twenty-first century, it experienced perhaps its greatest 

 tragedy and challenge: 9/11 was the defining event of that decade. On the morning 

of September 11, 2001, members of the terrorist group al-Qaeda hijacked four air-

planes, crashing two into the north and south towers of the World Trade Center in New 

York City, resulting in the collapse of both towers. Terrorists crashed a third plane into 

the headquarters for the United States Department of Defense, known as the Pentagon 

building. On the fourth plane, passengers and crewmembers fought back, and the plane 

crashed in Pennsylvania during the struggle. All told, nearly 3,000 people were killed, 

including everyone aboard all four planes and over 400 first responders to the attacks, 

and over 6,000 people were injured. The wars that the attacks of 9/11 spawned and the 

impact this tragedy had on American culture continue to be felt two decades later. 

 The twenty-first century has tested America’s idea of itself as a nation: Are we the 

economic and moral leader of the world? To what extent are we living up to the vision 

of the Founding Fathers? Are we still the land of the free, the home of the brave? What 

is our national identity — or is our country too big and too diverse to have a coherent 

one? Are we still the land of opportunity? Is the U.S. still a beacon of hope and shelter 

for immigrants seeking to make a new life? Have we made progress toward the goal 

of liberty and justice for all, and how much progress must we make to achieve it? Are 

we effective stewards of the environment, and what are the global consequences if we 

are not? At their core, many of these questions relate to some aspect of the American 

Dream. What does that dream mean, and is it still alive? 

 These questions are not new. They have been asked since the earliest days of what 

we call American history, a time period that precedes the founding of the nation. This 

chapter — which we’ve titled Redefining America — offers literature and rhetoric from 

the first two decades of the twenty-first century. Logic might locate it at the end of the 

book, but we’ve decided that it belongs at the beginning of the chronological chapters 

because the works here provide context for the chronological and thematic study of 

literature and rhetoric that follows.      
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In her 2019 book This America, historian Jill Lepore quotes Frederick Douglass’s 

understanding of this nation: “A Government founded upon justice, and recognizing 

the equal rights of all men; claiming no higher authority for its existence, or sanction 

from its laws, than nature, reason and the regularly ascertained will of the people; 

steadily refusing to put its sword and purse in the service of any religious creed or 

family, is a standing offense to most of the Governments of the world, and to some 

narrow and bigoted people among ourselves.” According to Lepore, “These words are 

no less true a century and a half later on. . . . [A] nation founded on universal ideas will 

never stop fighting over the meaning of its past and the direction of the future. That 

doesn’t mean the past or future is meaningless, or directionless, or that anyone can 

afford to sit out the fight. The nation, as ever, is the fight.” These words are helpful 

as we consider the challenges and changes the nation faces today, including income 

inequality, escalating gun violence, changing demographics, political polarization, 

globalization, the rise of social media, the proliferation of fake news, the climate crisis, 

multiple refugee crises, and more.

And yet, a look at twenty-first-century American literature helps us understand the 

beauty and complexity of modern American life from myriad perspectives. Writers and 

artists have always told the story of our country, and the poets, novelists, journalists, 

critics, artists, and thinkers included in this chapter tell it from a broader perspective 
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New York City firefighters walk through the rubble at the World Trade Center, the ruins of the 
Twin Towers behind them.

 How does this photograph capture the scale of the tragedy and characterize  
 Americans’ response to it?
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than ever before. As this nation continues to grapple with the legacy of its mistreatment 

of and theft from American Indians, poets Natalie Diaz and Louise Erdrich continue to 

center and celebrate Native cultures and their stories. While racial and ethnic conflicts 

continue to remind us that the struggle for equal rights is not over, Ross Gay reminds 

us of the breath that is common to all humans, José Olivarez weaves immigrant 

struggle and success into heroic myth, and Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah addresses 

racial and economic inequality through satire — and zombies. As American soldiers 

continue to fight in wars abroad, we have the voice of soldier and poet Brian Turner, 

whose haunting poem describes the challenges of a soldier returning from one of those 

wars to face the mundane realities of everyday life.

The twenty-first century also saw the election of Barack Obama, the first African 

American president of the United States. The official portraits of him and First Lady 

Michelle Obama by Kehinde Wiley and Amy Sherald are, in turn, the first to be done 

by African American artists. These paintings not only give insight into the identity of 

well-known public figures but they also encourage us to consider how and by whom 

art is made, and what that art means to different audiences.
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In this photograph from 2002, American soldiers radio their position while conducting a 
“sensitive site exploitation,” or SSE, mission in Afghanistan. In the background, two young 
Afghan girls watch them. The goal of this mission was to prevent fighters from terrorist 
groups al-Qaeda and the Taliban from taking refuge in villages along the  
Pakistan-Afghanistan border.

 What does this image convey about American soldiers’ experience? What does it  
 reveal about how war affects civilians?
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Perhaps because of the immense amount of information at our fingertips and the 

questions that arise about where and who that information comes from, Americans have 

become more astute students of rhetoric than ever before. Contentious and hard-won 

political campaigns and elections, the Great Recession of 2008, and the rise of social 

protest movements such as Occupy Wall Street and Black Lives Matter are just some of 

the many twenty-first century events that have led us to read carefully and sensitively, 

even as we’re bombarded by a 24-hour news cycle and the constant presence of 

social media. The nonfiction in this chapter will require you to draw on those skills 

to analyze and interpret the arguments each text puts forward about American life. 

Journalist and activist Barbara Ehrenreich uses the effective rhetorical strategy of the 

personal narrative to recreate the experiences of working-class Americans at the turn 

of this century. And a newly-elected President George W. Bush comforts and fortifies 

Americans after the deadliest terrorist attack in American history. Barack Obama 

reminds us of the genius of America in a speech he gave at the start of his national 

political career. We hear from attorney and social justice activist Bryan Stevenson on 

how the logic and illogic of our justice system relates to the history of the violence 

and discrimination of Jim Crow, and from writer Jesmyn Ward about the personal and 

historic factors that led her to move back to her hometown in Mississippi. Roxane 

Gay uses humor to examine and reject constraints on what feminism means today. 

Kathryn Schulz, Omer Aziz, and the Conversation on Immigration and the American 

Dream all address various aspects of our identity as a nation of immigrants, including 
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A California voter participates in early voting for the state primary for the 2020 presidential 
election in this “Mobile Vote Center” in Los Angeles. These centers allow voters to cast their 
ballots from anywhere in the county where they live.

 To what extent do American elections reflect a cohesive national identity? What does  
 the right to vote contribute to the meaning of the American Dream today?
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the contradiction of our legacy as a melting pot that provides opportunities to people 

who hail from far and wide but once denied citizenship to all but white people. Visionary 

environmentalist Bill McKibben imagines the world in 2050 — and it’s not all bad news!

Every subject, every issue, every question that the texts in this chapter examine 

echoes back through American history and culture: American ideals, identity, and 

opportunity; racial equality; the immigrant experience; the role America’s military plays 

in foreign affairs; the rights of women; our freedom of speech and religion; and our 

relationship to the environment. These texts also give us ways to look to the future: 

Where should we go from here? How should we get there? What Frederick Douglass 

called a “standing offense” to nations for whom the fight is prohibited should — and 

must — give us hope that we can forge a new but still relevant American Dream.

suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of terror. 

The pictures of airplanes flying into buildings, 

fires burning, huge — huge structures collapsing 

have filled us with disbelief, terrible sadness, 

and a quiet, unyielding anger. These acts of mass 

murder were intended to frighten our nation 

into chaos and retreat. But they have failed. Our 

country is strong.

Good evening. 

Today, our fellow citizens, our way of 

life, our very freedom came under attack in 

a series of deliberate and deadly terrorist 

acts. The victims were in airplanes or in their 

offices: secretaries, business men and women, 

military and federal workers, moms and dads, 

friends and neighbors. Thousands of lives were 
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Address to the Nation on  
September 11, 2001
George W. Bush

George W. Bush (b. 1946) served as the 43rd president of  

the United States. He also served as governor of Texas.  

Prior to that, he worked in the oil industry and co-owned the  

Texas Rangers baseball team. His father, George H. W. Bush,  

was the 41st president.

KEY CONTEXT On the morning of September 11, 2001, members of the terrorist group al-Qaeda hijacked 

four airplanes departing from Boston, Massachusetts; Newark, New Jersey; and Dulles, Virginia. The 

hijackers crashed two of the planes into the north and south towers of the World Trade Center in New York 

City, resulting in the collapse of both towers. Terrorist crashed a third plane into the headquarters for the 

United States Department of Defense, known as the Pentagon building. On the fourth plane, passengers and 

crewmembers fought back, and crashed in Pennsylvania during the struggle. All told, nearly 3,000 people 

were killed, including everyone aboard all four planes and over 400 first responders to the attacks, and over 

6,000 people were injured. In this speech, given the same day of the attacks, President Bush responds to a 

nation in crisis. He had entered office only eight months prior, the victor of an extremely close election.

Parts of this sample chapter have been purposely omitted. Please see full Table of Contents for more information. 
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A great people has been moved to defend 

a great nation. Terrorist attacks can shake the 

foundations of our biggest buildings, but they 

cannot touch the foundation of America. These 

acts shatter steel, but they cannot dent the steel of 

American resolve. America was targeted for attack 

because we’re the brightest beacon for freedom 

and opportunity in the world. And no one will 

keep that light from shining. Today, our nation 

saw evil — the very worst of human nature — and 

we responded with the best of America. With the 

daring of our rescue workers, with the caring for 

strangers and neighbors who came to give blood 

and help in any way they could.

Immediately following the first attack, I 

implemented our government’s emergency 

response plans. Our military is powerful, and it’s 

prepared. Our emergency teams are working in 

New York City and Washington D.C. to help with 

local rescue efforts. Our first priority is to get 

help to those who have been injured, and to take 

every precaution to protect our citizens at home 

and around the world from further attacks. The 

functions of our government continue without 

interruption. Federal agencies in Washington 

which had to be evacuated today are reopening 

for essential personnel tonight and will be open 

for business tomorrow. Our financial institutions 

remain strong, and the American economy will 

be open for business as well.

The search is underway for those who were 

behind these evil acts. I have directed the full 

resources of our intelligence and law enforcement 

communities to find those responsible and to 

bring them to justice. We will make no distinction 

between the terrorists who committed these acts 

and those who harbor them.

I appreciate so very much the members 

of Congress who have joined me in strongly 

condemning these attacks. And on behalf 

of the American people, I thank the many 

world leaders who have called to offer their 

condolences and assistance. America and our 

friends and allies join with all those who want 
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Every year on the anniversary of the attacks, the Tribute in Light illuminates the sky over Manhattan in 
remembrance of September 11 and those who were killed. This photo was taken on September 11, 2015.

 How does the Tribute in Light reflect the rhetoric Bush uses in paragraph 2 of his speech?
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 The  New Yorker  magazine has referenced the September 11, 2001 attacks multiple times on 
its cover throughout the years, beginning as early as one week after the event. 

  Examine the four covers below, being sure to take note of the date in the upper right-hand 
corner of each one. Then, answer the following questions.  

    1.    How does each of these covers explore the attacks and their aftermath?   
   2.    In what ways do the small details (or lack thereof) convey meaning?   
   3.    What tone does each cover convey?   
   4.    Which of these covers best reflects the message of Bush’s speech? Explain.           
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peace and security in the world, and we stand 

together to win the war against terrorism.

Tonight, I ask for your prayers for all those 

who grieve, for the children whose worlds have 

been shattered, for all whose sense of safety and 

security has been threatened. And I pray they 

will be comforted by a Power greater than any of 

us, spoken through the ages in Psalm 23:

Even though I walk through the valley of the 

shadow of death, I fear no evil for you are 

with me.

This is a day when all Americans from every 

walk of life unite in our resolve for justice and 

peace. America has stood down enemies before, 

and we will do so this time. None of us will ever 

forget this day, yet we go forward to defend 

freedom and all that is good and just in our 

world.

Thank you. Good night. And God bless 

America. 

2001

10

Understanding and Interpreting

 1. According to President George W. Bush, who and what came under attack the morning of 
September 11, 2001 (para. 1)?

 2. In paragraph 1, Bush asserts that “our country is strong.” Identify at least three separate 
points he makes elsewhere in the speech that support this argument.

 3. In paragraph 3, Bush describes actions taken by the American government to regain stability 
following the attack. Based on the information in this paragraph, what were some of the 
immediate needs and concerns, and how did the government respond?

 4. Toward the end of the speech, Bush addresses his intentions to find the people responsible 
for the attack. What does he imply about justice when he says, “We will make no distinction 
between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor them” (para. 4)?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. What does the phrase “brightest beacon” (para. 2) convey about the 
United States and why it was targeted for attack?

 2. In paragraph 2, Bush contrasts the physical effects of the attacks with the strengths of 
America. What is the intended effect of these juxtapositions?

 3. In paragraph 1, Bush states that “these acts of mass murder were intended to frighten our 
nation into chaos and retreat.” How does the organizational structure and logic of paragraph 
3 demonstrate America’s unwillingness to respond as the terrorists intended?

 4. How does the tone of the speech shift between paragraphs 2 and 3? What does this shift 
signal to the audience?

 5. Paragraph 7 consists of the first part of an oft-quoted biblical passage. How does this relate 
to his appeal to the audience in the previous paragraph? What does it contribute to his claim 
in paragraph 8 that “this is a day when all Americans from every walk of life unite in our 
resolve for justice and peace”?

 6. Bush incorporates parallel structure throughout the speech. Locate examples and explain 
how it contributes to his argument.

 7. Which rhetorical appeal does Bush rely on most heavily? How does this strategy reflect his 
purpose?
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Topics for Composing

 1. Analysis. The diction President Bush uses to describe Americans and those killed or injured 
during the attacks contrasts sharply with the diction he uses to describe the acts themselves. 
Analyze the rhetorical strategies he uses to characterize each, and explain how both 
characterizations serve his purpose.

 2. Argument. In her 2003 essay “Fixed Opinions, Or the Hinge of History,” published in the 
New York Review of Books, writer Joan Didion described her reaction to the aftermath of the 
9/11 attacks. A New Yorker herself, she described 9/11 as “a single irreducible image” that 
encapsulated “the complicated arrangements and misarrangements of the last century.” She 
wrote of her surprise that few people, shortly after the attacks, seemed interested in truly 
understanding the event. “On the contrary,” she wrote,

I found that what had happened was being processed, obscured, systematically leached 
of history and so of meaning, finally rendered less readable than it had seemed on the 
morning it happened. As if overnight, the irreconcilable event had been made manageable, 
reduced to the sentimental, to . . . repeated pieties that would come to seem in some ways 
as destructive as the event itself. We now had “the loved ones,” we had “the families,” we 
had “the heroes.”

  To what extent does the rhetoric of Bush’s speech clash with Didion’s view of the atmosphere 
in America shortly after 9/11? Cite specific examples from the speech to support your 
response. For a challenge, research more writing about the event and revise your response to 
include additional evidence to support your position.

 3. Argument. In a 2008 interview for The Globe and Mail, Scott Reid, a former communications 
director for Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin, stated that, in the wake of a tragedy, the 
public doesn’t want to hear from a politician but from “a person. A father. A mother. A sister. 
A brother.” In speaking of Bush’s responses to the 9/11 attacks in particular, he said, “He 
struck a chord with Americans. He was real . . . Mr. Bush got it right in those early days.” Do 
you think that this speech conveys a personal rather than a political response to 9/11? Are the 
two mutually exclusive? Explain, using evidence from the speech to support your position.

 4. Research. How have other politicians responded in the wake of tragedies? Explore speeches 
by other political leaders throughout history and choose one to compare and contrast with 
Bush’s. What rhetorical strategies do both speeches use to achieve their purpose? What 
factors account for the rhetorical differences between the speeches? Some options for 
research include President Johnson’s 1968 speech in response to the assassination of Senator 
Robert F. Kennedy, President Reagan’s 1986 speech following the explosion of the Challenger 
space shuttle, President Clinton’s 1995 speech in response to the Oklahoma City bombing, 
President Obama’s 2011 speech at the memorial service for victims after the Tucson shooting, 
or President Trump’s 2018 speech in the wake of the Parkland, Florida school shooting.

 5. Research. The president thanks the world leaders who had called him with condolences and 
offers of support, and many countries reached out in other meaningful ways. Along with the 
Americans who were killed, people from over seventy foreign countries also died as a result 
of the attacks that day. Research some of the ways other countries reached out to the United 
States or otherwise responded, and write an essay classifying two of the types of reactions.

 6. Speaking and Listening. September 11, 2001 is one of those historic moments so shocking 
and horrific that most people who were alive easily remember where they were and what 
they were doing the moment they heard the news. Ask family members or acquaintances 
who are old enough to remember that morning about their memories, and write a report 
that synthesizes their responses to draw a conclusion about the place such events have in 
America’s collective memory.

Parts of this sample chapter have been purposely omitted. Please see full Table of Contents for more information. 
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Born in 1967 in California, Brian Turner earned an MFA in poetry 

at the University of Oregon before enlisting in the army at the age 

of twenty-nine. During the seven years he spent as a soldier, he 

was deployed to Bosnia and Herzegovina, and served as an army 

infantry team leader in Iraq. His work has been published in various 

journals as well as in Voices in Wartime: The Anthology — published 

in 2005 in conjunction with the feature-length documentary film of 

the same name. Turner has also published a memoir, My Life as a Foreign Country (2014).

KEY CONTEXT In this poem, Turner blends and juxtaposes experiences in the Iraq war with a civilian trip 

to a large home improvement store. The disorienting and often debilitating memories of wartime experiences 

are characteristic of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). By some estimates, 20% of veterans of the Iraq 

war suffered from PTSD.
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At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center
Brian Turner

Standing in aisle 16, the hammer and anchor aisle,

I bust a 50 pound box of double-headed nails

open by accident, their oily bright shanks

and diamond points like firing pins

from M-4s and M-16s.

 In a steady stream

they pour onto the tile floor, constant as shells

falling south of Baghdad last night, where Bosch

kneeled under the chain guns of helicopters

stationed above, their tracer-fire a synaptic geometry

of light.

 At dawn, when the shelling stops,

hundreds of bandages will not be enough.

Bosch walks down aisle 16 now, in full combat gear,

improbable, worn out from fatigue, a rifle

slung at his side, his left hand guiding

a ten-year-old boy who sees what war is

and will never clear it from his head.

Here, Bosch says, Take care of him.

I’m going back in for more.

Sheets of plywood drop with the airy breath

of mortars the moment they crack open

in shrapnel. Mower blades are just mower blades

and the Troy-Bilt Self-Propelled Mower doesn’t resemble
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a Blackhawk or an Apache. In fact, no one seems to notice

the casualty collection center Doc High marks out

in ceiling fans, aisle 15. Wounded Iraqis with IVs

sit propped against boxes as 92 sample Paradiso fans

hover in a slow revolution of blades.

The forklift driver over-adjusts, swinging the tines

until they slice open gallons and gallons of paint,

Sienna Dust and Lemon Sorbet and Ship’s Harbor Blue

pooling in the aisle where Sgt. Rampley walks through  — 

carrying someone’s blown-off arm cradled like an infant,

handing it to me, saying, Hold this, Turner,

we might find who it belongs to.

Cash registers open and slide shut

with a sound of machine guns being charged.

Dead soldiers are laid out at the registers,

on the black conveyor belts,

and people in line still reach

for their wallets. Should I stand

at the magazine rack, reading

Landscaping with Stone or The Complete

Home Improvement Repair Book?

What difference does it make if I choose

tumbled travertine tile, Botticino marble,

or Black Absolute granite. Outside,

palm trees line the asphalt boulevards,

restaurants cool their patrons who will enjoy

fireworks exploding over Bass Lake in July.

Aisle number 7 is a corridor of lights.

Each dead Iraqi walks amazed

by Tiffany posts and Bavarian pole lights.

Motion-activated incandescents switch on

as they pass by, reverent sentinels of light,

Fleur De Lis and Luminaire Mural Extérieur

welcoming them to Lowe’s Home Improvement Center,

aisle number 7, where I stand in mute shock,

someone’s arm cradled in my own.

 The Iraqi boy beside me

reaches down to slide his fingertip in Retro Colonial Blue,

an interior latex, before writing

T, for Tourniquet, on my forehead. 
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 War is a topic that many writers and artists have tackled throughout history. Following are 
just two examples that, like Brian Turner’s poem, portray the average soldier’s experience. 
The passage included here is from  Atonement , a 2009 novel by British writer Ian McEwan, 
and follows three World War II soldiers as they struggle to evacuate France in the immediate 
aftermath of Hitler’s invasion in 1940. The painting shown here, by American artist John 
Singer Sargent, is entitled Gassed. Commissioned by the British War Memorials Committee, 
it was completed in early 1919. An immense painting at roughly eight feet high by twenty 
feet long, it depicts victims of mustard gas on the French front in World War I. The men lined 
up have been blinded by the gas, while those on the ground have been made too sick to 
move. In the very distant background, a soccer match is underway. 

  Examine both the painting and the passage carefully, and then answer the following questions.  

    1.    How do the texts by Turner, McEwan, and Sargent characterize both the physical and 
psychological effects of wartime conflict on soldiers?   

   2.    What devices or techniques do each of these texts use to portray the trauma of war?   

   3.    In what ways are each of these portrayals similar?   

   4.    Where do they differ? How do those differences reflect the attitude of the author or artist?    

 War is a topic that many writers and artists have tackled throughout history. Following are 

extending beyond the text

 There were horrors enough, but it was 

the unexpected detail that threw him and 

afterwards would not let him go. When they 

reached the level crossing, after a three-

mile walk along a narrow road, he saw the 

path . . . They stopped so that he could 

consult the map. . . . 

 The path . . . started down the side of a 

bombed house . . . Scattered around were 

shreds of striped cloth with blackened 

edges, remains of curtains or clothing, and 

a smashed-in window-frame draped across 

a bush, and everywhere, the smell of damp 

soot . . . . He folded the map away, and as he 

straightened from picking up the coat and 

was slinging it around his shoulders, he saw 

it. The others, sensing his movement, turned 

round, and followed his gaze. It was a leg in 

a tree. A mature plane tree, only just in leaf. 

The leg was twenty feet up, wedged in the 

first forking of the trunk, bare, severed cleanly 

above the knee. From where they stood there 

was no sign of blood or torn flesh. It was a 

perfect leg, pale, smooth, small enough to be 

a child’s. The way it was angled in the fork, it 

seemed to be on display, for their benefit or 

enlightenment: this is a leg. . . . 

 The scraps of cloth . . . may have been a 

child’s pyjamas. A boy’s. The dive bombers 

sometimes came over not long after dawn. 

He was trying to push it away, but it would 

not let him go. A French boy asleep in his 

bed. Turner wanted to put more distance 

between himself and that bombed cottage. It 

was not only the German army and air force 

pursuing him now. If there had been a moon 

he would have been happy walking 

all night.      

     

  from  Atonement    

 Ian McEwan 
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Understanding and Interpreting

 1. Why do you think Brian Turner set this poem in a Lowe’s Home Improvement Center? How is 
it both a literal setting and also, perhaps, a play on words?

 2. Who is Bosch, and why is his appearance “improbable” (l.15)?

 3. How does the speaker characterize the Iraqi boy who is introduced in the second stanza? 
What does his presence evoke in the speaker?

 4. What characters are introduced after Bosch says that he is “going back for more” (l. 20)? 
What effect does each new character have on the situation in Lowe’s?

 5. Modern American warfare is said to differ from warfare of the past in that soldiers now spend 
more time patrolling and identifying enemies than they do fighting. How does this poem 
reflect that distinction?

 6. What do you make of the “casualty collection center” described in lines 25–28 or the 
appearance of “Each dead Iraqi [who] walks amazed”? We know that there are no wounded or 
dead Iraqi soldiers in Lowe’s, so what does their appearance here say about the speaker’s state 
of mind? Look carefully at what elements at Lowe’s are connected to those dead and wounded.

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. In the last line of “At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center” the 
speaker imagines a boy writing “T for Tourniquet” on his forehead. In the context of the 
poem, what does tourniquet mean? Why might the speaker need one?

 2. How does Turner use the images of hardware store items to evoke a battle scene? How do 
they contribute to the tone of the poem?

 3. There is quite a bit of ambiguity in “At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center”; in other words, 
the line between what’s real or explainable and what’s not is blurred. How does this ambiguity 
add to the message and meaning of the poem?

 4. Trace the ways that Turner moves from the safety of the home improvement center to the 
danger of the speaker’s war experience. How does he make those transitions? What is the 
effect of the transitions?

 5. The epigraph of Brian Turner’s collection in which this poem appears is from the Iraqi poet 
Al-Bayati: “I embrace the frightful and the beautiful.” What elements of poetry does Turner 
use to recreate and embrace the frightful and the beautiful in this poem?
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 6. Note the physical shape of the poem. How does Turner use stanza breaks and indentations 
to help create the mood of “At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center”? What do those 
indentations suggest to you?

 7. What does the juxtaposition of dead soldiers laid out on cash registers with customers 
taking out their wallets (ll. 27–42) suggest about the connection between war and the 
economy?

 8. Turner uses brand names of products from the home improvement center in several places 
throughout the poem. The store itself is even a specific brand, named in the title. Why might 
references to “Troy-Bilt Self-Propelled Mower” (l. 24) and “Ship’s Harbor Blue” paint (l. 33), for 
example, play a part in triggering a PTSD episode? How do these brand names affect your 
interpretation of the poem?

Topics for Composing

 1. Argument. What is the attitude of the speaker in “At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center” 
toward war? Write an essay in which you develop and support your position on how this 
poem frames war and veterans’ experiences. Be sure to use specific examples from the 
poem as evidence.

 2. Research. Do some research into Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, or PTSD. Then, write a 
“think piece” that explains its symptoms and effects on those who suffer from it and takes a 
position on how best to treat the disorder. Be sure to use at least three sources as evidence 
to support your position.

 3. Creative Writing. Turner has said that he believes “poetry finishes in the reader” — that is, it’s 
up to the reader to decide what it means. How does this poem finish in your mind? Try writing 
a verse or at least a few lines that explain how the poem “finishes” for you.

Born in the Ukraine in 1977, Ilya Kaminsky emigrated in 1993  

to the United States, where his family was granted asylum. He  

has a Bachelor of Arts (BA) from Georgetown University and a  

law degree from the University of California. Kaminsky helped  

to start Poets for Peace, which sponsors poetry readings  

throughout the world. His 2019 collection, Deaf Republic, was  

nominated for the National Book Award in Poetry.

KEY CONTEXT This poem closes Deaf Republic and serves as afterward for the narrative that the 

remainder of the collection tells of a deaf boy who prompts the revolution of an entire town against an 

oppressive government. Although the setting of Deaf Republic is akin to the Ukraine that Kaminsky’s family 

fled, the oppressive government described in its poems bears some resemblance to the Nazi occupation 

during World War II. And while Kaminsky is himself deaf, the setting and events are fictional. The poems, 

including the one that follows, address the fundamental injustice of human rights violations everywhere.

In a Time of Peace
Ilya Kaminsky
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Inhabitant of earth for fortysomething years

I once found myself in a peaceful country. I watch neighbors open

their phones to watch

a cop demanding a man’s driver’s license. When the man reaches for his wallet, the cop 

shoots. Into the car window. Shoots.

It is a peaceful country.

We pocket our phones and go.

To the dentist,

to pick up the kids from school,

to buy shampoo

and basil.

Ours is a country in which a boy shot by police lies on the pavement

for hours.

We see in his open mouth

the nakedness

of the whole nation.

We watch. Watch

others watch.

The body of a boy lies on the pavement exactly like the body of a boy — 

It is a peaceful country.

And it clips our citizens’ bodies

effortlessly, the way the President’s wife trims her toenails.

All of us

still have to do the hard work of dentist appointments,

of remembering to make

a summer salad: basil, tomatoes, it is a joy, tomatoes, add a little salt.

This is a time of peace.

I do not hear gunshots,

but watch birds splash over the backyards of the suburbs. How bright is the sky

as the avenue spins on its axis.

How bright is the sky (forgive me) how bright. 
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Exploring the Text

 1. Where does the speaker in “In a Time of Peace” juxtapose images of peace and violence? 
What patterns emerge? Explain how these juxtapositions reveal about the speaker’s 
understanding of where he lives.

 2. The speaker refers to himself as “I” in the poem’s second line but switches to “we” or “us” for 
most of the rest of the poem. What is the effect of the change to the plural first person? Why 
might he have switched back to first person singular at the end of the poem?

 3. Trace the patterns of repetition in “In a Time of Peace.” What words are repeated? What do 
the repeated words have in common? What is the effect of the repetition?

 4. How do you interpret the figurative language in lines 13–16? What purpose do those lines 
serve?

 5. What is Kaminsky describing in line 19? How does that image strengthen his message?

 6. Consider the line lengths and breaks in “In a Time of Peace.” Try reading it aloud. How does 
the variety of line and stanza lengths reflect the speaker’s attitude toward the “peaceful 
country” in which he lives?

 7. Why do you think the speaker asks for forgiveness in the last line of the poem?

 8. Ilya Kaminsky has said that silence is “an invention of the hearing.” He lost his hearing when 
he was four years old as a result of a misdiagnosis of mumps. When his family emigrated 
from Ukraine to Rochester, New York, Kaminsky got hearing aids and some of his hearing 
was restored. Deaf Republic, the collection this poem ends, is about the effects of silence. 
How does this poem comment on silence?

 9. In an interview, Ilya Kaminsky quoted the Russian poet and Nobel laureate Joseph 
Brodsky: “Poetry and politics have only two things in common, letter p and letter o.” 
Kaminsky agrees, but he continued, saying “poetry is also the art of attentiveness. . . 
I don’t think there is much poetry of attentiveness that isn’t political.” In what ways can 
“In a Time of Peace” be considered a “poem of attentiveness”? Explain whether you think 
it is a political poem.

Making Connections

 1. Compare the imagery in “At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center” to the imagery in “In a Time 
of Peace.” How are the images similar? How are they different? Which one speaks more 
powerfully to you, and why?

 2. How might each of the poems be read as commentary on life in the United States today? 
What observations do both poems make? How do they contrast?

 3. Compare the speaker in “At Lowe’s Home Improvement Center” to the speaker in “In a Time 
of Peace.” How would you characterize each one? Based on your reading of each poem, 
what might be similar in their backgrounds and experiences?

 4. Both poems depend on the reader understanding references to American life in the present 
time. How do references to items such as the “Troy-Bilt Self Propelled Mower” (l. 24) or the 
idea that we “watch neighbors open / their phones to watch / a cop demanding a man’s 
driver’s license” (ll. 2–3) contribute to the power of each poem’s message?
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Viet Thanh Nguyen (b. 1971) was born in Vietnam but his family 

emigrated to the United States in 1975 after the fall of Saigon at 

the end of the Vietnam War. After three years in a refugee camp in 

Pennsylvania, his family settled in San Jose, California. After high 

school, Nguyen received a B.A. in English and Ethnic Studies from 

the University of California at Berkeley and stayed there for a Ph.D. 

in English. He is a professor at the University of Southern California 

in Los Angeles and is the author of Nothing Ever Dies: Vietnam and the Memory of War (2016), 

the novel The Sympathizer (2015) and the short story collection The Refugees (2017). In 2017, 

he was one of the recipients of the MacArthur “genius” grant.

KEY CONTEXT “Fatherland” is set in Vietnam in 2001, twenty-six years after the United States withdrew 

from the Vietnam War. A long and divisive conflict involving multiple countries, it lasted more than twenty 

years, ending with the fall of Saigon in 1975. The United States fought as an ally of South Vietnam against 

the communist government of North Vietnam. Over 3 million people lost their lives, roughly 2/3 of whom 

were Vietnamese civilians: more than 58,000 Americans, over 1 million North Vietnamese soldiers and 

Vietcong guerilla fighters, between 200,000 and 250,000 South Vietnamese soldiers, and as many as 2 

million total civilians. After the war ended with fall of Saigon, the communist government imprisoned many 

South Vietnamese men, such as Mr. Ly in ““Fatherland,” in “re-education camps” in what was called the 

New Economic Zone. Mr. Ly, who had been a successful businessman before the war, now runs a tour 

company catering to American tourists; the tour includes a visit to tunnels the North Vietnamese guerilla 

soldiers used during the war.
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It was a most peculiar thing to do. Everyone 

said so who heard the story, of how Phuong’s 

father had named his second set of children 

after his first. Phuong was the eldest of these 

younger children, and for all her twenty-three 

years she had believed that her father’s other 

children were much more blessed. Evidence of 

their good luck was written in the terse letters 

sent home annually by the first Mrs. Ly, the 

mother of Phuong’s namesake, who recorded 

in bullet points each of her children’s height, 

weight, and accomplishments. Phuong’s 

namesake, for example, was seven years older, 

fifteen centimeters taller, twenty kilos heavier, 

and, from the photographs included with the 

letters, in possession of fairer, clearer skin; 

whiter, straighter teeth; and hair, clothing, 

shoes, and makeup that only became ever 

more fashionable as she graduated from a 

private girls’ school, then from an elite college, 

followed by medical school and then a residency 

in Chicago. Mr. Ly had laminated each of the 

photographs to protect them from humidity and 

fingerprints, keeping them neatly stacked on a 

side table by the couch in the living room.

The letters accompanying the photographs 

were the only communiqués that Phuong’s 

family received about the children, for over the 

course of some twenty-seven years’ absence, 

Phuong’s namesake and her two younger 

brothers had never written a word themselves. 

And so, when the first such letter finally arrived, 

it was the cause of a great deal of excitement. 

The letter was addressed to Mr. Ly, who, as the 

Fatherland
Viet Thanh Nguyen
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plenipotentiary of the house, always took it 

upon himself to open the mail. He sat on the 

couch and slit the envelope carefully, using one 

of the few relics from his past he had managed 

to keep, a silver letter opener with an ivory 

handle. Flanking him were Phuong and her 

mother, while his two teenage sons, Hanh and 

Phuc, sat on the armrests and craned their necks 

to catch a glimpse of the words their father read 

out loud. The letter was even shorter than the 

ones written by the ex-wife, merely announcing 

that Phuong’s half sister would be coming for a 

two-week vacation, and that she hoped to stay 

with them. 

 “Vivien?” Mrs. Ly said, reading the name 

signed at the bottom of the letter. “Is she too 

good to use the name you gave her?” 

 But Phuong knew instantly why her sister 

had taken upon herself a foreign name, and 

whose name it must have been: Vivien Leigh, 

star of  Gone with the Wind,  her father’s favorite 

film, as he had once told her in passing. Phuong 

 In "Fatherland" Phuong claims she knows immediately why her half-sister has taken the 
name Vivien: she has named herself after Vivien Leigh, the actress who played Scarlett 
O’Hara, the main character of  Gone with the Wind , a 1939 American film about the Civil War 
and their father’s favorite movie. Phuong theorizes in her “fertile imagination” (para. 4) that 
Scarlett’s return to her ruined plantation was the inspiration for her sister Vivien’s return to 
the land of her birth. She also considers the possibility that her father saw a parallel between 
the American South and “her father’s defeated southern republic” (para. 4). 

  Carefully examine this poster for the movie. In what ways does it reflect Phuong’s 
assumptions about her sister and her father? In what ways might this poster highlight the 
potential shortcomings of Phuong’s comparison?      

     

 In "Fatherland" Phuong claims she knows immediately why her half-sister has taken the 

extending beyond the text
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had seen the film once, on a pirated videotape, 

and was seduced immediately by the glamour, 

beauty, and sadness of Scarlett O’Hara, heroine 

and embodiment of a doomed South. Was it too 

much to suppose that the ruined Confederacy, 

with its tragic sense of itself, bore more than 

a passing similarity to her father’s defeated 

southern republic and its resentful remnants? In 

Phuong’s fertile imagination, Vivien’s imminent 

return to the land of her birth was foreshadowed 

by Scarlett’s own return to her desolate 

plantation.

It was easy, then, in the weeks leading to 

Vivien’s arrival, for Phuong to pass her days at 

home and at work constructing scenarios of 

a noble, kindly sister, somewhat solemn and 

sad, but nevertheless gentle and patrician, who 

would immediately take to her and become the 

mentor and guide Phuong never had. Her first 

glimpse of Vivien at the airport only confirmed 

the appropriateness of such a movie star’s 

name for the young woman who paused at the 

terminal’s glass gates — her eyes hidden behind 

enormous sunglasses, her lips slightly parted in 

a glossy pout — pushing a cart loaded with her 

own weight in crimson luggage. As she jumped 

and waved to get Vivien’s attention, Phuong 

was thrilled to see that her sister bore utterly 

no resemblance to the throngs of local people 

waiting outside to greet the arrivals, hundreds of 

ordinary folk wearing drab clothes and fanning 

themselves under the sun.

Even after a week in Saigon, Vivien would 

appear no more of a native than on the day 

she arrived, at least in outdoor settings. On the 

streets, at outdoor cafés, or hopping into a Mai 

Linh taxi, she was easily mistaken for a Korean 

businessman’s frazzled wife or a weary Japanese 

tourist, her frosting of makeup melting under 

the tropical glare. In certain indoor settings, 

however, she was clearly the mistress of her 

domain. This was the case at the restaurant Nam 

Kha, on the street Dong Khoi, where Phuong 

had worked as a hostess for the two years since 

5

her graduation from college. It was Vivien’s idea 

to treat the family to dinner at Nam Kha, a way to 

celebrate the halfway point in her vacation and 

an option Phuong would never have suggested, 

the restaurant’s offerings being far more than 

Phuong or her family could ever afford.

“But it’s a crime, don’t you think?” Vivien 

said, glancing over the entrées. Their table was 

by the reflecting pool, across from which two 

young women sat on a cushioned dais, wearing 

silken, ephemeral ao dai1 and plucking gently at 

the sixteen strings of the zithers braced on their 

laps. “You should be able to eat where you work 

at least once in your lifetime.”

“The real crime is five dollars for morning 

glory fried in garlic,” Mrs. Ly said. She sold silk 

at Cho Ben Thanh and possessed the eyes of an 

experienced negotiator, smooth and unreadable 

as the beads of an abacus. “I can buy this for a 

dollar at the market.”

“Look around,” Mr. Ly said, his tone 

impatient. All the other guests were white, with 

the exception of an Indian couple in the corner, 

the man in a linen suit and the woman in a 

salwar kameez. “These are tourist prices.”

“These are foolish prices.”

“I like it here,” Vivien declared. Her voice 

was authoritative, the way she must sound in her 

examination room in Chicago. Not for the first 

time, Phuong imagined herself in her sister’s 

place, wearing a white coat in a white room, 

looking out a wall of windows at a haze of white 

snow. “What do you think?” Vivien nudged her 

knee. “Too outrageous for you?”

“Not at all!” Phuong hoped that she 

projected an air of confidence and ease, unlike 

her brothers. Hanh and Phuc were speechless, 

their silk-bound menus considerably more 

10

1A traditional Vietnamese long dress dating back to the 

eighteenth century. It notably has two slits on the left and 

right sides extending from the wearer’s waist to the ground. 

Traditionally this garment has been worn by both men 

and women, though it is now commonly worn only by 

women. — Eds.
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handsome than any textbook they owned. “I can 

get used to this.”

“That’s the spirit.”

The guests at the neighboring table rose, 

and on the way out two of them paused beside 

Phuong, the brunette taking a photograph of 

the musicians strumming their zithers. “They’re 

just like butterflies,” she said in an Australian 

accent, squinting at the image on her camera. 

Eavesdropping on them, Phuong was relieved 

not to be the object of their fascination. “So 

delicate and tiny.”

“I’ll bet they never worry about what they 

eat.” Her friend flipped open her compact to 

inspect her lipstick. “Those dresses look stitched 

onto them.”

Night after night, Phuong had observed 

the customs of tourists like these, her degree in 

biology no more than a memory as she opened 

the doors of Nam Kha with a small bow. Having 

come to dine on elegantly presented peasant 

cuisine, the guests were suitably impressed by the 

Cham statuary, by the Chinese scrolls hanging 

on the walls, and by Phuong herself, her slim and 

petite body sheathed in a golden, form-fitting ao 

dai. Sometimes guests would ask to photograph 

her, requests that initially flattered her and now 

irritated her. Still, she could not decline, as her 

manager had made clear, and so she would force 

herself to smile and tilt her head, a trellis of hair 

as black and silky as her trousers falling over her 

shoulder. Striking this or another pose, Phuong 

could pretend that she was not a hostess doing a 

foreigner’s bidding but rather a model, a starlet, 

or her sibling namesake. What she actually looked 

like she never knew, for while everyone promised 

to send her the pictures, no one ever had.

• • •

When she arrived, Vivien carried with her 

a schedule of the sights she wanted to see, 

complete with estimated travel times via train, 

bus, car, hydrofoil, or plane. President Clinton 

had come the year before, his much-celebrated 

15

visit reassuring her mother that Vivien’s 

return would be a safe one, especially when 

armed with a US passport and dollar bills. So 

equipped, Vivien had insisted on paying for 

the family during all their outings, her father 

putting up only token resistance. While Phuong 

was impressed by Vivien’s approach, as if 

vacationing were a job at which she sought 

promotion, she was not surprised. In the 

occasional dispatches sent by Vivien’s mother, a 

picture had emerged of an independent young 

woman, the unmarried pediatrician who had 

backpacked solo through western Europe and 

vacationed in Hawaii, the Bahamas, Rio. Mr. Ly, 

who made a humble living as a tour guide, 

reviewed the itinerary and said, “I couldn’t have 

done better myself.”

This is the cover of a 1962 pocket guide that was 
distributed to U.S. forces serving in Vietnam. The 
woman with the bicycle is wearing the traditional 
ao dai, the same kind of outfit Phuong wears when 
she works as a hostess at an upscale restaurant.

 How does this cover depict that outfit? To  
 what extent does this portrayal contrast with  
 the way it is characterized in “Fatherland”?
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He was a man of rare praise, except when it 

came to his first trio of children. After the war, 

he’d been banished to a New Economic Zone 

for five years, and his mistress had gone to his 

wife, demanding money. Until then his wife had 

been ignorant of the mistress’s existence, and 

she responded to the discovery by fleeing the 

country with her children on a perilous boat 

trip. Mr. Ly learned of their flight in the middle of 

his sentence and sank into depression, until his 

return to Saigon. Life must move on, his mistress 

said, so he had divorced Vivien’s mother, made 

his mistress the second Mrs. Ly, and sired three 

more children. He often compared Phuong to 

her absent namesake, which had cultivated in 

Phuong both a sense of yearning for this sister 

and also some undeniable jealousy. A weevil of 

envy resurfaced nearly every day of Vivien’s visit, 

for her father was behaving completely unlike 

himself, as if he were competing to win Vivien’s 

approval. Without questions or criticism, he 

followed Vivien’s plan for visiting temples and 

cathedrals, shopping malls and museums, 

beaches and resorts, south through the Mekong 

Delta, west to Vung Tau, north to Da Lat, and, 

within Saigon, from the dense, cacophonous 

alleys of the Chinese quarter in Cho Lon to the 

glamour of downtown’s Dong Khoi, where Nam 

Kha was the most expensive restaurant on the 

boulevard.

“This is like the Saigon of the old days.” Mr. Ly 

smiled fondly, gazing on the restaurant’s velvet 

drapes and marble pillars. During the war, he 

had owned a shoe factory, a beach home in Vung 

Tau, a chauffeured Citroën. Photographs from 

that time showed a dapper man with pomaded 

hair and a Clark Gable mustache.2 Now, as far as 

Phuong could tell, he wore his sadness and defeat 

in a paunch barely contained by the buttons of 

a short-sleeved shirt one size too small for him. 

“L’Amiral on Thai Lap Thanh. La Tour d’Ivoire on 

Tran Hung Dao. Paprika, with the best paella and 

sangria. I always used to go to those restaurants.”

“Not with me,” Mrs. Ly said.

“What do you want to do tomorrow?” Mr. Ly 

asked Vivien.

She refilled his glass from the bottle of 

Australian merlot and said, “I left it blank on 

my schedule. I always leave a day or two for 

surprises.”

“Can we go to Dam Sen?” Hanh asked. Phuc 

nodded vigorously.

“What’s that?” Vivien refilled her own glass.

“An amusement park,” Phuong said. She was 

drinking lemonade, as were her mother and 

brothers. “It’s not far from here.”

“I worked at one when I was sixteen,” Vivien 

said. “That was a crazy summer.”

“We can save Dam Sen for later,” Mr. Ly said. 

“Since you’ve seen where your sister works, let 

me take you on one of my tours tomorrow.”

“One hundred percent.” Vivien raised her 

glass, using the classic toast he had taught her.

He clinked his glass against hers, gazed on 

his sons affectionately, and said, “Yours is a 

lucky generation.”

“I wouldn’t say we were so lucky,” Phuong 

said.

“You’ve never appreciated what you have.” 

Her father waved his hand over the meal, and 

Phuong squeezed her glass, bracing herself to 

hear the stories of her parents one more time. 

“You want to talk about bad luck? After the 

Americans abandoned us and the Communists 

sent me to the labor camp, we lived on roots and 

manioc.3 There were worms in the rice, which 

was mostly water. People caught dysentery or 

malaria or dengue fever like the common cold 

and just died. It was amazing we had blood left 

for the leeches.”

20

25

30

2This is a reference to Rhett Butler, one of the protagonists in 

Gone with the Wind. In the 1939 film version, he was played by 

actor Clark Gable. — Eds.

3A root vegetable similar to the potato that grows in tropical 

climates. In a dried and powdered form, it is more commonly 

known as tapioca. — Eds.
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“It wasn’t so much better at home,” Mrs. Ly 

chimed in. “I sold everything to survive after the 

war. My sewing machine. The record player you 

gave me, and the records too.”

“The dumbest part was the confessions.” Mr. Ly 

stared into his glass, as if all the lessons learned in 

the labor camp, once distilled, merely served to fill 

it. “Every week I had to come up with a different 

way to criticize myself for being a capitalist. I wrote 

enough pages for a whole autobiography, but every 

chapter said the same thing.”

Phuong sighed, but Vivien was listening 

intently, chin cupped on her hand. “There’s 

something I’ve always wanted to know.” When 

their father looked up, Vivien said, “Why give 

your children with your next wife our names?”

This was the question Phuong had never 

asked, fearing the answer she always suspected, 

that she and her brothers were no more than 

regrets born into flesh. Vivien’s forthrightness, 

however, did not appear to surprise or daunt 

their father, who merely raised his glass and 

said, “If you hadn’t come back to see me, I 

would have understood. But I knew you would 

come back to see the one I named after you.”

Vivien glanced at Phuong, who maintained a 

stoic expression. After all, it wasn’t Vivien’s fault 

their father behaved the way he did, playing 

favorites and pitying himself. “So here I am,” 

Vivien said. She returned her father’s gaze and 

clinked her glass against his. “And here’s to us.”

“One hundred percent,” Mr. Ly said.

• • •

In all the years that Mr. Ly had worked as a tour 

guide, he had never asked Phuong to accompany 

him. Although she had never asked and had never 

thought of asking, she realized the next morning 

on the tour bus that she would have liked to 

have been asked before now. Vivien did not 

seem to appreciate their father’s special regard 

for her, or her fortune in even being a tourist 

on this day, the boys left behind at school and 

Phuong’s mother busy at work. Instead, Vivien  

35

focused her attention on the crowded conditions 

of the aging bus, whispering complaints into 

Phuong’s ear about the long-haired, budget-

minded backpackers who jammed into the 

thinly cushioned seats and made their father’s 

company a success. Then, embraced by 

clammy weather once they stepped off the air-

conditioned bus at Ben Dinh, Vivien could only 

mutter that this was not exactly her idea of fun.

“I don’t even like camping,” Vivien said as 

the sisters trailed behind the other tourists, 

winding their way through the eucalyptus trees 

and bamboo groves where the fabled tunnels 

of Cu Chi were preserved. “I’d rather be in 

a shopping mall or a museum, but even the 

museums don’t have air-conditioning here.”

“Father wants you to see him at work,” Phuong 

said patiently. “He’s good at what he does.”

“Don’t tell him I said anything, okay? I don’t 

want to hurt his feelings.”

“So we have a secret?” Phuong teased.

“Sisters have to have secrets,” Vivien said. 

“Oh, my God. What is it, thirty-four degrees?”

“This isn’t so bad. It’s not even that hot.”

“I’m being bit. I can feel it. Look at my legs!”

Vivien’s shins and thighs were studded 

with the pale bumps of fresh bites and the red 

kernels of fermenting ones. For a pediatrician 

and seasoned traveler, Vivien had proven 

woefully incapable of caring for her own body. 

While Phuong wore gloves extending to her 

upper arms and nylons underneath her jeans, 

her sister wore brief shorts and a T-shirt that 

exposed her bra straps and the waistband and 

thong of her panties, which today were lavender. 

Despite her bared skin, Vivien neglected to 

use mosquito repellent, and she complained 

whenever the weather was hot, which was, 

according to her, nearly every second of the 

day and night. Her sister’s vulnerability was 

alternately a source of annoyance and a source 

of endearment to Phuong, rendering Vivien less 

intimidating and perhaps more deserving of the 

secret Phuong longed to entrust, what she had 

40

45
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never told her family and what only Vivien could 

understand. One day Phuong too would leave 

this place, for Saigon was boring and the country 

itself not big enough for the desires in her heart.

“This, ladies and gentlemen, a punji trap.” 

Mr. Ly spoke in English, beckoning for the group 

to halt. The two dozen tourists, all Westerners, 

stepped close to the bamboo trapdoor. He spun 

it on its hinge until it was vertical, revealing a 

pit as deep as a grave and as long as a coffin, a 

dozen sharp wooden stakes embedded in the 

earth. “Step on trapdoor, you fall in.”

After a couple of tourists took photographs, 

Mr. Ly waved the group forward. He wore a short-

sleeved white shirt, gray slacks, and polished 

brown leather shoes, whereas at home he typically 

lounged in shorts and perhaps an undershirt. 

What was strangest to Phuong was seeing her 

father joke and chat with the tourists. Whenever 

he spoke to Phuong at home, it was mostly to call 

for another beer, to fetch him his cigarettes, or to 

request a particular dish for dinner.

“And this, an original tunnel.” Mr. Ly 

stopped and pointed at a square hole the size 

of a sheet of writing paper, covered with a 

wooden board and a scattering of leaves at the 

foot of a eucalyptus tree. “Here, guerrillas live 

for years and attack Americans anytime.” The 

tourists were almost all Americans, but this 

history did not seem to offend them. Instead 

they seemed fascinated, raising their cameras 

as he lifted the board to show the narrow, dark 

entrance. Off in the distance, from the shooting 

range, a machine gun fired a burst of rounds, 

each bullet costing a dollar, according to their 

father. Phuong was bemused by the fact that 

these tourists would want to spend their money 

and their day here instead of at the beach or a 

fancy restaurant, or in a hammock at a rustic 

riverside café. The reason for such behavior, her 
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Tourism in Vietnam is often focused on what Americans call the Vietnam War, or the Second Indochina 
War, as the Vietnamese call it. Here, a tourist to the Ho Chi Minh City Museum in Saigon inspects the 
cockpit of a U.S. Bell Huey helicopter.

 How does “Fatherland” address war tourism? Why does Mr. Ly seem to come alive when he is  
 leading tours?
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father said, was that the foreign tourists only 

knew one thing about this country, the war. 

These tunnels, then, were a must-see on their 

itineraries.

“Later we see new tunnels, made big just for 

you. Last time an American go in this one, he 

can’t get out. He too fat!” To illustrate his point, 

Mr. Ly extended his arms and joined his hands, 

creating a large hoop in the air. “Anyone want 

to try?”

The tourists grinned and shook their heads, 

the smallest of them as tall as Phuong’s father. 

Phuong was afraid he might call on her to slide 

into the tunnel, but when no one volunteered, 

her father scowled and raised his fist. “This is 

how we win our victory!” he cried. A camera 

flashed. “We reunite our country through 

courage and sacrifice!”

Two more cameras flashed as their father 

held his pose.

“Did he just say what I think he said?” Vivien 

whispered.

“He doesn’t really mean it. It’s only  

an act.”

But Phuong suspected that for the tourists, 

act was fact. Foreigners that they were, 

they could not tell the difference between a 

Communist and a man the Communists had 

exiled to a New Economic Zone. In a few days 

or a week or two weeks, they would leave, their 

most vivid memory about this day being the 

funny experience of crawling on their knees 

through a tunnel, and a vague memory of the 

passionate little tour guide and his passable 

English. We’re all the same to them, Phuong 

realized, with a mix of anger and shame — small, 

charming, and forgettable. She was worried 

her sister might see her this way as well, but 

when her father waved the tourists onward and 

Vivien followed, she appeared to be concerned 

only with brushing away the small cloud of 

mosquitoes hovering around her.

• • •

50

55

On Vivien’s Penultimate night in Saigon,  

she and her father drank four flasks of milky 

rice wine at a Chinese restaurant in Cho Lon. 

After returning home, Mr. Ly went for a walk 

with his wife to clear his intoxicated head while 

Hanh and Phuc settled down on the blanketed 

floor of the living room, their bed next to the 

motorbikes. Upstairs, after Vivien closed the 

door to the room that Phuong shared with her 

parents, she pulled one of her crimson suitcases 

out from underneath Phuong’s narrow bed. 

The suitcase had been loaded with gifts from 

Vivien and her mother, from jeans and shirts 

to medicines and makeup, even shampoo and 

conditioner that had been bottled in the United 

States and were hence more valuable than the 

same brand bottled in a local plant. Now the 

suitcase was packed with souvenirs, a porcelain 

doll in a silk ao dai for Vivien’s mother, hand-

carved teak replicas of cyclos4 for her brothers, 

a bottle of rice wine with a cobra floating in it 

for her stepfather, and, for her friends, T-shirts 

emblazoned with Ho Chi Minh’s5 avuncular 

face. But when Vivien opened the suitcase, 

she took out neither these mementos nor her 

own belongings. Instead, after rummaging 

underneath these things, she dug out a small 

pink bag, somewhat crumpled from its journey, 

and presented it to Phuong.

“I’ve got one last thing for you, little sister,” 

Vivien said. “I wasn’t sure I should give it to you, 

but I thought I’d come prepared.”

Printed on the bag in cursive writing was 

Victoria’s Secret. Inside were a black lace 

brassiere and black lace panties, a wispy thong 

rather than one of the scratchy, full-bottomed 

4Three-wheeled bicycle taxis. — Eds.
5Prime Minister of North Vietnam from 1945 to 1955 and 

President from 1945 to 1969, Ho Chi Minh (1890–1969) led an 

independence movement against the French and established 

the Communist-ruled Republic of Vietnam. — Eds.
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cotton affairs that Phuong’s mother bought for 

her in packages of a dozen.

“I can’t wear these!” Phuong said, laughing 

as she held up the nearly nonexistent panties. 

“They’re scandalous!”

“Of course you can wear them,” Vivien said, 

still kneeling by her suitcase. “Go on, try them on. I 

can’t imagine you in those granny things you have.”

For a moment, Phuong hesitated. But Vivien 

was her sister and a doctor, and there was no 

need to be shy. She quickly stripped off her 

rayon pajamas and her cotton underwear, and 

just as quickly slipped on the brassiere and 

panties. Vivien nodded approvingly and said, 

“Now you look sexy. Some boy’s going to be very 

lucky to see you in those.”

“My mother and father would never let me 

wear these.” Phuong inspected herself from head 

to toe with the hand mirror her mother kept 

hanging from a nail in the wall. “Only naughty 

girls would wear this.”

“It’s time for you to be bad,” Vivien said, 

yawning. “My God, you’re twenty-three! You 

don’t even want to know what I was doing when 

I was twenty-three.”

The touch of lace against her skin, and 

the glimpses of her nearly nude body draped 

so provocatively, made Phuong inordinately 

happy. She hummed as they tidied up, Vivien 

putting away the suitcase and Phuong donning 

her pajamas and drawing the curtain separating 

her side of the room from her parents’. Then she 

slipped into bed after Vivien, and lying there, 

her arm linked with Vivien’s arm, she could feel 

her sister’s gift endowing their relationship with 

even more intimacy and trust.

“What’s the first thing you’ll do in Chicago? 

Call your mother?”

“Take a long drive by myself. I miss my car.”

“I don’t even know anyone who owns a car.”

Vivien stared at the ceiling fan stirring the 

hot air of a typically humid night. The open 

window allowed in the merest of breezes.

60
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“Can I tell you a secret?” Vivien said.

“You already told me.”

“What?”

“A secret.” When Phuong turned her head, 

she could see into Vivien’s ear, the canal small 

and dark. “At Cu Chi.”

“I guess I did.” Vivien scratched a bite on her 

neck. “I thought I would come here and I would 

love my father.”

“You don’t love him?” Phuong propped her 

head on her hand. “Or you didn’t love him?”

“It’s easy for you to love him.” Vivien 

sighed. “It’s easy for him to love me. That’s the 

way it should be. He remembers me. I don’t 

remember him. Can you love someone you 

don’t remember? Can you love someone you 

don’t know?”

“I’m not sure.” A burst of cackling and 

laughter came from the alley outside, the 

neighborhood’s old ladies sitting on their 

thresholds, gossiping before bedtime. “But I 

know he’s not easy to love.”

“A woman can’t fall in love with a man for 

whom she feels sorry. Can she?”

“I’ve never fallen in love with anyone, so I 

don’t know.” The screech of the metal gate that 

was the living room’s front door announced 

their father’s return. “But you’re saying it wrong. 

You’re not falling in love, you just want to love 

him.”

“You know what my mother told me when 

I said I was going to Viet Nam?” Vivien paused. 

“ ‘Your father’s only going to break your heart 

too.’ ”

Then Vivien rolled over on her side to face 

the wall, where a green gecko clung patiently 

to the plaster. The stairs creaked as Mr. and 

Mrs. Ly ascended, the discordant notes 

together constituting a coda to Phuong’s day 

so familiar that only Vivien’s arrival had made 

her aware of it. Her sister’s restless presence in 

Phuong’s bed and the caress of the lace on her 

skin rendered the usual unusual, sharpening 

70
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Phuong’s perceptions as if before this they 

had amounted to no more than a dull pencil, 

allowing her to write in her mind with ever-

increasing precision the outline of her desires 

and the characters in her life, none more vivid 

than her father, whom she pitied and, even 

worse, did not respect. If he were only an 

adulterer and a playboy, then there would be 

cause for resentment, but he was in decline, a 

failure without even the glamour of decadence 

and bad behavior. This was a matter of sufficient 

sadness and embarrassment that when her 

father’s shadow appeared in the doorway, 

Phuong turned on her side as well. There, 

pressed into her sister’s back under the weight 

of a humid night, she discovered that even lying 

down Vivien had broken into a sweat.

• • •

At the amusement park the next morning, 

Mr. Ly photographed his children at the entry 

gates using a disposable camera, a gift from his 

ex-wife delivered by Vivien. After Vivien paid 

the family’s fares, Hanh and Phuc seized the 

lead, the former tugging on his mother’s hand. 

They picked their way through raucous troops 

of elementary school boys and girls, a battalion 

in red shirts and caps. A monorail traversed the 

park above the keen crowds, and in the distance 

a roller coaster rumbled. One exhibition hall 

soon caught Phuong’s attention, its curious 

English name being the Ice Lantern. On a 

billboard outside were brightly colored photos 

depicting glacial facsimiles of the Eiffel Tower, 

the Taj Mahal, and other manmade wonders of 

the world, lit in a rainbow of neon. “Let’s save 

this for later,” she said, “when we’ll need to cool 

down.”

“Good plan,” said Vivien, fanning herself 

with the park brochure.

After driving the bumper cars at Hanh and 

Phuc’s request, Mrs. Ly insisted on visiting the 

Japanese orchid garden. Several young couples 

posed for wedding photographs in different 

corners, the veiled brides in Western wedding 

gowns and the grooms in white tuxedos, red 

roses pinned to their lapels. Mrs. Ly cooed over 

the spectacle, but Hanh and Phuc rolled their 

eyes and asked Vivien if the next destination 

could be the Ferris wheel, rotating slowly above 

the waterslides. It was Mrs. Ly who clambered 

into one cabin of the Ferris wheel with the boys, 

while Mr. Ly declined to join his daughters in 

another cabin, claiming acrophobia. As they 

ascended, Vivien studied the scenery from the 

barred window on her side, Phuong peeking 

over her shoulder, her breath tickling a hair 

on Vivien’s ear. Vivien tucked away the hair 

and pointed toward the roller coaster climbing 

slowly into view, an upside-down caterpillar 

with dozens of human arms wiggling in the air. 

“I worked on a ride like that,” Vivien said. “All 

my friends found jobs at the park so we could 

meet boys.”

“Did you find a boyfriend?” Phuong leaned 

a shoulder against her sister’s arm. She hadn’t 

told Vivien that she was still wearing her gift, 

delighting in it like a child with a new and 

magical toy. “Was he handsome?”

“Rod was cute. He’d give me rides home, 

and we’d go on one of the side streets around my 

house, park, and . . . kiss. I don’t suppose you’ve 

done that?”

“Not yet.”

“You haven’t found any boys you like?”

“I don’t want any attachments,” Phuong said 

firmly. “I don’t want anyone holding me back.”

“From what?”

At the center of the park was a lake the size 

of a saucer, paddleboats floating like crumbs 

on its surface. Jutting into the lake was their 

noon destination, a restaurant in the shape of 

a dragon’s head, dividing the water as Vivien’s 

departure tomorrow would divide the world 

once more into those who stayed and those 

who left.

“Can I tell you a secret now?”

Vivien smiled. “Sure.”
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 In  The Two Fridas , Mexican artist Frida Kahlo (1907–1954) depicts herself as a pair of 
women holding hands. Their hearts are visible, and they are connected not only by their 
hands but by veins that snake from one figure to the other. 

  Analyze the painting, taking into account both the similarities and the differences between 
the two figures. In what ways does this painting reflect the relationship between Phuong 
and Vivien? In what ways could it reflect Phuong’s changing understanding of the world and 
her place in it as the story progresses?      

     

 In  The Two Fridas

extending beyond the text

 Phuong hesitated. On the wall, over 

scabbing blue paint, someone had drawn the 

stick figure of a girl with a mop of hair, fingers 

flashing a V, eternally optimistic. “I want to be 

like you,” Phuong said, gripping her sister’s 

hands in her own. “I want to go to America 

and be a doctor and help people. I don’t want 

to spend my life waiting on people. I want to 

be waited on. I want to travel anywhere I want, 

anytime I want. I want to come back here and 

know I can leave. If I stay here I’ll marry some 

boy with no future and live with his family and 

have two children too soon and sleep in a room 

where I can touch both walls at the same time. 

I don’t think I can stand it, I really don’t. Haven’t 

you ever felt this way?” 
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“Oh, God,” Vivien said, looking up at 

the ceiling of the cabin. Phuong had hoped 

for enthusiasm and would have settled for 

reluctance, confusion, or condescension, but 

she was not prepared for the panic on her 

sister’s face. “I told her she should have told all 

of you the truth.”

The roller coaster plunged down the tracks, 

the passengers screaming. When Vivien shifted 

her weight and pulled her hands free, her arm 

peeled away from Phuong’s shoulder with a 

moist suck of sound, the air no cooler than 

down below.

“Who are you talking about?”

“My mother.” Vivien took a deep breath 

and looked once more through the barred 

windows. “Did you know that when she came 

to the States, she told the government she was 

twenty-five?”

“So?” A drop of sweat trickled down the 

small of Phuong’s back.

“She was thirty.”

“I can see a woman doing that.”

“My mother also told the government 

she was a widow.” Vivien turned back to meet 

Phuong’s gaze. “She wasn’t telling the truth 

when she told our father I was a doctor.”

Phuong blinked. “You’re not a doctor?”

“I’m a receptionist without a job. I was let go 

the month before. My mother and my stepfather 

do not own a house in the suburbs. They live in 

a condo in West Tulsa. And my mother does not 

own the Nice Nail Beauty Salon. She works for it 

as a beautician.”

“Then why tell us you were a doctor?”

“Because you all wanted to know how 

much I made a month, and what I paid on 

my mortgage, and how much my car cost. It 

was easier just to answer than to say I wasn’t a 

doctor. But just so you know, that whole story 

about me being a pediatrician was my mother’s 

idea, not mine.” The cabin had reached its 

zenith. Far below, an elephant the size of a 

windup toy tottered back and forth, chained by 

95
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its ankle. “My mother also told me not to date 

my boss, especially if he’s married.”

“Your boss? What’s he got to do with this?”

“He said it wasn’t me, it was the economy,” 

Vivien cried. “Have you ever heard anything so 

stupid?”

“No,” Phuong said. “No one’s ever broken up 

with me before.”

“It happens to everybody.” Vivien’s eyes 

moistened. “So I thought I’d come here. A stupid 

reason, isn’t it?”

“I thought you came here to see us.”

“That too.”

“Where’s all the money coming from?” 

Phuong could not tabulate how much her sister 

had spent, but she knew it was in the thousands 

of dollars. Just the gift envelopes alone that 

Vivien had distributed on her first night in 

Saigon held six hundred-dollar bills for Mr. and 

Mrs. Ly, two of the same for Phuong, and one 

each for her brothers. “All the dinners and 

tickets? The trips to Da Lat and Vung Tau?”

“In America, they pay you extra when they 

fire you. Even receptionists get a nice check from 

big companies.” Vivien fumbled in her purse as 

their cabin continued its descent. “I also have 

credit cards. I don’t mind spending money. 

I wanted to show you a good time. You’ve never 

been anywhere.”

The park’s most prominent landmark 

loomed before them, a mountain painted an 

alluvial red, hollow and metallic. “It doesn’t 

matter,” Phuong said. None of it did, neither the 

lies nor the fact that Vivien had everything, even 

Phuong’s name, which she didn’t care to use. 

“You don’t have to be a doctor to sponsor me.”

“Where are my tissues?” Vivien wiped her 

tears away with her hands.

“I won’t bother you.” Phuong touched  

Vivien on the arm, sticky with perspiration. Their 

cabin was nearing the platform. “I’ll find a job. 

I’ll take care of myself. I’ll take care of you.”

Vivien snapped her purse shut, still crying. 

“I’m sorry, Phuong. When I return, I’m putting 
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my life back together. I’ve got to pay off four 

credit cards and my student loans and hope my 

house won’t be taken from me.”

“But — ”

“I won’t have time to worry about a little 

sister.” Now it was Vivien who seized Phuong’s 

hands with her own tear-dampened ones. “Can 

you understand that? Please?”

When the attendant opened the door, their 

father was waiting, disposable camera held to 

his eye, his wife standing behind him with the 

boys. The Ferris wheel rotated at its measured 

pace, slow enough for them to step out, Vivien 

first. A week later their father would develop the 

photograph, but it would take Phuong a moment 

to examine the laminated picture before she 

remembered what was absent underneath the 

clear plastic. Vivien was visible in the doorway, 

eyes moist and makeup smudged, but by an 

accident of timing and composition Phuong 

herself could not be seen.

• • •

While it had taken Vivien twenty-seven years 

to mail her first letter home, it took her only 

a month to send the second missive. Phuong 

returned one evening from Nam Kha to find 

her parents and brothers clustered around the 

table in the living room, sifting through a stack 

of pictures that Vivien had included. A smiling 

and cheerful Mr. Ly waved the letter at Phuong, 

a single sheet that she read sitting on the arm 

of the couch. The letter recounted Vivien’s 

wonderful memories, dining on a floating 

restaurant on the Saigon River, being fitted for 

a custom-made ao dai, riding on a pony cart 

around Lake Xuan Huong in Da Lat, the best day 

her arrival and the worst her departure. I looked 

out the window of the airplane until I couldn’t see 

the country anymore, she wrote. Everything’s so 

green. The moment the clouds covered it, all I 

wanted was to return. And so the letter went,  

her sister’s hypocrisy making Phuong so ill that 

it was all she could do not to tear the letter in half.

120

“Tomorrow I want you to have these pictures 

laminated,” Mr. Ly said, sorting through the 

photographs Vivien had sent. “We’ll make an 

album from them.”

“What for?” Phuong said, tossing the letter 

onto the table.

“What do you mean, what for?” Mr. Ly was 

incredulous. “So that we’ll have something to 

remember her by until she comes back.”

Phuong studied her father as he sat on the 

couch, surrounded by her mother and brothers, 

clutching the photographs as if they were equal 

to the hundred-dollar bills Vivien had given 

him. Once again she felt a surge of pity for him, 

certain not only that her father would break his 

daughter’s heart but also that the daughters 

would one day break his. She contemplated 

telling him this truth, that Vivien was never 

going to return, and that one day, perhaps not 

soon, but eventually, Phuong would leave as 

well, to a world where she could fall in love with 

someone she didn’t already know. It was merely 

a matter of momentum, and she now knew how 

to begin.

By nine the next morning she was alone in 

the house, the boys gone to school, her parents 

at work. She wore her sister’s gift, and over 

the lace donned a blouse and Capri pants. It 

would be best, she thought, to do what needed 

to be done outdoors, and so she placed a stool 

by the living room gate and a tin bucket on 

the pavement of the alley. When she opened 

the envelope of photographs, the first picture 

featured her father and Vivien shivering in the 

Ice Lantern at the amusement park, their last 

stop that day. In the foyer, an attendant had 

handed them polyester parkas, hooded, knee 

length, and in neon hues of yellow, pink, orange, 

and green. Even wearing the parkas, stepping 

from the foyer into the Ice Lantern itself was a 

shock, for it was in essence an enormous freezer, 

a frigid, echoing hall that offered a walking tour 

of the world’s tourist landmarks, rendered as 

ice sculptures no taller than a man’s height. 

125
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Dazzling neon lights in the same spectrum of 

colors as the parkas illuminated the sculptures, 

the scurrying crowds, and a pair of long chutes, 

also carved from ice, down which shrieking 

children slid.

“This is weird,” Vivien had said, 

hunching her shoulders from the cold as she 

stood before a miniature London Bridge. It was 

in front of this bridge, not far from the frozen 

pyramids of Egypt and the rimy Sphinx, that 

Vivien and her father posed for the photograph. 

While Phuong aimed Vivien’s camera, father and 

daughter had wrapped their arms around each 

other’s waists. Phuong had taken the picture 

mechanically, not paying much attention to 

the small digital image after it had flashed up 

on the camera’s screen. But now, holding the 

photograph as she sat on the stool, she could 

focus on its details. With their hoods over their 

heads, the only visible parts of her father’s and 

sister’s bodies were their pale, triangular faces, 

two white petals floating on lily pads of neon 

green. In the Ice Lantern’s glow, her sister’s face 

looked more like her father’s than Phuong’s 

did, the symmetry rendering clear what Phuong 

could now say. Their father loved Vivien more 

than her.

The photograph ignited easily when 

Phuong lit it with a match. After she dropped 

the photo into the bucket, she watched it curl 

up and shrivel, remembering how Vivien had 

approached her after she took the picture and 

tried to make amends. “I never thought I’d say 

this,” Vivien had said, smiling as she clasped 

Phuong’s hand, “but I’m cold.” Even a month 

later, Phuong could feel the chilliness of the Ice 

Lantern, and how she had shivered and turned 

away toward Egypt’s crystalline sand. She fed the 

fire with more photos, and their heat warmed 

her, two dozen others disappearing until only 

one was left, of Vivien and Phuong at the airport 

on the morning of Vivien’s departure, Vivien 

with her arm around Phuong’s shoulder.

Unlike Vivien, Phuong was not smiling. 

Their father had forced her to wear an ao dai for 

Vivien’s departure, and she looked serious and 

grim in its silk confines. Hers was the expression 

that older people of an earlier generation 

usually adopted as they stood before the 

camera, picture taking a rare and ceremonious 

occasion reserved for weddings and funerals. 

The photograph flared when she touched it with 

fire, Vivien’s features melting first, their faces 

vanishing in flame. After the last embers from 

this photograph and the others died, Phuong 

rose and scattered their ashes. She was about to 

turn and enter the house when a gust of wind 

surged down the alley, catching the ashes and 

blowing them away. A flurry rose above the 

neighboring roofs, and she couldn’t help but 

pause to admire for a moment the clear and 

depthless sky into which the ashes vanished, 

an inverted blue bowl of the finest crystal, 

covering the whole of Saigon as far as her eyes 

could see. 

2011

Understanding and Interpreting

 1. Viet Thanh Nguyen opens with four paragraphs that describe the situation, setting, 
and characters. What conflicts or tensions do these details suggest, both directly and 
indirectly?

 2. Nguyen explores commercial tourism throughout “Fatherland,” specifically in the scene of the 
family dining at the Nam Kha Restaurant (paras. 00–00). How are the tourists characterized 
in this scene? How does Nguyen reveal their version of Vietnamese culture? What does the 
evolution of Phuong’s reaction to such tourists reveal about her?
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 3. In what ways are the half-sisters Vivien and Phuong alike, and in what ways do they differ? 

Be sure to consider both direct and indirect characterization, including each woman’s 
appearance, self-image, ambition, and attitude toward her family.

 4. During one of their private conversations, Vivien asks Phuong, “‘Can you love someone you 
don’t remember? Can you love someone you don’t know?’” (para. 75). How does each of 
these young women answer those questions? In what ways does the story itself explore that 
question?

 5. There’s a fairly big “reveal” in the plot of “Fatherland” that takes place during the family trip to 
the amusement park (paras. 00–00). Did you see it coming? If so, what “clues” or signals did 
you notice? If not, what details kept you from suspecting that surprise?

 6. It would be fair to say that all of the characters in this story are displaced in some way. Mr. Ly 
and his second wife from their prewar lives in Vietnam; the first Mrs. from her homeland; 
Phuong between her dreams for the future and the confines of her everyday life; Vivien as 
she finds herself among strangers who happen to be her family. How does each of these 
characters cope with displacement? How do these depictions contribute to the overall 
meaning of the story?

 7. Countries of origin are generally referred to as “the motherland,” yet this story is entitled 
“Fatherland.” Why do you think Nguyen chose to make this choice for the title of this story? 
What does it suggest about Mr. Ly and his relationship to his children, especially Vivien and 
Phuong?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. In paragraph 18, Nguyen describes the Vietnamese city of Saigon 
as having many different neighborhoods: “from the dense, cacophonous alleys of the Chinese 
quarter in Cho Lon to the glamour of downtown’s Dong Khoi.” What does “cacophonous” 
mean in this context? Why is it an effective choice to characterize the area as a contrast to 
the “glamour” of downtown?

 2. Throughout the story, background information about Mr. Ly accumulates through his own 
words and actions as well as both Vivien’s and Phuong’s responses to their father. Notably, 
his first name is never revealed. How do such details — including whose perspective readers 
learn them from — both develop and complicate this character?

 3. Although “Fatherland” is told primarily as a chronological narrative about Vivien’s visit, the 
past is present in many ways. How does Nguyen weave the lasting role of the past — both the 
political and personal past — into the story without dividing the narrative into chunks of “then” 
and “now”?

 4. In paragraph 2 of “Fatherland,” Mr. Ly is described as “the plenipotentiary of the house.” 
This word normally refers to someone, often a diplomat, who has official and full power 
of independent action on behalf of their government. How does Nguyen use this word to 
characterize Mr. Ly? Why is it an effective choice?

 5. Photographs appear frequently in “Fatherland”: Mr. Ly receives and laminates photographs 
sent to him of his older children, tourists use their cameras to capture both people and 
places at several points in the story, Phuong poses for photographs — both willingly and 
unwillingly — taken both by family members and by tourists, and Phuong destroys photos in 
the final scene. What is the role that photographs play in this story? How do they contribute 
to the themes that Nguyen explores?

 6. At the end, Phuong burns the photos that Vivien has sent commemorating her visit. Why? 
It may be tempting to cite Phuong’s conclusion that “their father loved Vivien more than 
her” (para. 127) and conclude that she is so angry that she destroys any trace of her 
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half-sister. How does Nguyen reveal that Phuong’s motivations are more complicated? Pay 
close attention to the language of the final paragraph as you develop your interpretation, 
especially the last sentence that ends with her stopping “to admire for a moment the clear 
and depthless sky into which the ashes vanished, an inverted blue bowl of the finest crystal, 
covering the whole of Saigon as far as her eyes could see.”

 7. “Fatherland” depicts characters from two different generations: The older generation of 
Mr. Ly, comprised of refugees from and survivors of the Vietnam War, and the younger 
generation of Vivien and Phuong, split across continents and cultures by the violence of a war 
they did not live through — yet drawn together by the shared experience of being raised by 
parents whose wartime trauma colored their childhoods. How does the structure of this story 
highlight these divisions?

Topics for Composing

 1. Analysis. In paragraphs 00–00, Nguyen describes Mr. Ly’s actions as a tour guide. Reread 
the passage carefully, then write an essay analyzing how the author uses irony to convey 
Mr. Ly’s attitude toward the American tourists.

 2. Analysis. The Refugees, the title of the book that includes “Fatherland,” takes one of its 
epigraphs from James Fenton’s poem, “A German Requiem”:

  It is not your memories which haunt you.

  It is not what you have written down.

  It is what you have forgotten, what you must forget.

  What you must go on forgetting all your life.

  How does this epigraph apply to your interpretation of “Fatherland”?

 3. Argument. Mr. Ly is a complex character, but is he ultimately a sympathetic one? In what 
ways does Nguyen discourage readers from judging, even condemning him? What in the text 
encourages you as a reader to understand, perhaps even forgive the father? Develop your 
interpretation by citing specific passages to support your view.

 4. Research. In what ways did the general American public’s attitude toward those returning from 
Vietnam differ from the reception given today to veterans of contemporary conflicts? In addition 
to secondary research, you might conduct an interview with a veteran who served in Vietnam.

 5. Research. Recent neurological research has deepened our understanding of generational 
trauma, which had previously centered primarily in psychology. Explore the findings of this 
research. How does this information about generational trauma deepen or change your 
interpretation of the characters in “Fatherland”?

 6. Speaking and Listening. Watch a commercial film or documentary about the Vietnam 
conflict. Then, develop a presentation for your classmates comparing the view of that conflict, 
or “American war,” as the Vietnamese called it, with that presented in “Fatherland.” Use clips 
from the film and quotations from the story as appropriate.

 7. Creative Writing. What will happen to Phuong? Will she leave for America? If so, will she 
contact her half-siblings? Write a narrative in the voice of Phuong describing her life five 
years after the end of the story.

 8. Creative Writing. Nguyen has shared in interviews that the plot of “Fatherland” is based on 
the experiences of someone he knows. Write your own piece of short fiction that is based on 
a “stranger than fiction” true story.
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Abecedarian Requiring Further Examination  
of Anglikan Seraphym Subjugation  
of a Wild Indian Rezervation
Natalie Diaz

Natalie Diaz (b. 1978) is an American poet and language activist. 

She is Mojave and an enrolled member of the Gila River Indian 

community. After attending Old Dominion University in Norfolk, 

Virginia, on an athletic scholarship, Diaz went on to play 

professional basketball in Europe. She returned to Old Dominion 

University and earned a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in writing. Her debut book of poetry, When 

My Brother Was an Aztec (2012), powerfully evokes American Indian experiences by blending 

personal and mythical imagery. She currently teaches creative writing at Arizona State University 

and also works with the last speakers of the Mojave language to teach and revitalize it.

KEY CONTEXT The poem’s title identifies its form, in which each line begins with a successive 

letter of the alphabet. The title also employs alternative spellings of several words: “Anglican” (the Church 

of England, and likely a reference to the colonization of North America the British began with Jamestown 

in 1608), “seraphim” (the highest order of angels, in the Christian tradition) and of “reservation.” As the 

United States expanded during the nineteenth century, many American Indian tribes were forced off of 

their land and onto reservations, areas of land that were often difficult to farm. In addition to the title, the 

poem makes many references to Christianity, a religion that was often imposed on American Indians via 

residential schools that sought to forcibly assimilate children according to the creed of “kill the Indian, 

save the man.”

Angels don’t come to the reservation.

Bats, maybe, or owls, boxy mottled things.

Coyotes, too. They all mean the same thing — death. And death

eats angels, I guess, because I haven’t seen an angel

fly through this valley ever.

Gabriel? Never heard of him. Know a guy named Gabe though — 

he came through here one powwow and stayed, typical

Indian. Sure he had wings,

jailbird that he was. He flies around in stolen cars. Wherever he stops,

kids grow like gourds from women’s bellies.

Like I said, no Indian I’ve ever heard of has ever been or seen an angel.

Maybe in a Christmas pageant or something — 

Nazarene church holds one every December,

organized by Pastor John’s wife. It’s no wonder

Pastor John’s son is the angel — everyone knows angels are white.

Quit bothering with angels, I say. They’re no good for Indians.

Remember what happened last time

5

10

15
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some white god came floating across the ocean?

Truth is, there may be angels, but if there are angels

up there, living on clouds or sitting on thrones across the sea wearing

velvet robes and golden rings, drinking whiskey from silver cups,

we’re better off if they stay rich and fat and ugly and

‘xactly where they are — in their own distant heavens.

You better hope you never see angels on the rez. If you do, they’ll be marching you off to

Zion or Oklahoma, or some other hell they’ve mapped out for us. 

2012

Understanding and Interpreting

 1. “Abecedarian Requiring Further Examination of Anglikan Seraphym Subjugation of a Wild 
Indian Rezervation” opens with the statement that “Angels don’t come to the reservation.” 
What do angels represent for the speaker of this poem? How does Natalie Diaz develop and 
transform the concept of angels as the poem unfolds?

 2. What or who does the poem suggest is “Requiring Further Examination,” as stated in the 
title? What issues does the poem suggest need to be probed more in more depth?

 3. Diaz invents spelling in her title — Anglikan, Seraphym, Rezervation — but the spelling in the 
poem itself is conventional. Why do you think the words in the title have alternative spellings? 
What statement might Diaz be making with that choice?

 4. Why does the speaker tell the reader to “Quit bothering with angels” (l. 17)? How does she 
defend that statement? What does she mean by “last time / some white god came floating 
across the ocean” (ll. 18–19)?

 5. In Christian tradition, one of the most important of the Seraphim is the angel Gabriel. The 
speaker claims she’s never heard of him. What does the substitute — “Gabe” — say about the 
speaker’s view of European customs and their place in American Indian cultures?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. What does the word “powwow” (l. 8) mean? How does the meaning 
lend itself to its use here?

 2. Why do you think Diaz chose the abecedarian form for her poem? How is it suited to a poem 
that comments on “subjugation”?

 3. How would you characterize the tone of this poem? Try to describe it in two or three words. 
How does this tone create a picture of the speaker?

 4. In line 20, the speaker admits “there may be angels,” before ending with line with “but if there 
are angels.” How does that turn change the dynamic of the poem?

 5. Natalie Diaz played international professional basketball. She said this about her transition 
from athlete to poet: “In my life, just about everything I did had the pace of a basketball 
game. Sometimes fast, sometimes less fast. I understood momentum. I learned that not 
everything has to be one speed. I had to learn to interpret poetry’s momentum and rhythm, 
had to learn how to move in it.” How would you describe the momentum and rhythm of 
“Abecedarian Requiring Further Examination of Anglikan Seraphym Subjugation of a Wild 
Indian Rezervation”? How does Diaz “move in it”?

20

25
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 6. The poem’s last line is “Zion or Oklahoma, or some other hell they’ve mapped out for us.” 

Zion is a reference to an American Indian boarding school in Oklahoma. What comment is 
Diaz making by suggesting Zion and hell are the same thing? What does the word “mapped” 
suggest about the speaker’s characterization of the relationship between American Indians 
and the United States government?

 7. How does the poem address the common stereotypes used to describe and define American 
Indians? What techniques and images upend and resist those damaging tropes?

Topics for Composing

 1. Analysis. Write an essay in which you examine the connotations of the word “angel” as used 
in the poem. How does Diaz use the word to comment on American culture?

 2. Research. In a review of Whereas, a poetry collection by Oglala Nation poet Layli Long 
Soldier, Natalie Diaz noted, “It is easy to forget that America is an occupied land unless you 
are familiar with the hundreds of treaties made between the United States government and 
over 560 federally recognized indigenous tribes across our nation.” Research the history of 
these treaties and the ways they led to removal and resettlement on reservations. Write an 
essay in which you examine the ways the trauma of this history and the resistance to that 
trauma is reflected in the poem.

 3. Connections. Analyze “Abecedarian Requiring Further Examination of Anglikan Seraphym 
Subjugation of a Wild Indian Rezervation” as a protest poem. What protest is Natalie Diaz 
making? Is it effective? Why?

 4. Creative Writing. Write an abecedarian poem about an issue you are passionate about. 
Then, write a short paragraph that explains how your poem explores overlooked or frequently 
misunderstood aspects of that issue.
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from Citizen Khan
Kathryn Schulz

Kathryn Schulz (b. 1964) was raised in Shaker Heights, Ohio, 

and graduated from Brown University in 1996. She has been a 

book critic and a journalist, often focusing on environmental and 

human rights issues, for a variety of online and print journals and 

newspapers in the United States, South America and elsewhere. 

She is the author of Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error 

(2010), and is currently a staff writer at the New Yorker, where this 

article originally appeared.

KEY CONTEXT “Citizen Khan” was originally published in June 2016 in The New Yorker, with the 

subheading “Behind a Muslim community in northern Wyoming lies one enterprising man — and countless 

tamales.” Schulz’s title alludes to Orson Wells’s classic film Citizen Kane (1941), which is a fictional 

biography of a quintessentially American newspaper tycoon.

Parts of this sample chapter have been purposely omitted. Please see full Table of Contents for more information. 
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The first person in Sheridan, Wyoming, to 

learn that Hot Tamale Louie had been knifed 

to death was William Henry Harrison, Jr. The 

news came by telegram, the day after the murder. 

Harrison was the son of a member of Congress, 

the great-grandson of one President, the great-

great-great-grandson of another President, and 

the great-great- great-great-grandson of one of 

the signers of the Declaration of Independence. 

Hot Tamale Louie was the son of nobody knows 

who, the grandson of nobody knows who, and the 

great-great-grandson of nobody knows who. He 

had been selling tamales in Sheridan since Buffalo 

Bill rode in the town parade, sold them when 

President Taft came to visit, was still selling them 

when the Russians sent Sputnik into space and 

the British sent the Beatles to America.

By then, Louie was a local legend, and his 

murder shocked everyone. It was frontpage, 

above-the-fold news in Sheridan, and made 

headlines throughout Wyoming, Colorado, and 

South Dakota. It travelled by word of mouth 

across the state to Yellowstone, and by post to 

California, where former Sheridan residents 

opened their mailboxes to find letters from 

home-town friends mourning Louie’s death.

That was in 1964. Two years later, the killer 

was tried, found guilty, hanged, removed from 

the gallows, then hanged again. Within a few 

years after that, Louie, his tamales, his murder, 

and everything else about him had faded from 

the headlines. A half century passed. Then, late 

last year, he wound up back in the news.

The events that propelled him there took 

place in the town of Gillette, ninety minutes 

southeast of Sheridan. Situated in the stark center 

of Wyoming’s energy-rich but otherwise empty 

Powder River Basin, Gillette grew up around 

wildcat wells1 and coal mines — dry as a bone 

except in its saloons, prone to spontaneous 

combustion from the underground fires burning 

perpetually beneath it. Because its economy 

is tied to the energy industry, it is subject to 

an endless cycle of boom and bust, and to a 

ballooning population during the good years. The 

pattern of social problems that attend that kind 

of rapid population growth — increased crime, 

higher divorce rates, lower school attendance, 

more mental-health issues — has been known, 

since the nineteen-seventies, as Gillette 

Syndrome. Today, the town consists of three 

interstate exits’ worth of tract housing and fast 

food, surrounded by open-pit mines and pinned 

to the map by oil rigs. Signs on the highway warn 

about the fifty-mile-per-hour winds.

A couple of hundred Muslims live in 

northeastern Wyoming, and last fall some of 

them pooled their money to buy a one-story 

house at the end of Gillette’s Country Club 

Road, just outside a development called Country 

Club Estates, in one of the nicer neighborhoods 

in town. They placed a sign at the end of the 

driveway, laid prayer rugs on top of the wall-

to-wall carpeting, and began meeting there for 

Friday worship — making it, in function if not in 

form, the third mosque in the state.

Most locals reacted to this development 

with indifference or neighborly interest, if they 

reacted at all. But a small number formed a 

group called Stop Islam in Gillette to protest the 

mosque; to them, the Muslims it served were 

unwelcome newcomers to Wyoming, at best a 

menace to the state’s cultural traditions and at 

worst incipient jihadis.2 When those protests 

darkened into threats, the local police got 

involved, as did the F.B.I.

Whatever their politics, many outsiders, 

on hearing about Stop Islam in Gillette, shared 

at least one of its sentiments: a measure of 

surprise that a Muslim community existed in 

such a remote corner of the country. Wyoming 

is geographically huge — you could fit all of 

New England inside it, then throw in Hawaii 

5

1Exploratory wells in unexplored or unproven places. — Eds.

2Islamic fundamentalists who undertake or support violent, 

armed confrontations in the name of religion. — Eds.
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and Maryland for good measure — but it is the 

least populous state in the Union; under six 

hundred thousand people live there, fewer than 

in Louisville, Kentucky. Its Muslim population is 

correspondingly tiny — perhaps seven or eight 

hundred people.

Contrary to the claims of Stop Islam in 

Gillette, however, the Muslims who established 

the mosque are not new to the region. Together 

with some twenty percent of all Muslims in 

Wyoming, they trace their presence back 

more than a hundred years, to 1909, when a 

young man named Zarif Khan immigrated 

to the American frontier. Born around 1887, 

Khan came from a little village called Bara, not 

far from the Khyber Pass, in the borderlands 

between Afghanistan and Pakistan. His parents 

were poor, and the region was politically 

unstable. Khan’s childhood would have been 

marked by privation and conflict — if he had any 

childhood to speak of. Family legend has it that 

he was just twelve when he left.

What he did next nobody knows, but 

by September 3, 1907, he had got himself a 

thousand miles south, to Bombay, where he 

boarded a ship called the Peno. Eight weeks later, 

on October 28th, he arrived in Seattle. From 

there, he struck out for the interior, apparently 

living for a while in Deadwood, South Dakota, 

and the nearby towns of Lead and Spearfish 

before crossing the border into Wyoming. Once 

there, he settled in Sheridan, which is where he 

made a name for himself, literally: as Hot Tamale 

Louie — beloved Mexican-food vender, Afghan 

immigrant, and patriarch of Wyoming’s now 

besieged Muslim population.

When Khan arrived in Sheridan, he and 

Wyoming were roughly the same age — the 

man in his early twenties, the state nineteen. 

At the time, the idea that anyone at all would 

move to the region was a novelty. Although 

Native Americans had lived there for millennia, 

Europeans didn’t visit until at least 1743, and 

they didn’t linger. As late as 1870, scarcely nine 

10

thousand people lived in the entire territory. 

The coming of the railroad, which was supposed 

to solve that population problem, temporarily 

exacerbated it instead. “Hundreds of thousands 

of people had seen Wyoming from train 

windows,” the historian T.A. Larson Wrote, 

“and were spreading the word that the territory 

looked like a barren wasteland.”

That was particularly true in northeastern 

Wyoming. The rest of the state could be 

daunting, with its successive mountain chains 

rising like crests on a flash-frozen ocean. But at 

least it had grandeur, and verdure. In the east, 

by contrast, you could travel five hundred miles 

and not see a tree. Precipitation was similarly 

scarce. The Homestead Act offered Western 

settlers a hundred and sixty acres — not enough, 

in that landscape, to keep five cows alive. In 

winter, the mercury could plunge to fifty degrees 

below zero. People froze to death in blizzards 

in May. Frontier Texas, the saying goes, was 

paradise for men and dogs, hell on women and 

horses. Frontier Wyoming was hell on everyone.

Perhaps because it so desperately needed 

people, Wyoming was, from the outset, 

unusually egalitarian. Beginning in 1869, 

women in the territory could vote, serve on 

juries, and, in some instances, enjoy a guarantee 

of equal pay for equal work — making it, Susan 

B. Anthony said, “the first place on God’s green 

earth which could consistently claim to be the 

land of the free.” Despite resistance from the 

U.S. Congress, Wyoming insisted on retaining 

those rights when petitioning for statehood; 

in 1890, when it became the forty-fourth state 

in the Union, it also became the first where 

women could vote. On the spot, it acquired its 

nickname: the Equality State.

At statehood, Sheridan was a tiny settlement, 

just across the line from Montana, just east 

of the Big Horns, and otherwise very far from 

much of anything. But two years later, following 

rumors of coal (true) and gold (overblown), 

the population began to boom. By 1909, when 
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Khan arrived, around eight thousand people 

lived there and, on the evidence of the local 

business pages, the town had developed a 

kind of frontier-cosmopolitan chic. It had 

seventeen Blacksmiths, one Bicycle Dealer, and 

five purveyors of Buggies and Wagons. It had a 

Clairvoyant — one Mrs. Ellen Johnston — and 

a great many Coal Miners. Residents could 

go Bowling, or to the Opera House, or visit a 

Health Resort. They could get a Manicure from 

a Mrs. Rosella Wood, who was also available 

for Massages. They could read two different 

newspapers — one Republican, one Democratic. 

They could buy Grain and Guns and Horses, 

Books and Stationery and Coffee, Camping 

Outfits, Driving Gloves, Musical Instruments, 

and Talking Machines.

But perhaps the most striking entry in 

the Sheridan business directory was the one 

tucked in between “Tallow and Grease” and 

“Taxidermists”: “Tamales.” When Zarif Khan first 

began selling them, he shouldered a yoke with 

a bucket swinging from each end and walked 

to wherever he could find customers: outside 

the bank at lunch, outside the bars at closing 

time, down at the railroad depot when the trains 

came in. Business was good enough that he 

soon bought a pushcart. By 1914, the Sheridan 

Enterprise was referring to him, inaccurately 

but affectionately, as “the well-known Turkish 

tamale vendor.” (In fairness, nearly all references 

to Khan’s nationality were inaccurate, including 

his own. Although he identified as Afghan and 

official documents pertaining to his life reflect 

that, his natal village was ceded to British 

India before his birth, and today belongs to the 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan.)

In 1915, or maybe the year after, Khan 

opened a restaurant — a hole-in-the-wall on 

Grinnell Avenue, around the corner from Main 

Street. The hand-painted lettering on the façade 

said “Louie’s,” and, forever afterward, that is 

what both Khan and his restaurant were called. It 

had a service window that opened onto the street 

15

for customers who wanted their food to go, and a 

counter lined with stools for those who preferred 

to eat inside. In addition to the tamales, 

Khan served hamburgers, chili, pie, and ice 

cream — any flavor except chocolate, which he 

avoided because it sullied the cuffs of the white 

button-down shirts he liked to wear to work.

For nomenclatural purposes, however, none 

of these other menu items mattered. To the town 

of Sheridan, Khan would always be Hot Tamale 

Louie, or Tamale Louie, or, because it sounded 

best, Louie Tamale. He could have served steak 

tartare and the name would have stuck. Purists 

insist that it was apt, because nothing Khan or 

anyone else ever served was as delicious as his 

tamales. He made them at home, from chickens 

he kept in the back yard and killed in halal 

fashion. Everett McGlothlin, who last tasted 

one of Louie’s tamales when he worked there 

as a high-school kid, in the nineteen-fifties, 

said, “I love tamales, and I still haven’t found 

anything that comes close.”

For another faction, however, it was Louie’s 

hamburgers that dazzled. Sixty years on, locals 

who hear someone talking about Khan will 

cross the room and interrupt the conversation 

to say that he made the greatest burgers in 

the history of burgerdom. Five generations of 

Sheridan residents ate them, and those who 

are still around go into a kind of blissed-out 

cholesterol-bomb reverie when attempting to 

describe them. Some claim that he used only 

bull meat, and rendered his own tallow to fry it 

in. Others say he cooked the burgers in chicken 

fat, or sizzled bay leaf into the grease, or mixed 

in hearts and tongues.

Whatever his secret, Khan was particular 

about how he served his hamburgers. Cheese 

was unheard of, and woe betide those who 

requested ketchup. A burger from Louie’s came 

plain, or, if you chose, with mustard, pickles, 

and onions. (Several former repeat customers, 

now in their seventies and eighties, pointed 

an imaginary knife at me and said, “You wan’ 
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onions, keed?”) He sliced the pickles the long 

way, with a rapidity that mesmerized his 

customers. On a good day, he went through 

a hundred and fifty buns. On a really good 

day — when the rodeo came to town, say — he 

would fire up a second grill and bring on an 

extra high-school kid, and tour buses would 

pull up and order a hundred burgers at a time. 

By 1919, the restaurant was doing so well that 

Khan opened a Ladies Annex, “fitted with 

tables for the convenience of women,” as the 

Sheridan Post reported. The place was still a 

hole-in-the-wall — those tables numbered 

precisely three — but it was the most popular 

hole-in-the-wall in town.

It helped that it was always open. Seven 

days a week, fifty-two weeks a year, Khan 

began prepping at ten, opened the window 

at eleven, and served food until midnight or 

one or whenever the last of the bar crowd 

went home. It also helped that he would serve 

anyone. Sheridan in 1919 was still the kind of 

place where businesses posted signs saying 

“No Dogs or Indians Allowed,” but Native 

Americans were welcome at Louie’s. Some of 

them, in consequence, became strikingly loyal 

customers. Joe Medicine Crow, the scholar 

and Second World War hero, who died this 

past April, at a hundred and two, loved Khan’s 

burgers so much that, on his way home to 

As this chart shows, people become increasingly comfortable with diversity the more they 
experience others who are not like them.

 What evidence is there in Schulz’s story that this experience may be true even in places  
 like Gillette, Wyoming?
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Montana after the war, he hopped off the train 

during a thirty-minute stop in Sheridan and was 

still down at Louie’s eating when it pulled out 

again — much to the dismay of his mother, who 

had organized a town-wide celebration at his 

home station.

Kids were welcome at Louie’s, too, as 

were the women who worked at the nearby 

brothels and people who were too broke to 

buy a meal. Khan would hand out a tamale 

anyway, although the next time he saw you 

he might say, “Hi, Mr. Ten Cents,” and if by 

then you had a dime you’d pay him back. 

The only people he refused to serve were the 

drunk, the foulmouthed, and the brawling, 

whom he personally threw out on their ears. 

He was five feet six and weighed a hundred 

and twenty pounds, but nothing and no one 

intimidated him. For one thing, he had got 

himself all the way to Sheridan from the Khyber 

Pass. For another, he was the one holding the 

foot-long knife. Also, he had good aim with 

an onion.

Khan’s egalitarian attitude raised eyebrows 

among Sheridan’s snootier citizens. In the 

end, though, no one could stay away from the 

food, and so Louie’s gradually became its own 

little Equality State — an American kind of 

place, diverse and democratic, where the staff 

of the newspaper wolfed down post-deadline 

burgers elbow to elbow with society ladies, and 

schoolkids counted out their nickels next to 

stockbrokers ordering large. Meanwhile, Louie 

himself had gradually become American as 

well, and in 1925, after nearly twenty years in 

the United States, he decided to make it official. 

The town fathers, all of them Louie regulars, 

were happy to help; when Khan filed his 

naturalization petition, it was witnessed for him 

by the general counsel for the city of Sheridan 

and one of its former mayors.

The citizenship hearing was held on 

November 6, 1925. Because naturalization 

examiners showed up in Sheridan only 

20

once a year, the event was crowded with 

would-be Americans from around the county; 

seventeen from Poland, six from Austria, four 

from Czechoslovakia, two each from Greece, 

Scotland, Hungary, and Montenegro, one from 

Russia, one from Sweden, and one — Hot Tamale 

Louie, né Zarif Khan — from Afghanistan. On 

February 2, 1926, the paperwork came through, 

and Louie became a citizen. Five months after 

that, he received a subpoena from the U.S. 

Attorney for the district of Wyoming, ordering 

him to appear in court in the matter of the 

United States of America v. Zarif Khan.

• • •

The first naturalization law in the United 

States was passed in 1790, one year into 

George Washington’s first term as President. It 

established that only “free white persons” were 

eligible to become citizens, a constraint designed 

to exclude Native Americans and slaves. After 

the Civil War, that law was changed to extend 

eligibility to people of African descent. As a result, 

beginning in 1870, those petitioning for American 

citizenship had to be either black or white.

That left immigrants from Asian nations 

in the lurch — deliberately, as Congress soon 

made clear. The 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act 

prevented anyone born in China from becoming 

American. The Immigration Act of 1917 

established an “Asiatic Barred Zone”: a region, 

encompassing dozens of countries, from the 

Middle East to Melanesia, whose native citizens 

could not be naturalized. In theory, such laws 

were plenty clear. In practice, however, Asians 

petitioning for citizenship simply contended 

that they were white. Whether that was true was 

a matter of heated dispute among ethnologists, 

anthropologists, political scientists, policymakers, 

and government officials around the nation.

The courts, brought in to clarify the issue, 

made a mess of it instead. In “White by Law: The 

Legal Construction of Race,” the Berkeley law 

professor Ian Haney López provides a tragicomic 

list of court rulings on racial identity, together 

25
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with their legal rationales. Among those rulings: 

that Hawaiians are not white (based on scientific 

evidence); that Mexicans are not white (based 

on legal precedent); that Burmese are not white 

(based on common knowledge); that Japanese 

are not white (based on legal precedent); that 

people who are one-quarter Japanese are not 

white (based on legal precedent); that Syrians 

are white (based on scientific evidence); that 

Syrians are not white (based on common 

knowledge); that Arabs are white (based on 

common knowledge); that Arabs are not white 

(based on common knowledge); that Native 

Americans are not white (based on nothing).

That is the kind of wild inconsistency that 

eventually compels the Supreme Court to weigh 

in, and in 1922 it agreed to do so. Instead of 

resolving the muddle, however, the Court issued 

two rulings in under a year that made matters 

worse. In the first, Ozawa v. United States, a 

Japanese man brought up and educated in 

Berkeley argued that, for naturalization purposes, 

he was white. The Court acknowledged that 

Ozawa’s character was irreproachable, and 

also that he had a paler complexion than many 

people whose whiteness went uncontested. 

But it denied him citizenship, ruling that “the 

words, ‘white person’ were meant to indicate 

only a person of what is popularly known as the 

Caucasian race.” A year later, the Court took up 

the case of Bhagat Singh Thind, an Indian man 

who was, as the Justices reluctantly conceded, 

technically Caucasian. This time, however, 

the judges ruled that “white persons” was 

“synonymous with the word ‘Caucasian’ only as 

that word is popularly understood.”

Like Zarif Khan, Thind had already been 

naturalized; upon ruling against him, the 

Supreme Court stripped him of his citizenship. 

For most of U.S. history, that process, called 

denaturalization, was used to revoke citizenship 

that had been fraudulently obtained, or to remove 

from the ranks of Americans felons, traitors. 

and war criminals. The former Auschwitz guard 

Jakob Frank Denzinger was denaturalized, as was 

the anarchist Emma Goldman and the alleged 

Communist spy Solomon Adler. But, beginning 

in the early twentieth century, the Naturalization 

Bureau (later the Immigration and Naturalization 

Service) sought to denaturalize Asians who had 

been granted citizenship by courts that were 

either ignorant of current immigration law or 

deliberately defying it. According to the legal 

scholar Patrick Weil, this process was so far from 

systematic as to be scattershot. In effect, it came 

down to chance: an Asian citizen who’d had the 

good luck to find a lenient representative of the 

Naturalization Bureau then had the bad luck to 

be found by a strict one.

No one knows exactly how such a person 

found Zarif Khan. Perhaps he tried to obtain 

a passport, or perhaps he was summoned for 

jury duty, or perhaps someone read about his 

citizenship ceremony in the local papers and 

decided to tip off the authorities. Whatever 

happened, on August 12,1926, U.S. Attorney 

Albert D. Walton — best known for helping to 

represent the federal government during the 

Teapot Dome scandal3 — filed a suit alleging that 

Khan’s naturalization was “illegally procured.”

Khan’s case arrived at a curious moment in 

immigration history. The year before, an Indian 

man from San Francisco named Vaishno Das 

Bagai had been stripped of his citizenship, as 

had his wife and children — a particularly dire 

development for a California resident, because, 

by state law, those ineligible for citizenship 

could not own property. Sometime later, Das 

Bagai told his family that he was going on 

a business trip, booked a hotel room in San Jose, 

and killed himself. In the note he left behind, 

he described his suicide as a political protest. 

“I came to America thinking, dreaming, and 

hoping to make this land my home,” he wrote. 

3An early 1920s scandal involving oil companies that paid bribes to 

people in the highest offices of the U.S. government for the right to 

drill on federal land. — Eds.
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“But now they come to me and say, I am no 

longer an American Citizen. . . . Now what am I? 

What have I made of myself and my children?” 

Das Bagai addressed the note to the San 

Francisco Examiner, which published it.

Das Bagai’s death marked the beginning 

of a gradual shift in both public opinion and 

official policy on denaturalization. In 1927, the 

Supreme Court refused to hear a case against 

a naturalized Indian man, thereby sending a 

30

message to the lower courts to stop revoking 

citizenship on the basis of race. By then, it was 

clear that, as a practical matter, no good would 

come of judicial wrangling over whiteness, 

and also that attempting to maintain a white 

population through naturalization policy was 

a losing battle. Moreover, immigration laws 

were rapidly becoming ideologically untenable 

as well. At the start of the Second World War, 

the United States was the only developed 

nation other than Germany to explicitly restrict 

citizenship on the basis of race — a common 

ground that became increasingly uncomfortable 

as Nazi atrocities came to light. Midway 

through the war, Congress repealed the Chinese 

exclusion laws. Immediately afterward, it lifted 

all race-based citizenship requirements.

But all that came too late for Zarif Khan. 

His citizenship was challenged at a time when 

the courts had consistently held that whiteness 

was a requisite quality in a new American, and 

one that Afghans lacked. At some point, his 

cause must have seemed hopeless; when his 

case came to court, Khan did not contest it. 

On December 30, 1926, a judge declared him 

“forever restrained and enjoined from setting 

up or claiming any right, privilege, benefit, or 

advantage whatsoever” of U.S. citizenship. All 

told, Khan had enjoyed those rights for under 

a year. Then his naturalization was cancelled, 

and the form on file with the court was emended 

to read “member of the yellow race.” He was 

ordered to pay the cost of the lawsuit, plus tax.

• • •

If Khan was bitter about his loss of citizenship, 

he didn’t show it. He may never even have 

mentioned it; no one I talked to, including his 

children, knew that it had happened. Instead, 

he set his sights on that most American of goals: 

making money.

It began in the nineteen-twenties, with 

the wealthy men who settled into the stools 

at Louie’s and studied their newspapers. 

This mixed media piece is the work of Sarah 
Rahbar, an Iranian American artist. Almost 
six feet tall and four feet wide, Rahbar's 
intermingling of cultural elements with the 
American flag as a background portrays a rich 
interpretation of a point of intersection between 
layers of personal, cultural, and national identity.

 In what ways does Schulz's telling of the  
 story of Zarif Khan portray similarly complex   
 intersections between different “identities”?
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What’s so interesting in there? Khan wanted to 

know. They laughed at him, but they told him. 

He began buying the paper every day and asking 

whichever kid was working for him to take a 

break from peeling onions to read the business 

pages aloud. Khan couldn’t read or write 

English. He had no formal education to speak 

of. But he was frugal, focussed, patient, and, as it 

turned out, exceptionally good at picking stocks. 

The rumor around town was that he’d already 

made a million dollars by 1929. . . .

• • •

By the time Zarif Khan applied to become a 

United States citizen for the second time, he had 

been living in Wyoming for nearly half a century. 

He was in his late sixties. On the naturalization 

petition, his official hair color had turned 

from brown to gray. His skin color remained 

unchanged but no longer constituted a barrier 

to citizenship. On May 4, 1954, the federal 

government conferred upon Khan the privileges 

and duties it had once forever enjoined him 

from claiming.

Meanwhile, Khan’s life had changed in 

another momentous way. The year before, he 

had travelled to Pakistan and returned home a 

married man. The marriage was an arranged 

one; the bride, Bibi Fatima Khan (no relation), 

was fifteen years old. People in town talked, of 

course, but the tone was less judgmental than 

jokey — along the lines of “I wouldn’t have 

thought he had it in him.”

He did, apparently; in the course of the next 

eleven years, the couple had six children. Khan, 

a doting father, could be seen around Sheridan 

hoisting his firstborn. Roenna, on his hip, while 

pushing his infant son Zarif in a carriage. When 

they got older, they recalled for me, he took 

them to the restaurant, set them at the counter, 

emptied the till, and used the money to teach 

them how to count. Meanwhile, more children 

kept coming: Fatima, named for her mother, 

then Zarina, then a second boy, Nazir, and, 

35

finally, Merriam. After each birth, Khan flew the 

whole family back to Pakistan to introduce his 

relatives there to the new arrival.

In 1963, not long after Merriam was born, 

the family once again returned to Bara. This 

time, though, in addition to showing off his 

baby, Khan had business to conduct. Like 

many immigrants, he had spent much of his 

working life funnelling money back home: 

paying to build wells and mosques in areas 

where travellers would otherwise have no water 

to drink and nowhere to pray, buying land for 

his relatives to farm and houses for them to 

live in. Now he began giving all of that away, 

This image appeared with Schulz’s essay when 
it was first published in the New Yorker. A picture 
of Zarif Khan appears in the middle, and the 
words, “Greetings from Wyoming” run across 
the top and down the right side of the image. 
In the lower left-hand corner, half of a family 
photograph can be seen, although Khan himself 
is not visible in that portion of the photo.

 How does this image allude to the contents  
 of Schulz’s essay? What does the color  
 scheme imply about the trajectory of Zarif  
 Khan’s life in America?
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distributing deeds to those who were living  

in his properties and money to nearly  

everyone.

In the course of doing so, his children told 

me, he got into a dispute with a ne’er-do-well 

grandnephew by the name of Sultan Khan. 

When Sultan was a kid, just sixteen or so, he 

had been involved in a violent crime; rich Uncle 

Zarif in America had helped bail him out and 

got him into private school, but the kid had not 

shown signs of reforming. Now Sultan was thirty 

years old, and rich Uncle Zarif was no longer 

inclined to be generous. Sultan screamed and 

threatened; Khan held his ground.

The next day, Khan and a different 

grandnephew left Bara early in the morning to 

run an errand in a neighboring town. In keeping 

with Khan’s lifelong habit, they went by foot. 

Partway along the route, Sultan was waiting with 

a knife. It was June 23, 1964. Khan was roughly 

eighty — one of the few eighty-year-olds of 

whom it could be said that he still had most of 

his life ahead of him. In a picture taken earlier 

that year, he is holding the toddler Nazir on his 

lap, surrounded by his wife and other children. 

The oldest is barely ten, the next one eight, the 

next one seven. The others are too young to have 

begun salting away memories of their father, 

and they would never get to make new ones. 

Sultan Khan killed his cousin, then stabbed his 

uncle seven times. Zarif Khan died in the dirt in 

a place as important to his life as any other: the 

road out of town.

• • •

The shock of Khan’s death was followed  

by the surprise of his will. Other than his 

accountant and his lawyer, no one, not even 

his wife, had known that he was rich. When 

the will was probated, his estate was worth 

around half a million dollars — almost four 

million in today’s money. Supposedly, he 

had an equivalent amount back in Pakistan. 

Apparently worried that someone would marry 

40

his wife for her money, he had placed most of 

the estate in separate trusts for the children, 

leaving Bibi Fatima just ten thousand dollars 

plus a monthly allowance. Under Wyoming law, 

she was entitled to more, and, with the guidance 

of a lawyer, she sued for it. Eventually, she was 

awarded half the estate.

Thus began the afterlife of the Wyoming 

Khans. At the time of Louie’s death, Fatima was 

twenty-six years old, responsible for six children 

under the age of ten, uneducated, illiterate, 

unaccustomed to so much as leaving the 

house on her own. She brought a brother and a 

nephew over from Pakistan to help, and then, 

in an act of self-creation that rivalled Khan’s, 

set about figuring out how to thrive in Sheridan 

under radically changed circumstances. She 

hired an English tutor, learned to read and write, 

and joined the PTA. She got her driver’s license 

the same day as her oldest daughter. In 1970, she 

became an American citizen. Two years later, 

she bought the J.E. Motel and Café in Sheridan. 

Ever since then, the Khan family has been in the 

hospitality business — which, in a sense, Zarif 

was, too.

In time, the relatives whom Fatima brought 

over to help with her children married and had 

children of their own. Some of them brought 

over other relatives, who also married and had 

kids. Many of those kids now have children as 

well. As the family multiplied, it also dispersed. 

In 2003, the brother Fatima brought to Sheridan 

moved to Gillette to open a hotel; these days, 

his branch of the Khans owns eleven hotels in 

the area, and his grown children have young 

kids of their own. In total, there are now some 

hundred and fifty or two hundred Khans, mostly 

in Wyoming, though also in South Dakota, 

Colorado, and beyond. As with most families, 

there have been fallings out, about the kinds 

of things families fall out over: who got more 

money, who got more affection, who slighted 

so-and-so at such-and-such a time. Still, most of 

them get along, and they try to get together — at 
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Eid al-Fitr4 and Eid al-Adha5, at births and 

weddings and funerals.

Many of the Khans contributed money to 

fund the mosque in Gillette, and the threats 

against it came as a shock to them all; none 

had ever personally experienced such vitriol in 

Wyoming. Zarif Khan’s children, in particular, 

seem to have been shielded from whatever racism 

and xenophobia they might have otherwise 

encountered in nearly all-white Sheridan by their 

father’s standing. “Growing up here, it was great,” 

Zarina, who now owns Sheridan’s Holiday Lodge, 

said. “We had friends. No one asked about our 

skin. No one asked about our religion. No one 

would say, ‘Where are you from?’ ” Instead, the 

community recognized the Khans as its own; 

immediately after 9/11, Zarif told me, his Jewish 

pediatrician showed up to make sure the family 

was all right. Even in those tense times, Zarina 

said, “we had no troubles, no friction, no fight.”

The fight, when is arrived, came in the form of 

Bret Colvin, the founder of Stop Islam in Gillette. 

Colvin, who is forty-nine, grew up on a Wyoming 

ranch, left after high school, and spent the next 

decade in the Marines. Later, he worked in private 

security, in crab fishing, and in the oil and methane 

fields of the West. But these days oil is down, 

Gillette’s economy is suffering, and employment is 

hard to find. “You can’t even get a fast-food job in 

this town,” Colvin said; to get by, he’d been doing 

some computer and cell-phone repair.

That left him with a lot of time to stare at 

the Internet, which is how he learned about the 

mosque. Colvin was the one who organized the 

protests against it, and, according to the Khans, 

threatened to train a scope on it as well. He also 

menaced the town’s Muslims more generally; 

when he heard about a public lecture on Islam 

being held in Gillette, he used a podcast he 

produces to announce his plans to attend . . . and 

urged his listeners to come help him “run [them] 

out of town.” At some point, the threats grew 

sufficiently serious that the F.B.I. got involved.

Like the Khans, Colvin’s family has been in the 

West for a long time, though it represents a very 

different strain of the American character. “There’s 

been Colvins in Wyoming since the wagon-train 

days,” he told me. “My great-grandfather used 

to shoot Indians for the cavalry for five dollars 

a head.” That conduct — the effort by a group 

of newcomers co subdue or eradicate their 

predecessors through violence — is precisely 

what Colvin fears from Muslims. He believes that 

they are planning a violent invasion of America, 

and considers himself personally responsible for 

trying to stop it. That is why, he told me, he went 

to investigate the mosque after it opened. “I’m 

one of those people that just does stuff, O.K.?” he 

said. “I went down there and beat on the door and 

asked them who the hell they were and where 

45

The town of Sheridan recently memorialized 
Zarif Khan with this statue of him.

 What do such public displays of art tell us  
 about what a community values? How does  
 this statue characterize Khan?
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4The Islamic Festival of Breaking the Fast at the end of Ramadan, 

a month during which Muslims fast from dawn to dusk. — Eds.
5Muslim holiday called the Festival of the Sacrifice to honor 

Ibrahim’s willingness to sacrifice his son at God’s command. — Eds.
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they came from and what they were doing. They 

said, ‘We’re the Khan family.’ I said, ‘Well, that 

doesn’t mean anything to me.’ ”

Who the Khans are and where they came 

from and what they’re doing here is a long story, 

and a quintessentially American one. The history 

of immigrants is, to a huge extent, the history of 

this nation, though so is the pernicious practice 

of determining that some among us do not 

deserve full humanity, and full citizenship. Zarif 

Khan was deemed insufficiently American on 

the basis of skin color; ninety years later, when 

the presence of Muslims among us had come to 

seem like a crisis, his descendants were deemed 

insufficiently American on the basis of faith.

Over and over, we forget what being 

American means. The radical premise of our 

nation is that one people can be made from 

many, yet in each new generation we find reasons 

to limit who those “many” can be — to wall off 

access to America, literally or figuratively. That 

impulse usually finds its roots in claims about 

who we used to be, but nativist6 nostalgia is a 

fantasy. We have always been a pluralist nation, 

with a past far richer and stranger than we choose 

to recall. Back when the streets of Sheridan 

were still dirt and Zarif Khan was still young, the 

Muslim who made his living selling Mexican food 

in the Wild West would put up a tamale for stakes 

and race local cowboys barefoot down Main 

Street. History does not record who won. 

2016
6The belief that foreigners pose a serious danger to a nation’s 

society and culture.

Understanding and Interpreting

 1. After providing an introduction to Hot Tamale Louie’s history in Sheridan, Wyoming, Kathryn 
Schulz describes the much later establishment of a mosque in Gillette, Wyoming. What is the 
significance of juxtaposing these two events in this way?

 2. Why was Zarif Khan’s arrival in Wyoming such a marvelous feat for anyone, let alone for Khan?

 3. According to Schulz, early Wyoming was “unusually egalitarian” (para. 12). What reason does 
Schulz give for why the territory and eventually the state were perhaps willing to extend some basic 
civil rights to people who were denied access to them elsewhere? What were some of these rights?

 4. Part of the success of Hot Tamale Louie, as Khan became known, was not only because 
of the long hours he worked but also because of his willingness to serve anyone (para. 19). 
What was unusual about his service policy given the era? Whom was he willing to serve, and 
whom did he refuse?

 5. Khan underwent a fairly long process to earn American citizenship, only to have it taken away 
from him in less than a year. Why was Khan denaturalized? How does Schulz connect this 
event to larger trends of 1920s America?

 6. After Zarif Khan’s death, how did his young widow, Bibi Fatima, fend for herself? In what 
ways did she and other Khan family members contribute to the “afterlife of the Wyoming 
Khans” (para. 41)?

 7. What point does Schulz make by connecting Zarif Khan’s denaturalization with the anti-
Muslim sentiment his descendants now confront? How does this point connect to Schulz’s 
assertion that “we forget what being American means” (para. 48)?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. In paragraph 9, Schulz traces Khan’s path from Bombay to the 
United States and eventually Sheridan, Wyoming. When she concludes the paragraph, she 
describes Khan as the “beloved Mexican-food vender, Afghan immigrant, and patriarch 
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of Wyoming’s now besieged Muslim population.” How does Schulz’s use of the word 
“besieged” contribute to the tone of this paragraph? What does it imply her attitude is toward 
the difficulties faced by Khan’s descendants?

 2. What effect does Schulz achieve by contrasting the way “the history of immigrants is . . . the 
history of this nation” with “the pernicious practice of determining that some among us do 
not deserve full humanity, and full citizenship” (para. 47)? What is achieved in particular by 
Schulz’s use of the word “pernicious”?

 3. Schulz opens her essay with an account of Khan’s death. Why do you think she chose to 
begin the essay in this way? How would the essay be different if Schulz had begun with the 
story of Khan’s journey to America?

 4. Throughout the essay, Schulz incorporates several details about Gillette and Sheridan, 
Wyoming and the local economy. How do these details relate to Schulz’s purpose? What kind 
of context do the details provide, and why is this context important?

 5. What is the effect of including the anecdote about Joe Medicine Crow as well as the fact that 
“society ladies,” “schoolkids,” and “stockbrokers” all ate together at Louie’s (para. 19)?

 6. In paragraphs 25–32, Schulz introduces details about the history of the relationship between 
race and citizenship in America, juxtaposing the citizenship cases of Vaishno Das Bagai and 
Zarif Khan. What do these details add to Schulz’s argument? How do the two examples she 
provides in this portion of the essay illustrate a larger point?

 7. In describing Bret Colvin’s ancestral heritage, Schulz says his family is “like the Khans” before 
adding that it “represents a very different strain of the American character” (para. 46). What 
is the effect of juxtaposing the families’ histories in this way? What rhetorical strategies does 
Schulz employ to transition from this juxtaposition to the appeals she makes in paragraph 
47? How do both of these paragraphs work together to support Schulz’s main argument?

 8. What kinds of strategies and appeals does Schulz incorporate in the final paragraph, and 
what is their cumulative effect? How does this paragraph relate to the meaning of the work as 
a whole?

Topics for Composing

 1. Argument. What does it mean to be an American? Much has been written on the subject, 
and it’s a question that defies easy or succinct answers. Craft an argument in that gives an 
extended definition of what it means to be an American. Consider using evidence from this 
essay, from personal experience, and from other sources to support your position.

 2. Argument. Consider what Schulz describes as “Gillette Syndrome” (para. 4) and develop an 
argument to explain why unstable local economies of places such as Gillette, WY can foster 
racism and xenophobia.

 3. Argument. Develop a position on one of the following quotations about American values:

 a. “What is the essence of America? Finding and maintaining that perfect, delicate balance 
between freedom ‘to’ and freedom ‘from.’ ” — Marilyn vos Savant

 b. “It is not our differences that divide us. It is our inability to recognize, accept, and celebrate 
those differences.” — Audre Lorde

 c. “America was not built on fear. America was built on courage, on imagination, and on an 
unbeatable determination to do the job at hand.” — Harry S. Truman

 d. “The essence of America — that which really unites us — is not ethnicity, or nationality, 
or religion. It is an idea, and what an idea it is: That you can come from humble 
circumstances and do great things.” — Condoleezza Rice
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 e. “The magic of America is that we’re a free and open society with a mixed population. Part 
of our security is our freedom.” — Madeleine Albright

 f. “America means opportunity, freedom, power.” — Ralph Waldo Emerson

 g. “The American, by nature, is optimistic. He is experimental, an inventor, and a builder who 
builds best when called upon to build greatly.” — John F. Kennedy

 4. Connections. The Key Context for this essay explains that Schulz’s title alludes to the 1941 
film Citizen Kane. Research or watch this film, and analyze how its theme of isolationism 
relates to Schulz’s account of Zarif Khan and the experiences of Muslims in Wyoming in 
recent years.

 5. Connections. Explore your own family’s history. Do you have any ancestors who are American 
Indian, Alaska Native, or otherwise indigenous to North America? If not, did your ancestors 
immigrate here, and if so, from where? Do you have any ancestors who were enslaved and 
brought to America against their will? Did any of your ancestors receive harsh treatment at 
places like Ellis Island, Angel Island, other border crossings, or detainment centers? What 
factors contributed to the decision to immigrate to America? What challenges did they face 
once they arrived? Were any of your ancestors stripped of their citizenship, whether in their 
country of origin or in America? Interview older members of your family and look into any 
genealogical records you have access to. Then, write a narrative explaining the way your 
family has been affected by immigration policies and/or the experience of immigrating.

 6. Multimodal. Research the events that Schulz notes occurred throughout Zarif Khan’s life — from 
Buffalo Bill to the Beatles (para. 1) — and create a timeline that includes those things plus other 
significant technological advancements that occurred during his lifetime (c. 1887–1964). How 
do these events reflect the social and political changes of the twentieth century? What are the 
major events that have occurred since his death? Add at least ten events to your timeline. Then, 
reflect on how these changes have reshaped American society during your lifetime?

 7. Speaking and Listening. In her 2019 book This America, Jill Lepore notes how various 
people present at America’s founding, including Thomas Jefferson and Thomas Paine, wrote 
at one point or another that they saw the U.S. as an asylum, or a sanctuary, or both. Later 
in the book she makes this claim: “A nation that declares most of the peoples of the world 
ineligible for citizenship and yet also describes itself as an asylum is defined by contradiction. 
But the United States, rebuked by all those left out of its vision of the nation, began battling 
that contradiction early on, and has never stopped. In the United States, the nation is that 
battle.” How does Schulz’s piece relate to Lepore’s assertion? To what extent does Schulz 
challenge it? Prepare for and hold a discussion in which you address these questions.

Amy Sherald (b. 1973) is an American artist known for her portrait 

paintings. Born in Georgia, Sherald received a B.A. in painting from 

Clark Atlanta University and a M.F.A. from the Maryland Institute 

College of Art. Sherald and Kehinde Wiley, who painted President 

Barack Obama’s portrait, were the first African American artists to 

paint official portraits. Since their unveiling in 2018, the portraits 

have been one of the Gallery’s most popular exhibits. B
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First Lady Michelle Obama
Amy Sherald

Parts of this sample chapter have been purposely omitted. Please see full Table of Contents for more information. 
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KEY CONTEXT Amy Sherald has cited a wide-range of influences on her work, including 

the writers Octavia Butler, bell hooks, and Ralph Waldo Emerson; the painter Salvador Dali; 

filmmakers Tim Burton and Wes Anderson; and late nineteenth-century photographs of African 

Americans. “I really see myself working within the tradition of American Realism,” Sherald 

has said. “I look at America’s heart — people, landscapes, and cityscapes — and I see it as an 

opportunity to add to an American art narrative that was written by painters who were mostly 

white and male . . . I paint because I am looking for myself in art history and in the world.”
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Understanding and Interpreting

 1. What is your first reaction to Amy Sherald’s portrait of First Lady Michelle Obama? In what 
ways does she resemble photographs that have been taken of her? In what ways does she 
seem different?

 2. How would you characterize Michelle Obama’s expression? Why do you think Sherald 
painted her looking directly at the viewer?

 3. In an interview published in the New York Times, Sherald said that her subjects “exist in a 
place of the past, the present and the future,” adding that “it’s like something I sense more 
with my spirit than my mind.” In what ways does this portrait of Michelle Obama seem 
simultaneously from the past, in the present, and of the future?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Michelle Obama’s skin color is painted in shades of gray. The technique, a classical one, is 
called grisaille, and Amy Sherald uses it for the skin tone of all of her portrait subjects. How 
does this choice characterize First Lady Obama? What does it suggest about Sherald’s 
relationship to her subject?

 2. Consider the proportions of the portrait. How much of the space is taken up by the subject’s 
gown? By Mrs. Obama’s head and shoulders? What message might Sherald have intended 
by using those proportions?

 3. Look carefully at the shape of the main subject, especially in relation to the canvas itself. 
Also, look at the shapes in the dress First Lady Obama wears. What do you associate with 
these shapes? What do they convey about First Lady Obama?

 4. You may have noticed that this painting has a flat background, with no horizon line to anchor 
the subject or suggest depth. What effect does this choice have on the painting?

 5. Sherald generally paints on very large canvases. This portrait is no exception, measuring 
72 1/8 × 60 1/8 inches, or roughly 6 feet by 5 feet. How does the size of this painting 
contribute to its effect? What message does it convey to the viewer?

Topics for Composing

 1. Analysis. In a 2018 essay in the New Yorker, writer Doreen St. Felix says that “Evidence of 
power is more elusive in Sherald’s paintings” than in those of Kehinde Wiley, who painted 
Barack Obama’s portrait. Does this painting convey power to you? If not, what does it 
convey? Explain your answer.

 2. Argument. In a review of this portrait for the New York Times, critic Holland Cotter 
commented that “Ms. Sherald’s image of Mrs. Obama overemphasizes an element of 
couturial spectacle, but also projects a rock-solid cool.” Write an essay in which you develop 
a position on that assessment.

 3. Connections. Michelle Obama chose the dress she was painted in, a cotton poplin halter 
dress designed by Michelle Smith for Milly. In an article in Vogue magazine, Smith said 
that the dress’s “clean, minimal geometric print” is “without reference to anything past or 
nostalgic” and is “forward thinking” like Obama herself. Painter Amy Sherald said the shapes 
on the dress reminded her of the work of the artist Piet Mondrian (1872–1944) and the 
“diligent quilt-making of the black women artist of Gee’s Bend, Alabama.” And, of course, the 
halter style shows off Michelle Obama’s well-toned arms, a subject often brought up by the 
press during her time as First Lady. Choose a photograph or portrait of a public figure and 
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Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah (b. 1991) grew up in and around New 

York City, the son of immigrants from Ghana. He attended the State 

University of New York at Albany and received a Masters of Fine Arts 

(MFA) from Syracuse University, where he now teaches. Friday Black, 

his first collection of stories, was published in 2018.

KEY CONTEXT Black Friday, the day after Thanksgiving, has become a 

tradition of American consumerism. It is the unofficial start of the Christmas 

shopping season and often the busiest shopping day of the year. In recent years, many department stores 

and malls have opened at midnight or earlier with extreme discounts on products, and consumers line up 

waiting to grab goods before the deals sell out. Many years, shoppers are injured in stampedes or in fights. 

In Adjei-Brenyah’s satirical story “Friday Black,” the frenzy of consumerism is a literal virus that infects 

shoppers.

so they could patch me up. Now I have a jagged 

smile on my left arm. A sickle, half circle, my 

lucky Friday scar. I hear Richard’s shoes flopping 

toward me.

“You ready, big guy?” he asks. I open one eye 

and look at him. I’ve never not been ready, so I 

don’t say anything and close my eyes again. “I get 

it; I get it. Eye of the tiger! I like it,” Richard says. 

I nod slowly. He’s nervous. He’s a district manager, 

and this is the Prominent Mall. We’re the biggest 

store in his territory. We’re supposed to do a 

million over the next thirty days. Most of it’s on me.

The main gate creaks and groans.

Get to your sections!” Angela screams.

Ravenous humans howl. Our gate whines 

and rattles as they shake and pull, their grubby 

fingers like worms through the grating. I sit 

atop a tiny cabin roof made of hard plastic. My 

legs hang near the windows, and fleeces hang 

inside of it. I hold my reach, an eight-foot-long 

metal pole with a small plastic mouth at the 

end for grabbing hangers off the highest racks. I 

also use my reach to smack down Friday heads. 

It’s my fourth Black Friday. On my first, a man 

from Connecticut bit a hole into my tricep. His 

slobber hot. I left the sales floor for ten minutes 
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Friday Black
Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah

write a rhetorical analysis of the clothing the subject wears. How do their fashion choices create a persona 
or persuade viewers?

 4. Connections. Write an essay in which you compare Amy Sherald’s portrait of Michelle Obama to a portrait 
of another former First Lady. What does each painting convey about the role of First Lady in American 
culture and politics?

 5. Connections. Amy Sherald said of Michelle Obama, “She’s an archetype that a lot of women can relate 
to — no matter shape, size, race or color. . . . We see our best selves in her.” Write an essay in which you 
explore how this painting presents an archetype with universal appeal. Do you see your best self in this 
portrait? Explain why or why not.

 6. Multimodal. During her tenure as First Lady, Michelle Obama was one of the most photographed women 
in the world. Choose at least 8 photographs of her taken between 2008 and 2016 and create a slideshow. 
Explain in a narration or in writing how Sherald’s portrait works with or works against those images

Parts of this sample chapter have been purposely omitted. Please see full Table of Contents for more information. 
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“I saw the SuperShell in the back. What’s she 

wear, medium or large?”

“Large,” I say, opening both eyes.

There’s contest: whoever has the most sales 

gets to take home any coat in the store. When 

Richard asked me what I was going to do if I won, 

I told him that when I won I was going to give one 

of the SuperShell parkas to my mother. Richard 

frowned but said that was honorable. I said 

that, yeah, it was. The SuperShells are the most 

expensive coats we have this season: down-filled 

lofted exterior with a water-repellent finish, zip 

vents to keep the thing breathable, elastic hem plus 

faux fur on the hood for a luxurious touch. I know 

Richard would have me choose literally anything 

else. That’s half of why I chose it. I set it aside in the 

back. It’s the only large we’ve got due to a shipment 

glitch. Nobody will touch it because I’m me.

Most of the Friday heads are here for the 

PoleFaceTM stuff. And whose name is lined 

5 up with the PoleFaceTM section on the daily 

breakdown each day this weekend? It’s not 

Lance or Michel, that’s for sure. It’s not the new 

kid, Duo, either. I look across to denim where 

Duo is pacing back and forth making sure his 

piles are neat and folded. He’s a pretty good 

kid. Sometimes he’ll actually ask to help with 

shipments. He wears a T-shirt and skinny jeans 

like most of our customers his age. Angela 

tells him to watch me, to learn from me. She 

says he’s my heir apparent. I like him, but he’s 

not like me. He can sound honest, he knows 

how to see what people want, but he can’t do 

what I can do. Not on Black Friday. But he’ll 

survive denim.

Michel and Lance cover shoes and graphic 

tees. Michel and Lance might as well be anybody 

else. Lance is working the broom.

There’s a grind and a metallic rumble. 

Angela is in the front. She’s pushed the button 
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This illustration by Nathan Fox accompanied “Friday Black” when it was first published in Esquire 
magazine. While it is not a literal illustration of the story’s action or characters, it does recreate the chaos.

 What style elements that enable us to see and feel the chaos of the events that take place in  
 “Friday Black”? How do those elements echo the language choices Adjei-Brenyah makes?
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and turned the key: The main gate eats itself up 

as it rolls into the ceiling.

“Get out of here!” I yell to Richard. He runs 

to the register where he’ll be backup to the 

backup safe.

Maybe eighty people rush through the gate, 

clawing and stampeding. Pushing racks and 

bodies aside. Have you ever seen people run 

from a fire or gunshots? It’s like that, with less 

fear and more hunger. From my cabin, I see a 

child, a girl maybe six years old, disappear as the 

wave of consumer fervor swallows her up. She is 

sprawled facedown with dirty shoe prints on her 

pink coat. Lance walks up to the small pink body. 

He’s pulling a pallet jack and holding a huge 

push broom. He thrusts the broom head into her 

side and tries to sweep her onto the pallet jack 

so he can roll her to the section we’ve designated 

for bodies. As he touches her, a woman wearing 

a gray scarf pushes him away and yanks the girl 

to her feet. I imagine the mother explaining that 

her tiny daughter isn’t dead yet. She pulls the 

little girl toward me. The girl limps and tries to 

keep up, and then I have to forget about them.

“Blue! Son! SleekPack!” a man with wild 

eyes and a bubble vest screams as he grabs my 

left ankle. White foam drips from his mouth. 

I use my right foot to stomp his hand, and I feel 

his fingers crush beneath my boots. He howls, 

“SleekPack. Son!” while licking his injured 

hand. I look him in his eyes, deep red around 

his lids, redder at the corners. I understand 

him perfectly. What he’s saying is this: My 

son. Loves me most on Christmas. I have him 

holidays. Me and him. Wants the one thing. 

Only thing. His mother won’t. On me. Need to 

feel like Father!

Ever since that first time, since the bite, I 

can speak Black Friday. Or I can understand it, 

at least. Not fluently, but well enough. I have 

some of them in me. I hear the people, the sizes, 

the model, the make, and the reason. Even if all 

they’re doing is foaming at the mouth. I use my 

reach and pull a medium-size blue SleekPack 

PoleFaceTM from a face-out rack way up on 

the wall. “Thanks,” he growls when I throw the 

jacket in his face.

I jump down from the cabin and swing 

the reach around so none of them can get too 

close. The long rod whistles in the air. Most of 

the customers can’t speak in real words; the 

Friday Black has already taken most of their 

minds. Still, so many of them are the same. I 

grab two medium fleeces without anyone asking 

for them because I know somebody wants one. 

They howl and scream: daughter, son, girlfriend, 

husband, friend, ME, daughter, son. I throw one 

of the fleeces toward the registers and one toward 

the back wall. The crowd splits. Near the registers, 

a woman in her thirties takes off her heel and 

smashes a child in the jaw with it just before he 

can grab the fleece. She inspects the tag, sees it’s 

a medium, then throws it down on top of the boy 

with a heel-size hole in his cheek. I toss two large 

fleeces and two medium fleeces into the crowds. 

Then I deal with the customers who can still 

speak, who are nudging and pushing around me.

“C-C-COAL BUBBLE. SMALL, ME! COAL!” 

a man says while beating his chest. I’m the only 

one at work who doesn’t have a Coalmeister! How 

can I be a senior advisor without? The only one!

I press the end of my reach against his 

neck to keep his hungry mouth from me. Then, 

without taking my eyes off him, I grab one of the 

Coalmeister bubble coats from the rack behind 

me. And then it’s in his hands. He hugs the coat 

and runs to the register.

“Us? US!” the woman with the gray scarf says. 

She has large gold earrings hanging off the sides of 

her head. The pink-coat child is at her shins. The 

child’s face is bruised, but she isn’t crying at all.

“Can’t. The Stuy!” Gray scarf’s husband says. 

Family time needs forty-two-inch high-def. The 

BuyStuy deal is only while supplies last! Can’t 

afford any other day.

Black Friday takes everybody differently. It’s 

rough on families. They can’t always hear what l 

hear.

15

20
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“Asshole!” the wife seethes. Then she stares 

back at me.

“PoleFaceTM. Pink,” she says, pointing to her 

child. “Coal SleekPack,” she continues, pointing 

to her own face. A new kiddie PoleFaceTM, a new 

coal SleekPack, a Coalmeister. A family set.

The woman has both the coats she needs 

in a second then storms off, dragging her child 

behind her.

It isn’t always like this. This is the Black 

Weekend. Other times, if somebody dies, at least 

a clean-up crew comes with a tarp. Last year, the 

Friday Black took 129 people. “Black Friday is a 

special case; we are still a hub of customer care and 

interpersonal cohesiveness,” mall management 

said in a mall-wide memo. As if caring about 

people is something you can turn on and off.

In the first five hours, I do seven thousand 

plus. No one has ever sold like that before. Soon 

I’ll have a five-hundred-dollar jacket as proof 

to my mother that I’ll love her forever. When 

25

I imagine how her face will look as I give it to 

her, my heart beats faster.

At five in the morning, the lull comes. The 

first wave of shoppers is home, or sleeping, or 

dead in various corners of the mall.

Our store has three bodies in the bodies 

section. The first came an hour in. A woman 

climbed the denim wall looking for a second 

pair her size. She was screaming and rocking the 

wooden cubby wall so hard that the whole thing 

almost fell on Duo and everybody in his section. 

Duo poked her off the wall with his reach. She 

fell on her neck. Another woman snatched the 

Skinny Stretches from her dead hands. Lance 

came with the pallet jack, his broom, and some 

paper towels.

My first break is at 5:30 a.m. On my way to 

clock out, I walk through denim.

“Looks like you’ve had it pretty crazy,” I say 

to Duo. There are jeans everywhere. None of 

them folded. Bloodstains all over the floor.

This graph illustrates deaths and injuries related to Black Friday from 2008 to 2018. The spike 
in 2011 was, according to the website The Hustle, the result of two pepper spray incidents 
at Walmarts. They report that the stereotyped explanation for the injuries and fatalities is 
the stampede “induced by thousands of over-eager customers waiting at the entrance of a 
store . . . but the injuries and deaths are also the result of shootings, stabbings, fist-fights and 
drivers falling asleep at the wheel after a long day of shopping.”

 How does this chart tap into the same ideas and spin that “Friday Black” puts on the  
 phenomenon of Black Friday shopping? How does Adjei-Brenyah take it to another  
 level in his story?
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“Yeah,” he says. A young man in a white 

T-shirt staggers toward us, “Grrrrr,” he says. He’s 

gnawing on something. I move to sling him one of 

the SlimStraights in his size — he thinks it’ll make 

him popular at school — but stop because of how 

quickly Duo tosses the right kind of jeans to the 

customer, who takes them and limps to the register.

“You understand them?” I ask.

“Now I do,” Duo says. He kicks at a tooth 

that’s lying on the ground. Then he shows me 

a small bloody mark in the space between his 

thumb and forefinger.

“That’s Black Friday.”

“This is my first.”

“Well, the worst part is done,” I say, kind of 

smiling, trying to see where he’s at.

“I don’t know,” he says.

“Yeah,” I say, and continue on toward the 

register.

“My break is after yours,” Duo says. That’s 

retail for Hurry up, I’m hungry.

30

35

I punch my username and password into the 

computer, and Richard bows down to me like 

I’m to be worshipped. Angela nods at me like a 

proud mama. While I’m gone, Angela will take 

my spot in the PoleFaceTM section. It’s the lull, so 

she can handle it.

Outside the store, the Prominent is bloody 

and broken, so I can tell it’s been a great Black 

Friday. There are people strung out over benches  

and feet poking out of trash bins. Christmas 

music you can’t escape plays from speakers you 

cannot see. Christmas is God here.

I’m hungry. My family didn’t really do the 

Thanksgiving thing this year — which felt like 

a relief except I missed my chance for stuffing. 

I’d offered to help with some of the shopping. 

My mom had lost her job. I make $8.50 an hour, 

but I saved. Mom, Dad, sister, me. But then we 

skipped the whole thing because we don’t really 

like one another anymore. That was one of the 

side effects of lean living. We used to play games 
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The Ricotta Eaters is an oil painting by the Italian artist Vincenzo Campi (1536–1591) that 
hangs in the Museum of Fine Art of Lyon, unflatteringly depicts a group of peasants eating 
a staple of the lower classes of Italy at the time.

 How does this painting comment on social class? How does Adjei-Brenyah’s story 
use similar  strategies to make a different point than Campi?
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together. Now my parents yell about money, and 

when they aren’t doing that, we are quiet. I walk, 

wondering if there’s stuffing anywhere in the mall.

My second Black Friday, our store was 

doing pretty well, so there was a commission. 

You got something like 2.5 percent of all of your 

sales. It was a big deal for us on the floor. That 

was when Wendy was sales lead. Which meant 

she had the highest sales goals. That year she’d 

brought in a pie for everybody. I made sure 

not to eat any of it because I don’t eat anything 

anybody tries to shove down my throat, and 

she couldn’t stop talking about the pie. “We can 

have Thanksgiving in the store! It’s homemade.” 

Everybody was saying how nice she was, how 

thoughtful. Then Wendy and I were the only 

ones who didn’t have the shits all day.

Who knows what she put in the pie. I made 

it my mission to beat her. And I did. I squashed 

her. Maybe it was because, thanks to her 

biological warfare, I had shoes, graphic tees, 

hats, plus denim to cover while she was stuck 

in PoleFaceTM. Maybe it was because winter 

was warm that year. Maybe it was that I’m the 

greatest goddamn salesman this store has ever 

seen and ever will see. But I squashed her. I’ve 

been lead ever since. Wendy was gone by New 

Year’s. I put the extra commission money toward 

some controllers for my GameBox.

I make it to the food court where the smell 

of food wafts over the stench of the freshly 

deceased like a muzzle on a rabid dog. There are 

survivors, champions of the first wave, pulling 

bags stretched to their capacity. Using the last 

of their energy to haul their newly purchased 

happiness home. And there are the dead, 

everywhere. I get two dollar-menu burgers, a 

small fry, and a drink from BurgerLand. The 

man at the cash register has seen so much and 

had so much caffeine that I have to remind him 

to take money from me. Even as he takes it, he 

stares forward, past me, looking at nothing. I sit 

at one of the white tables in the food court that 

doesn’t have a corpse on it.

I bite into my burger and chew slowly. If I 

hold a bite in my mouth long enough, it softens 

into something that feels almost like stuffing. 

While I eat, a woman drags a television in a box 

to the table in front of me. She pushes a woman 

who is lying facedown in a small puddle of red 

blood out of the chair. Then she sits down. I 

recognize her from the store. One of her ears 

looks like it’s been mangled by teeth; the other 

still has a large gold earring. Her gray scarf is 

gone. But she’s wearing her new coat. When 

I look at her, she hisses and shows her pointy 

white teeth.

“It’s okay,” I say. “I helped you.” She looks at 

me, confused. “Um, SleekPack, coal,” I say in Black 

Friday, pointing to myself, then back to her. The 

creases on her face smooth. She relaxes into her seat 

and rubs her cheek into the faux fur of the hood.

“Good haul?” I ask. She nods hard and 

pets the face of the television box. “Family still 

shopping?” I ask.

The woman dips her pointer finger into the 

blood puddle in front of her.

“Forty-two inches, high-def,” she says.

This is the only time they can afford it.

With a red finger she makes a small circle, then 

points two small eyes onto the cardboard box, and 

drags a smile beneath the eyes. The blood dries out 

before she gets all the way across the face.

“What?” I ask.

“Dead,” she says. “BuyStuy. Trample.”

“Oh,” I say. “Right.”

“She was weak. He was weak. I am strong,” 

the woman says as she pets the face on the box. 

It hardly smears at all. “Weak,” she repeats.

“Got it,” I say.

I finish one burger, then I toss the second 

to the woman. She catches it, tears the paper 

away, and eats gleefully. My phone moves in my 

pocket and I grab it. I still have fifteen minutes, 

but it’s the store.

“We need you!” Richard screams.

“I just left,” I say, getting up and starting to 

walk.

45
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 “Duo just quit.” 

 “Oh.” 

 “He said he needed to go on break, and I said 

wait a few minutes, and then he just left. He’s gone.” 

 “I’m coming,” I say. 

 I get up, walk toward the escalator. I step to 

the conveyor and float down. Coming up on the 

opposite escalator is Duo. 

 “Hungry?” I say. 

 “I couldn’t do it, man. That shit is sad,” Duo 

says. 

60

65

 I grunt something because I don’t have 

the words to tell him that it is sad but it’s all 

I have. 

 “It’s a nice coat,” he says. “But that’s it.” 

 “What?” 

 “The coat isn’t proof. She knows. You don’t 

need to, bro,” he says, turning around and rising 

up the escalator. 

 “Don’t do that,” I say. “Not to me.” 

 “Sorry.” 

 “Yeah,” I say, and then Duo flies away. 

70

 In his 1951 essay, “The Sociology of Stratification,” sociologist C. Wright Mills based his 
definitions of social classes in America on the “chances to gain the things and experiences 
that are generally valued, whatever they may be: things like cars, money, toys, houses, 
etc.; experiences like being given respect, being educated to certain levels, being treated 
kindly, etc.” 

  Discuss the ways in which this collage by artist Sally Edelstein, entitled  Mutually Assured 
Consumption , reflects the aspirations Mills names. Compare them to the aspirations of the 
characters in “Friday Black.” What explicit differences and similarities do you find? What 
are the implicit similarities and differences?      

     

 In his 1951 essay, “The Sociology of Stratification,” sociologist C. Wright Mills based his 
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My third Black Friday, the company wasn’t 

doing great. There was no commission and no 

prize. I still outsold everybody.

Back in the store, there’s a new body in the 

body pile and in PoleFaceTM a young woman 

is trying to kill Angela. She’s clawing and 

screaming, and even from the store entrance, 

I know what she wants. Angela is pinned against 

the wall where the SuperShells are. It looks like 

the girl is about to bite Angela’s nose off. Lance is 

rolling a teen toward the body pile, and Michel is 

helping a customer in the shoe section. Richard 

looks at me and points to Angela and the girl. 

I know what the girl wants.

“Help!” Angela yells, turning to look at me. 

She has a reach between her and the girl, but 

she won’t last much longer. I turn and go to the 

back room. I look up at the only large SuperShell 

parka hanging there. I pull it off the hanger. I go 

outside, and the girl can smell it. She looks in my 

direction and howls like a wolf.

I won’t be alone with this, she’s saying. 

They’ll like me now.

75

She rushes toward me. I dangle the coat 

out to the side like a matador. She runs toward 

it, and I let go and leap out of the way as she 

comes crashing through the parka. Then with 

the coat in her hands, she says, “Thank you,” in 

a raspy voice. I watch her at the register. “Have 

a nice day,” Richard says, as he rings her up. 

She growls, then says, “You, too.” I punch back 

in at the computer. Angela puts a hand on my 

shoulder. “Thanks,” she says.

“Yup,” I say, and then I go back to my section.

A herd of shoppers stops in front of the store. 

They see the PoleFaceTM we have left. I climb on 

top of my cabin. The people stampede. Some 

bodies fall and get up. Some bodies fall and 

stay down. They scream and hiss and claw and 

moan. I grab my reach and watch the blood-

messed humans with money in their wallets and 

the Friday Black in their brains run toward me.

I smile out at the crowd. “How can I help you 

today?”

They push and point in all directions. 

2018

80

Understanding and Interpreting

 1. Who is the narrator of this story, and how does he characterize himself in paragraphs 1–7? 
What do you learn about his attitude toward his job, the “holiday” of Black Friday, and the 
“shoppers” who participate?

 2. What effect did being bitten by a shopper on his first Black Friday have on the narrator? What 
did he gain from the experience?

 3. How do you respond to the violence being described throughout the story? In what ways 
might Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah’s detailed descriptions of that violence contribute to — or 
detract from — the ideas his story explores?

 4. The character Duo appears three times in the story. How is he portrayed when we first 
meet him? What function does this character serve? What tension does he add when he 
reappears in later scenes? Ultimately, is he the conscience of the story, a foil for the narrator, 
or something else entirely? Explain your response with specific textual references.

 5. In a dystopian society, propaganda is used to control people, and information and 
independent thought are restricted. To what extent is the retail store in “Friday Black” a 
dystopian setting, according to this definition? What form(s) does the propaganda in this 
story take?

 6. What connection does the story ultimately draw between consumerism and materialism and 
love and approval? Cite specific passages to support your interpretation.
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 7. In Ancient Rome, armed combatants called gladiators entertained audiences in violent 
confrontations in an arena with one another, wild animals, or criminals. In most cases, it was 
a fight to the death. In what ways might Adjei-Brenyah be drawing on this practice in “Friday 
Black”?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. The narrator tells Richard, his manager, that that when he wins the 
sales contest, he intends to give an expensive parka to his mother. “Richard frowned but said 
that was honorable” (para. 7). How does this response challenge the conventional meaning 
of the term “honorable,” which generally means adherence to what is right according to a 
conventional standard of conduct? What does this word choice reveal about the stakes of the 
world of “Friday Black”?

 2. The second sentence in this story is “Ravenous humans howl.” From there on, Adjei-Brenyah 
describes the dehumanization of shoppers and sales associates alike. What choices in 
diction, especially verbs and figurative language, support this depiction? Cite specific 
examples to illustrate your analysis.

 3. Several reviews of this story have pointed out that although the characters in “Friday Black” 
are in some ways complicit in the dehumanization of their consumer-driven society, some 
deviate from that norm through empathetic acts of generosity, even kindness. Explain why 
you do or do not agree with this interpretation. Examine at least two different characters and 
the narrator in your analysis.

 4. Broadly speaking, the purpose of satire is to expose and criticize cultural shortcomings 
through humor, irony, exaggeration, ridicule, or some combination of those. What is 
Adjei-Brenyah satirizing in “Friday Black”? Find examples of at least two of the four satiric 
strategies listed here and explain how they contribute to themes in Adjei-Brenyah’s story.

 5. What is the narrator’s attitude toward the shoppers? What choices does Adjei-Brenyah make 
to ensure that they are not simply antagonists?

Topics for Composing

 1. Analysis. How does Adjei-Brenyah use literary devices to demonstrate the shoppers’ loss of 
humanity in paragraphs 00–00?

 2. Analysis. Writer Colin Grant began his review of the collection in which “Friday Black” 
appears with a quotation from James Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time (1962):

“‘To be a Negro in this country and to be relatively conscious,’ wrote James Baldwin, ‘is to 
be in a rage almost all the time.’ In Friday Black, a surreal, startling debut collection of short 
stories, the US writer Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah updates that sentiment.”

  In what ways do you think that the short story “Friday Black” is an “update” of Baldwin’s claim?

 3. Argument. Adjei-Brenyah made the following comment about the physical and emotional 
violence he depicts in his short stories: “I turned up the volume because it’s interesting to think 
about how bad the violence has to be for us to care.” Do you believe that we live in a society 
that is so numb to violence that the only way to draw attention to it is through exaggeration or 
hyperbole? Along with actual current events, you might consider examples from popular culture 
such as films or television shows as well as sports to support your position.

 4. Connections. Read at least one other story in the collection Friday Black and discuss how it 
explores one of the main themes present in “Friday Black.” You might compare and contrast 
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the way Adjei-Brenyah approaches the theme in the two stories, or simply analyze the 
development of the theme in the second one you’ve read.

 5. Speaking and Listening. Reviewers have characterized this story as “challenging” because 
of the depiction of “difficult aspects of humanity [with] no shortage of gore and visceral 
depictions of violence.” Another reviewer argues that the violence is not gratuitous but 
“crucially related to both what is happening in America now, and what happened in its bloody 
and brutal history.” Develop two or three questions to stimulate a group discussion of the role 
of violence in “Friday Black.” Your purpose is not to arrive at a conclusive “answer” but rather 
to facilitate deep analysis.

 6. Multimodal. “Friday Black” is a fast-paced story, and it’s fair to say that the experience of 
reading it is somewhat similar to watching the plot of an action movie unfold. If this story 
were made into a film, what would the soundtrack sound like? Select or compose a song that 
you think would make a fitting soundtrack for one of the scenes in the story. Explain how your 
music contributes to the meaning of that scene.

Author of more than a dozen books about the environment, 

Bill McKibben (b. 1960) grew up in Massachusetts and 

attended Harvard University, where he was president of the 

Harvard Crimson newspaper. After college he joined the New 

Yorker, where he was a staff writer until 1987. His first book, 

The End of Nature, was published in 1989, and is regarded as 

the first book about climate change for a general audience. 

Among McKibben’s other books are Long Distance: Testing 

the Limits of Body and Spirit in a Year of Living Strenuously 

(2000), Earth: Making a Life on a Tough New Planet (2010), Falter: Has the Human Game Begun 

to Play Itself Out? (2019) and the novel Radio Free Vermont: A Fable of Resistance (2017). Time 

magazine has called McKibben “the planet’s best green journalist,” and the Boston Globe has 

said that he is “probably the country’s most important environmentalist.”

KEY CONTEXT “2050: How Earth Survived” was the cover story for a Time Magazine special issue on 

climate change in September 2019. The subtitle was “Hello from the Year 2050: We Avoided the Worst of 

Climate Change — But Everything Is Different.” McKibben writes as if looking back from the year 2050, 

so his references to policy and lifestyle changes that occurred in 2020 and later were speculative.
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2050: How Earth Survived
Bill McKibben

Let’s imagine for a moment that we’ve reached 

the middle of the century. It’s 2050, and we 

have a moment to reflect — the climate fight 

remains the consuming battle of our age, but 

its most intense phase may be in our rearview 

mirror. And so we can look back to see how we 

might have managed to dramatically change our 

society and economy. We had no other choice.

There was a point after 2020 when we began 

to collectively realize a few basic things.

Parts of this sample chapter have been purposely omitted. Please see full Table of Contents for more information. 
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One, we weren’t getting out of this 

unscathed. Climate change, even in its early 

stages, had begun to hurt: watching a California 

city literally called Paradise turn into hell inside 

of two hours made it clear that all Americans 

were at risk. When you breathe wildfire smoke 

half the summer in your Silicon Valley fortress, 

or struggle to find insurance for your Florida 

beach house, doubt creeps in even for those who 

imagined they were immune.

Two, there were actually some solutions. By 

2020, renewable energy was the cheapest way 

to generate electricity around the planet — in 

fact, the cheapest way there ever had been. 

The engineers had done their job, taking sun 

1A reference to Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg (b. 

2003). She started an international movement addressing the 

seriousness of climate change when she began skipping school 

to protest outside the Swedish Parliament in 2018. — Eds.

Greta Thunberg, shown here at age 16, has 
profoundly influenced the climate-change 
conversation. In this issue, Time magazine 
credits Thunberg with “transforming millions 
of vague, middle-of-the-night anxieties into a 
worldwide movement calling for urgent change.”

 Why has Greta’s voice commanded the  
 world’s attention?  What aspects of this  
 cover help explain why  McKibben referred  
 to her age group as “the  Greta Generation”?

and wind from quirky backyard DIY projects 

to cutting-edge technology. Batteries had 

plummeted down the same cost curve as 

renewable energy, so the fact that the sun went 

down at night no longer mattered quite so 

much — you could store its rays to use later.

And the third realization? People began 

to understand that the biggest reason we 

weren’t making full, fast use of these new 

technologies was the political power of the 

fossil-fuel industry. Investigative journalists had 

exposed its three-decade campaign of denial 

and disinformation, and attorneys general and 

plaintiffs’ lawyers were beginning to pick them 

apart. And just in time.

These trends first intersected powerfully on 

Election Day in 2020. The Halloween hurricane 

that crashed into the Gulf didn’t just take 

hundreds of lives and thousands of homes; it 

revealed a political seam that had begun to show 

up in polling data a year or two before. Of all the 

issues that made suburban Americans — women 

especially — uneasy about President Trump, his 

stance on climate change was near the top. What 

had seemed a modest lead for the Democratic 

challenger widened during the last week of the 

campaign as damage reports from Louisiana and 

Mississippi rolled in; on election night it turned 

into a rout, and the analysts insisted that an 

under appreciated “green vote” had played a vital 

part — after all, actual green parties in Canada, 

the U.K. and much of continental Europe were 

also outperforming expectations. Young voters 

were turning out in record numbers: the Greta 

Generation,1 as punsters were calling them, 

made climate change their No. 1 issue.

And when the new President took the oath 

of office, she didn’t disappoint. In her Inaugural 

Address, she pledged to immediately put 

5
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America back in the Paris Agreement2 — but 

then she added, “We know by now that Paris is 

nowhere near enough. Even if all the countries 

followed all the promises made in that accord, 

the temperature would still rise more than 3°C 

(5°F or 6°F). If we let the planet warm that much, 

we won’t be able to have civilizations like the 

ones we’re used to. So we’re going to make the 

changes we need to make, and we’re going to 

make them fast.”

Fast, of course, is a word that doesn’t really 

apply to Capitol Hill or most of the world’s 

other Congresses, Parliaments and Central 

Committees. It took constant demonstrations 

from ever larger groups like Extinction 

Rebellion, and led by young activists especially 

from the communities suffering the most, to 

ensure that politicians feared an angry electorate 

more than an angry carbon lobby. But America, 

which historically had poured more carbon into 

the atmosphere than any other nation, did cease 

blocking progress. With the filibuster removed, 

the Senate passed — by the narrowest of 

margins — one bill after another to end subsidies 

for coal and gas and oil companies, began to 

tax the carbon they produced, and acted on the 

basic principles of the Green New Deal: funding 

the rapid deployment of solar panels and wind 

turbines, guaranteeing federal jobs for anyone 

who wanted that work, and putting an end to 

drilling and mining on federal lands.

Since those public lands trailed only 

China, the U.S., India and Russia as a source of 

carbon, that was a big deal. Its biggest impact 

was on Wall Street, where investors began to 

treat fossil-fuel stocks with increasing disdain. 

When BlackRock, the biggest money manager 

in the world, cleaned its basic passive index 

fund of coal, oil and gas stocks, the companies 

were essentially rendered off-limits to normal 

investors. As protesters began cutting up their 

Chase bank cards, the biggest lender to the 

fossil-fuel industry suddenly decided green 

investments made more sense. Even the staid 

insurance industry began refusing to underwrite 

new oil and gas pipelines — and shorn of its 

easy access to capital, the industry was also 

shorn of much of its political influence. Every 

quarter meant fewer voters who mined coal and 

more who installed solar panels, and that made 

political change even easier.

As America’s new leaders began trying to 

mend fences with other nations, climate action 

proved to be a crucial way to rebuild diplomatic 

trust. China and India had their own reasons 

for wanting swift action — mostly, the fact that 

smog-choked cities and ever deadlier heat 

waves were undermining the stability of the 

ruling regimes. When Beijing announced that its 

Belt and Road Initiative would run on renewable 

energy, not coal, the energy future of much of 

Asia changed overnight. When India started 

mandating electric cars and scooters for urban 

areas, the future of the internal-combustion 

engine was largely sealed. Teslas continued to 

attract upscale Americans, but the real numbers 

came from lower-priced electric cars pouring 

out of Asian factories. That was enough to finally 

convince even Detroit that a seismic shift was 

under way: when the first generation of Ford 

E-150 pickups debuted, with ads demonstrating 

their unmatched torque by showing them 

towing a million-pound locomotive, only the 

most unreconstructed motorheads were  

still insisting on the superiority of gas- 

powered rides.

Other easy technological gains came in 

our homes. After a century of keeping a tank of 

oil or gas in the basement for heating, people 

quickly discovered the appeal of air-source heat 

pumps, which turned the heat of the outdoors 

10

2An international agreement to limit the increase of the global 

average temperature. As of February 2019, 194 national states 

and the European Union have signed the agreement. Of those, 

187 and the European Union have ratified it. The United States 

announced in 2017 that it would withdraw from the agreement 

as soon as it was eligible to do so. — Eds.
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(even on those rare days when the 

temperature still dropped below 

zero) into comfortable indoor air. 

Gas burners gave way to induction 

cooktops. The last incandescent 

bulbs were in museums, and even 

most of the compact fluorescents 

had been long since replaced 

by LEDs. Electricity demand 

was up — but when people 

plugged in their electric vehicles 

at night, the ever growing fleet 

increasingly acted like a vast 

battery, smoothing out the curves 

as the wind dropped or the sun 

clouded. Some people stopped 

eating meat, and lots and lots of 

people ate less of it — a cultural 

transformation made easier by 

the fact that Impossible Burgers 

turned out to be at least as juicy as 

the pucks that fast-food chains had 

been slinging for years. The number of cows on 

the world’s farms started to drop, and with them 

the source of perhaps a fifth of emissions. More 

crucially, new diets reduced the pressure to cut 

down the remaining tropical rain forests to make 

way for grazing land.

In other words, the low-hanging fruit was 

quickly plucked, and the pluckers were well 

paid. Perhaps the fastest-growing business 

on the planet involved third-party firms that 

would retrofit a factory or an office with energy-

efficient technology and simply take a cut of 

the savings on the monthly electric bill. Small 

businesses, and rural communities, began to 

notice the economic advantages of keeping the 

money paid for power relatively close to home 

instead of shipping it off to Houston or Riyadh. 

The world had wasted so much energy that 

much of the early work was easy, like losing 

weight by getting your hair cut.

But the early euphoria came to an end pretty 

quickly. By the end of the 2020s, it became clear 

we would have to pay the price of delaying 

action for decades.

For one thing, the cuts in emissions that 

scientists prescribed were almost impossibly 

deep. “If you’d started in 1990 when we first 

warned you, the job was manageable: you 

could have cut carbon a percent or two a year,” 

one eminent physicist explained. “But waiting 

30 years turned a bunny slope into a black 

diamond.” As usual, the easy “solutions” turned 

out to be no help at all: fracked natural-gas wells 

were leaking vast quantities of methane into the 

atmosphere, and “biomass burning” — cutting 

down forests to burn them for electricity — was 

putting a pulse of carbon into the air at precisely 

the wrong moment. (As it happened, the math 

showed letting trees stand was crucial for pulling 

carbon from the atmosphere — when secondary 

forests were allowed to grow, they sucked up 

a third or more of the excess carbon humanity 

was producing.) Environmentalists learned they 

This graph shows the amount of money that oil firms have spent on 
climate lobbying, defined by Forbes as “spending to delay, control 
or block policies to tackle climate change.” These five oil companies 
spent over $200 million on climate lobbying.

 Why would such companies want to spend so much money  
 on climate lobbying? What does this graph suggest about  
 McKibben’s claim about “low-hanging fruit” in paragraph 12?

Major Oil and Gas Companies’
Expenditure on Climate Lobbying

$ (in millions)

0 10 20 30
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 Jill Pelto, whose undergraduate degree is in studio art and earth science, designs her 
watercolor paintings around data from sources such as NASA and the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration. Shown here are four such paintings. The top painting 
incorporates data points to show the downward trend of pH levels in the world’s oceans and 
its effect on clownfish, who become confused in increasingly acidic waters. The painting 
in the middle includes three global data sets: rising temperatures, decreasing glacial mass 
balance, and rising sea levels.   The painting at bottom left shows the relationship between 
deforestation and the endangered tiger population. 

  How does Pelto blend scientific fact with artistic interpretation in these paintings? How 
similar are the strategies Bill McKibben uses to make his case in “2050: How Earth Survived”?                             

 Jill Pelto, whose undergraduate degree is in studio art and earth science, designs her 
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needed to make some compromises, and so 

most of America’s aging nuclear reactors were 

left online past their decommissioning dates: 

that lower-carbon power supplemented the 

surging renewable industry in the early years, 

even as researchers continued work to see if 

fusion power, thorium reactors or some other 

advanced design could work.

The real problem, though, was that climate 

change itself kept accelerating, even as the world 

began trying to turn its energy and agriculture 

systems around. The giant slug of carbon that 

the world had put into the atmosphere — more 

since 1990 than in all of human history 

before — acted like a time-delayed fuse, and 

the temperature just kept rising. Worse, it 

appeared that scientists had systematically 

underestimated just how much damage each 

tenth of a degree would actually do, a point 

underscored in 2032 when a behemoth slice 

of the West Antarctic ice sheet slid majestically 

into the southern ocean, and all of a sudden 

the rise in sea level was being measured in feet, 

not inches. (Nothing, it turned out, could move 

Americans to embrace the metric system.) And 

15

the heating kept triggering feedback loops that 

in turn accelerated the heating: ever larger 

wildfires, for instance, kept pushing ever more 

carbon into the air, and their smoke blackened 

ice sheets that in turn melted even faster.

This hotter world produced an ongoing 

spate of emergencies: “forest-fire season” was 

now essentially year-round, and the warmer 

ocean kept hurricanes and typhoons boiling 

months past the old norms. And sometimes 

the damage was novel: ancient carcasses kept 

emerging from the melting permafrost of the 

north, and with them germs from illnesses 

long thought extinct. But the greatest crises 

were the slower, more inexorable ones: the 

ongoing drought and desertification was forcing 

huge numbers of Africans, Asians and Central 

Americans to move; in many places, the heat 

waves had literally become unbearable, with 

nighttime temperatures staying above 100°F 

and outdoor work all but impossible for weeks 

and months at a time. On low-lying ground 

like the Mekong Delta, the rising ocean salted 

fields essential to supplying the world with rice. 

The U.N. had long ago estimated the century 
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could see a billion climate refugees, and it was 

beginning to appear it was unnervingly correct. 

What could the rich countries say? These 

were people who hadn’t caused the crisis now 

devouring their lives, and there weren’t enough 

walls and cages to keep them at bay, so the 

migrations kept roiling the politics of the planet.

There were, in fact, two possible ways 

forward. The most obvious path was a constant 

competition between nations and individuals to 

see who could thrive in this new climate regime, 

with luckier places turning themselves into 

fortresses above the flood. Indeed some people 

in some places tried to cling to old notions: plug 

in some solar panels and they could somehow 

return to a more naive world, where economic 

expansion was still the goal of every government.

But there was a second response that 

carried the day in most countries, as growing 

numbers of people came to understand that 

the ground beneath our feet had truly shifted. 

If the economy was the lens through which we’d 

viewed the world for a century, now survival 

was the only sensible basis on which to make 

decisions. Those decisions targeted not just 

carbon dioxide; these societies went after the 

wild inequality that also marked the age. The 

Green New Deal turned out to be everything 

the Koch brothers had most feared when it was 

introduced: a tool to make America a fairer, 

healthier, better-educated place. It was emulated 

around the world, just as America’s Clean Air 

Act3 had long served as a template for laws 

across the globe. Slowly both the Keeling Curve, 

measuring carbon in the atmosphere, and the 

Gini coefficient, measuring the distribution of 

wealth, began to flatten.

That’s where we are today. We clearly did 

not “escape” climate change or “solve” global 

warming — the temperature keeps climbing, 

though the rate of increase has lessened. 

It’s turned into a wretched century, which is 

considerably better than a catastrophic one. 

We ended up with the most profound and 

most dangerous physical changes in human 

history. Our civilization surely teetered — and an 

enormous number of people paid an unfair and 

overwhelming price — but it did not fall.

People have learned to defend what can be 

practically defended: expensive seawalls and 

pumps mean New York is still New York, though 

the Antarctic may yet have something to say on 

the subject. Other places we’ve learned to let go: 

much of the East Coast has moved in a few miles, 

to more defensible ground. Yes, that took trillions 

of dollars in real estate off the board — but the 

roads and the bridges would have cost trillions to 

defend, and even then the odds were bad.

Cities look different now — much more 

densely populated, as NIMBY4 defenses against 

new development gave way to an increasingly 

vibrant urbanism. Smart municipalities banned 

private cars from the center of town, opening 

up free public-transit systems and building civic 

fleets of self-driving cars that got rid of the space 

wasted on parking spots. But rural districts have 

changed too: the erratic weather put a premium 

on hands-on agricultural skills, which in turn 

provided opportunities for migrants arriving 

from ruined farmlands elsewhere. (Farming 

around solar panels has become a particular 

specialty.) America’s rail network is not quite as 

good as it was in the early 20th century, but it 

gets closer each year, which is good news since 

low-carbon air travel proved hard to get off the 

ground.

What’s changed most of all is the mood. The 

defiant notion that we would forever overcome 

nature has given way to pride of a different 

kind: increasingly we celebrate our ability to 

bend without breaking, to adapt as gracefully 

as possible to a natural world whose temper 

20

4NIMBY is an acronym that stands for “not in my  

backyard.” — Eds.

3Passed in 1963, the Clean Air Act limits air pollution on a 

national level. — Eds.
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Understanding and Interpreting

 1. Bill McKibben explains that after 2020 “we began to realize a few basic things” (para. 2). 
What are the three realizations he imagines Americans having?

 2. When Mckibben writes that America “did cease blocking progress” (para. 7) needed to 
address climate concerns, what does he communicate about our current approach to these 
concerns? What role has the government played, according to McKibben?

 3. What kinds of changes does McKibben predict will happen quickly in the future world he 
describes (para. 10)? What do you find striking about these kinds of changes?

 4. In paragraph 12, McKibben asserts that we will have to “pay the price of delaying action for 
decades.” What evidence does he include to support this claim? What is he implying about the 
state of things in the early 2020s in saying that we came to this realization in the late 2020s?

 5. McKibben explains in paragraph 14 that rising temperatures “kept triggering feedback loops.” 
What is a “feedback loop,” and how does it function in this context?

 6. In paragraph 17, what does the McKibben claim will overtake money as our primary concern? 
How does this concern relate to “wild inequality” (para. 18)?

 7. In paragraph 20, McKibben describes how he thinks America’s cities will look different in 2050. 
What do some of the physical changes he includes reveal about the purpose of his essay?

Analyzing Language, Style, and Structure

 1. Vocabulary in Context. In paragraph 8, McKibben uses the word “shorn” to describe the 
effects the fossil-fuel industry experienced when others responded to the climate crisis: 
Even “shorn of its easy access to capital, the industry was also shorn of much of its political 
influence.” Something that has been “shorn” has been cut off. What does McKibben’s use of 
this word contribute to his portrayal of the fossil-fuel industry? How does he see the climate 
crisis and human nature in general?

 2. The tone shifts dramatically between paragraphs 4 and 5. How would you characterize the 
tone before and after this shift? How does McKibben create this shift, and what purpose 
does it serve? What does the tone of paragraph 5 reveal about McKibben’s attitude toward 
the trends that “first intersected powerfully on Election Day in 2020” (para. 6)?

 3. Identify the rhetorical strategies and appeals McKibben employs in paragraph 8. How does 
diction in particular contribute to McKibben’s purpose?

 4. McKibben makes a subtle shift in focus in transitioning from paragraph 14 to paragraph 15. 
How does he signal this shift, and in what ways does McKibben’s tone change as a result?

we’ve come to respect. When we look back 

to the start of the century we are, of course, 

angry that people did so little to slow the great 

heating: if we’d acknowledged climate change 

in earnest a decade or two earlier, we might 

have shaved a degree off the temperature, and 

a degree is measured in great pain and peril. 

But we also know it was hard for people to grasp 

what was happening: human history stretched 

back 10,000 years, and those millennia were 

physically stable, so it made emotional sense to 

assume that stability would stretch forward as 

well as past.

We know much better now: we know that 

we’ve knocked the planet off its foundations, 

and that our job, for the foreseeable centuries, 

is to absorb the bounces as she rolls. We’re 

dancing as nimbly as we can, and so far we 

haven’t crashed. 

2019
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 5. Paragraph 21 contrasts what we know in 2050 with what McKibben claims are our earlier 
misconceptions and assumptions. How do these contrasts contribute to the rhetorical 
effectiveness of the paragraph and the essay as a whole?

 6. Throughout the essay, McKibben uses the first person plural pronoun “we.” How does this 
choice reflect the purpose of his essay? What is the effect this choice has on his audience?

Topics for Composing

 1. Analysis. McKibben takes a creative approach by situating his argument in 2050. Analyze the 
effectiveness of this tactic. What strengthens the persuasiveness of his argument? Does this 
approach weaken it in any way? Explain.

 2. Argument. McKibben uses the phrase “low-hanging fruit” in paragraph 11 to describe 
changes that will be implemented in the beginning of the 2020s. Are such changes as easy 
to make as McKibben implies? Write an essay in which you develop a position on this 
statement.

 3. Argument. Are the changes McKibben describes feasible in the coming years? If they are 
feasible, are they probable? Why or why not?

 4. Argument. In 2017, The Guardian reported that “Just 100 companies have been the source 
of more than 70% of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions since 1988.” How effectively 
does this essay take the responsibility corporations bear for climate change into account? 
Support your position with evidence from the text.

 5. Research. Choose one of the efforts to slow climate change that McKibben suggests will 
have taken place by 2050. Research what, if anything, has been accomplished already 
to achieve the effort’s desired effect, and take a position on how feasible McKibben’s 
predictions about it are given its pros and cons.

 6. Research. Choose one of the actions McKibben says we will need to take in the near future 
to research. Once you have read and synthesized several sources on the topic, develop a 
position on how effective that action would be. Write an essay that supports your position 
using at least three sources and McKibben’s essay as evidence.

 7. Research. Identify some of the more dramatic or even catastrophic environmental changes 
McKibben forecasts will happen in the next 30 years. Then, research the extent to which 
these or similar changes have already occurred in the last 30 years and prepare a report of 
your findings.

 8. Multimodal. Many writers and artists have expressed their concerns about climate change 
through creative expression. Consider Jill Pelto’s data point watercolor paintings (p. 64), 
poems such as Camille Dungy’s “A Massive Dying Off,” Michael Pinsky’s Pollution Pods, or 
the works of Skunk Control. Then, create your own creative and artistic response to climate 
change by developing a written piece (poetry or prose) or drawing, painting, constructing, 
photographing, or videoing a visual piece.

 9. Speaking and Listening. Evaluate McKibben’s claim in paragraph 17: “Growing numbers 
of people came to understand that the ground beneath our feet had truly shifted.” To what 
extent does his argument rest on this claim? What evidence does McKibben include in the 
essay to support the likelihood of his claim? Develop a response to these questions and 
participate in a whole-class discussion.
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   Conversation 
 Immigration and the American Dream  
 The Statue of Liberty greets immigrants to the United States with these words: “Give 

me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.” Taken 

from the poem “The New Colossus” by Emma Lazarus, this exhortation expresses 

the nation’s confidence that those from many different countries, often, though not 

always, economically poor and uneducated, will make significant contributions to the 

economy and culture as they successfully pursue the American Dream in a welcoming 

democracy. In what ways, if any, has that confidence in the accessibility of the American 

Dream to twenty-first century immigrants eroded since those words were carved onto 

the Statue of Liberty in 1903? 

 Carefully read the following six sources, including the introductory information 

for each sources. Write an essay that synthesizes material from at least three of the 

sources and develops your position on the accessibility of the American Dream to 

immigrants to the United States today. 

   SOURCES   

    1.    Joshua Zeitz    The Real History of American Immigration  (2017)    

   2.    Khalil Bendib    Help Wanted  (cartoon, 2010)    

   3.    Julia Preston    Newest Immigrants Assimilating as Fast as Previous 
Ones, Report Says  (2015)    

   4.    Amanda Machado    from My Immigrant Family Achieved the American 
Dream. Then I Started to Question It . (2017)    

   5.    Andrew Lam    Is America Still a Nation of Immigrants  (2001/2017)    

   6.      Views on Immigration to the United States of America, 1994–2019  
(graphs, 2019)    

   7.    Austan Goolsbee    Sharp Cuts in Immigration Threaten U.S. Economy 
and Innovation  (2019)      

    1  The Real History of American Immigration   

  Joshua Zeitz  

  Historian and journalist Joshua Zeitz (b. 1974) has written for the  New York Times , the 

Washington Post , Politico, and the  Atlantic  magazine. He earned a Ph.D. in history from 

Brown University and has taught at Harvard, Cambridge, and Princeton Universities. Author of 

four books, he most recently published  Building the Great Society: Inside Lyndon Johnson’s 

White House  (2019). The following essay was published by  Politico  magazine in 2017.   

1 
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The United States is currently experiencing a “historic flow of unskilled immigration,” 

warned Stephen Miller in a bruising news conference last week that saw the White House 

senior policy adviser harangue a CNN reporter over the famous Emma Lazarus poem on 

the base of the Statue of Liberty. Miller, who is also the chief wordsmith behind President 

Donald Trump’s revanchist agenda, speaks with the conviction of a true believer.

Unveiling the administration’s new immigration proposal, Miller suggested a shift in who 

does, and who doesn’t, earn a coveted green card. “Does the applicant speak English? Can 

they support themselves and their families financially? Do they have a skill that will add to 

the U.S. economy? Are they being paid a high wage?”

It’s perfectly reasonable to revisit American immigration policy, which has remained mostly 

consistent for over 50 years and favors family reunification over skills-based quotas, unlike 

many other Western countries. But to claim that the current flow of “unskilled” immigrants into 

the United States is “historic” — or a break from precedent — is to betray history.

The great immigration wave that delivered some 40 million newcomers to the United 

States between 1830 and 1940 was comprised largely of unskilled workers with minimal 

English-language proficiency. For every third- or fourth-generation white ethnic family, 

there is a stunning success story, but in the aggregate, their ancestors experienced little 

economic mobility in their own lifetimes. Many of them had little interest in even being 

American; they came to earn money and return home.

The proposed shift to a skills-based system might be good for the country; it might be 

bad. It’s the prevailing system in Canada and Australia, two countries that aren’t known for 

their hostility to immigrants. But on one important point, Miller is clearly wrong: Trump’s 

plan would signal a dramatic break with American history and tradition.

• • •

Americans often think of their history as uniquely providential. But we have always existed 

in a wider global context. The 19th and early 20th centuries witnessed a seismic economic 

reordering in which people, capital and ideas flowed within and between national borders. 

The same forces that drove European and Asian migration to the United States — the rise of 

commercial agriculture and the attendant trend of land consolidation, industrialization and 

growing international trade — also generated massive waves of internal migration from rural 

to urban areas and immigration to magnet countries like Brazil, Britain and Canada. The 

United States was a major part of a much larger story.

Migration patterns varied widely both between and within countries, but for the most 

part, immigrants to the United States between 1830 and 1940 hailed from areas undergoing 

fast economic change. The poorest peasants tended not to embark for America, lacking 

the financial wherewithal to make the journey. Instead, it was more often the displaced 

landowner or semi-skilled journeyman or artisan — someone who had already made the 

intermediary migration from countryside to town, and who had at least a modicum of 

exposure to small-city life — who made the journey. Studies of Italian immigrants in early 

20th-century Rochester, Utica and Kansas City reveal a population of families that owned 

small homesteads in the old country, rather than day laborers or the very destitute. The same 

trend was evident in other cities and among other immigrant populations.

5
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Yet if they weren’t the poorest of the poor, most immigrants were not skilled or educated. 

In San Francisco in the 1880s, Irish immigrants were five times as likely to be unskilled as the 

city’s broader population. In Detroit, German immigrants were almost twice as likely to be 

unskilled workers as their native-born neighbors. In Pittsburgh in 1900, fewer than 10 percent 

of Polish immigrants and just 18 percent of Italian immigrants were skilled workers.

We like to think of America as the kind of place where an unskilled but industrious 

newcomer can quickly climb the economic ladder. And sometimes it is. But those cases 

were few and far between a century ago. Most of the country’s first-generation white ethnics 

arrived as unskilled factory and farm laborers and remained as such in their lifetimes. 

In Poughkeepsie, three-quarters of Irish immigrants remained unskilled workers until 

retirement or death. In his famous study of Boston, the historian Stephen Thernstrom 

found that just 13 percent of working-class residents born in the 1850s  — many of them 

immigrants — clawed their way into the middle class; among those born in the first decade of 

the twentieth century, only 14 percent. These trends were the norm.

Even the most model of “model minority” groups — Eastern European Jews who 

arrived in the United States between the 1880s and early 1920s — were principally engaged 

in the unskilled needle trades or as small business owners. Stereotypes notwithstanding, 

in the 1940s just 24 percent of Jewish men in New York — first and second generation, 

alike — claimed a college- or graduate-level education. In 1957, that figure climbed to 28.5 

percent, and, by 1970, it was 36.4 percent — well above similar educational achievement 

levels for Protestants and Catholics, but still far short of a majority. While 75 percent of 

Jewish men in that decade qualified as “white collar,” most were small business owners; only 

14 percent worked in licensed professions like law, medicine or insurance.

In the same way that immigration to the United States was part of a global phenomenon, 

it was also usually an economic strategy. Leaving aside groups like Eastern and Central 

European Jews, and the Irish, who had compelling economic and political reasons to make 

a permanent journey, a large portion of immigrants to the United States were “birds of 

flight” — temporary residents who came to America to work, stock up money and return 

home, usually with dreams of buying a farm or shop in their native countries. Over half of all 

southern Italians came and went. So did 64 percent of Hungarians, 59 percent of Slovaks and 

40 percent of Germans. 

We think of that generation as different and special, and for those families that took 

root in the U.S., they were. (Certainly, that’s how I regard my great-grandparents: with 

reverence for the sacrifices they made so that I could one day write this article.) But most 

immigrants came here with mixed and often hardheaded intentions. Some came in search 

of opportunity and a fresh start. Others came to experience political enfranchisement and 

personal liberty. But most were not starry-eyed dreamers — they were ordinary people trying 

to do the smart thing for themselves and their families; in an age when America experienced 

rapid urban and industrial growth, moving to New York, Chicago or San Francisco was 

simply a logical decision.

Large numbers of early immigrants arrived in the United States without English-language 

skills. Even among many Irish newcomers in the mid-19th century, Gaelic, not English, 

was standard. Studies of second-generation Germans in Wisconsin in 1910 found that 

10
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roughly ne-quarter spoke only German. In Chicago in the 1920s, most movie theaters in ethnic 

neighborhoods deployed subtitles, as large numbers of first-generation residents could not 

understand English. . . . 

“I spoke not a word of English when I started school,” remembered Jerry Della Femina, 

who later became an advertising executive in Manhattan. “But then why should I have? 

Italian was spoken at home. I lived in a claustrophobically Italian neighborhood, everyone I 

knew spoke only Italian, so it was natural that I didn’t know English.” Della Femina grew up 

in Brooklyn — not in the 1920s, but in the 1940s and 1950s.

So Stephen Miller got that wrong, too.

• • •

In 1924, Congress passed — and Calvin Coolidge signed — the Johnson-Reed Act, 

which swung the doors closed to most immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe. 

(Ironically, this legislative act, cruel as it was, went a long way in driving acculturation; 

without a steady stream of newcomers clad in Old World clothes and speaking foreign 

tongues, a second generation of accentless English speakers — crazy about baseball and 

Hollywood — became the new face of ethnic America.) It wasn’t until 1965, at the high 

water-mark of the Great Society, that Lyndon Johnson and his congressional allies revised 

the statute. It was the realization of a decades-long dream on the part of urban Democratic 

congressmen whose constituents — Jews, Poles, Italians, Russians, Greeks, Serbs and other 

Southern and Eastern European ethnics — had been explicit targets of the 1924 law.

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 eliminated hard quotas on countries 

previously considered undesirable and ushered in a new era of ethnic, racial and religious 

diversity. Though in its first iteration, the law privileged skilled and educated workers; in its 

final iteration, it biased family unification. The children, spouses and siblings of legal residents 

took precedence, along with scientists, artists, professionals and skilled manual workers.

In the first years of its enactment, the new law opened the door to large numbers of 

professionals, particularly from Asia and the Asia-Pacific region. Whereas fewer than 

2 percent of immigrants in 1900 qualified as skilled workers, by 1973 roughly 10 percent met 

that qualification. More than 50,000 physicians and nurses emigrated to the U.S. between 

1969 and 1973 alone, most of them from countries like the Philippines, South Korea, Pakistan 

and China. Within two decades, upward of 80 percent of staff physicians at some New York 

hospitals were Asian immigrants. The same pattern was on display in other professions, 

particularly in the STEM fields.

But the law’s emphasis on family unification also meant that large numbers of unskilled 

workers benefited as well, including many siblings and parents of skilled professionals. Of 

Chinese residents who arrived in the U.S. before 1970, fewer than 3 percent lived below 

the poverty line in their home country. Of those who came after 1975, roughly one-quarter 

had been poor. Roger Daniels, a prominent historian of immigration, wrote of a “greater 

tendency for recent immigrants to be poorly educated, deficient in English, and to work in 

the low-paid service trades, such as laundries, restaurants, and the sweatshop enterprises 

typical of the inner city.”

In other words, the immigrants who arrived in 2000 came to resemble more closely the 

immigrants of 1900 — not the poorest of the poor, who can’t afford to make the journey to the 
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United States; not highly skilled or educated workers, but often possessed of some exposure 

to industry or agriculture.

• • •

Stephen Miller isn’t necessarily posing the wrong question. (I suspect he’s posing it for the wrong 

reasons, but that’s beyond the scope of this article.) The United States 100 years ago was a nation 

undergoing rapid industrial and urban growth. It didn’t need immigrants prepared to staff a 

knowledge economy. It needed a surfeit of hard-working people who could operate a sewing 

machine, mine coal, produce rubber and steel, dig ditches and build cars — and cheaply.

That’s not the America of 2017, and it’s worth having a discussion about how our 

economy and immigration policy should align. Part of that conversation must surely 

include acknowledgment that our service economy may require the contribution of unskilled 

workers, and people willing to undertake unskilled jobs on, say, farms or in fast-food 

restaurants, to build a better future for their children. It should be compassionate and 

pro-family — and being pro-family means helping families reunite and stay together. And 

it should recognize that today’s immigrant begets tomorrow’s all-American kid — and that all-

American kid might go on to develop the next broad-spectrum antibiotic or self-driving car.

Fifty years ago, the historian Oscar Handlin described early American immigrants as 

“uprooted” — poor, dispossessed, dazed and ill-prepared to succeed in urban, industrial 

America. Damaged goods. Later generations of historians challenged this idea. They mined 

a treasure-trove of primary sources and discovered that immigrants were often savvy and 

industrious. It took ambition, drive and a high tolerance for risk to transplant one’s self, 

whether from the Irish countryside to Liverpool or from Minsk to Philadelphia. They were 

strivers whose children fought world wars and built great companies. You can see their 

legacy today in the faces of so many millions of hard-working newcomers.

If we’re going to have a discussion about immigration, we should be honest about our 

collective history. Today’s immigrants look a lot like yesterday’s. They resemble my great-

grandparents, who came to the United States without a word of English or a practical skill, 

but full of grit, ambition and pragmatic hope. That’s very much an American story, and it has 

to be part of the current conversation. 

2017

questions

 1. According to Zeitz, what were the characteristics and motivation of immigrants to the U.S. 
between 1830 and 1940?

 2. How does Zeitz challenge the idea that the “unskilled but industrious newcomer” (para. 9) 
could become economically prosperous within a short period of time?

 3. How did the Immigration and Nationality Act (1965) reverse many of the provisions of the 
Johnson-Reed Act (1924)?

 4. What does Zeitz mean when he asserts that “it is worth having a discussion about how our 
economy and immigration policy should align” (para. 22)?

 5. In what ways were the immigrants arriving in the U.S. in 2000 similar to those who arrived a 
century earlier?

 6. What is the great virtue of immigrants in both the past and the present, according to Zeitz?
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  Khalil Bendib  

  Khalil Bendib is an award-winning Algerian American cartoonist who currently lives in 

Berkeley, California. On his web site, he describes his work as part of “the proud tradition 

of genuine watchdog journalism,” that aims “to give a voice to the voiceless.” The following 

cartoon, which was published in 2010, portrays “Big Biz” and “ICE” (Immigrations and 

Custom Enforcement) putting up posters that contain the same image but convey different 

messages.      

       2010

   questions  

    1.   What are the two viewpoints that this cartoon contrasts?  

   2.   What is the cartoonist’s main point? What connection does he draw between America’s 
economy, its immigration policies, and its racial dynamics? Support your response with 
details from the cartoon.  

   3.   What do you make of the similarities between the figures in the cartoon? What differences do 
you spot? What is the significance of those differences?  

   4.   Do you think that this cartoon presents a binary, either-or argument? Does the cartoon gloss 
over nuance or send a forceful message?     

2 Help Wanted   2 Help Wanted   2 Help Wanted   2
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  Julia Preston  

  Julia Preston (b. 1951) is currently a visiting scholar in Latin American Studies at Princeton 

University. She is a Contributing Writer specializing in immigration for The Marshall Project, 

a non-profit journalism organization that focuses on the justice system. She worked for 

over 20 years at the  New York Times  and was the recipient of a Robert F. Kennedy Award 

for Humanitarian Journalism. The following op-ed was published in the  New York Times  

in 2015.   

 The newest generations of immigrants are assimilating into American society as fast 

and broadly as the previous ones, with their integration increasing over time “across 

all measurable outcomes,” according to a report published on Monday by the National 

Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine. 

 Immigrants’ education levels, the diversity of their jobs, their wages and their mastery of 

English improved as they lived for more time in the United States, and the gains were even 

greater for their American-born children, the report concluded. 

 “The force of integration is strong,” said Mary C. Waters, a sociologist at Harvard who led 

the panel of 18 immigration scholars who wrote the more than 400-page report. “However 

we do it, we are good at it,” she said. 

 The report is an effort by scholars not engaged in politics to summon the latest research 

to address many contentious issues in the increasingly heated immigration debate. It is 

the first major report by the national academies on the integration of immigrants since a 

similarly sweeping overview in 1997. Its timing is linked to the 50th anniversary in October 

of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 1965 legislation that abolished restrictive national 

quotas and opened legal immigration to all countries. 

The study was initiated at the request of United States Citizenship and Immigration 

Services, a federal agency, and the National Science Foundation as well as private 

foundations. The scholars drew on their own work and also conducted a wide-ranging 

review of recent research by others. 

 Professor Waters said the report should allay fears that recent immigrants committed 

crimes more frequently than Americans, that they were generally in poor health and burden 

public health care systems, or that they were failing to learn English. 

 “The desire on the part of immigrants to learn English is very high,” Professor Waters 

said the researchers found. Concerns that the latest generation of immigrants is seeking 

to impose its languages on American society “is not something people should be worried 

about,” she said. 

 The report looked at 41 million foreign-born people — including about 11.3 million 

immigrants here illegally — and their children born in the United States, about 37 million 

Americans. Taken together, the two generations include one in four people in this country. 

English language learning “is happening as rapidly or faster now than it did for earlier waves 

of mainly European immigrants in the 20th century,” the report found. 

5
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Many immigrants — about 85 percent of the foreign-born — speak a language other 

than English at home. For 62 percent of them, that language is Spanish. But many of those 

immigrants speak English proficiently outside the home. Many already knew English when 

they arrived, the report found; about 50 percent of the foreign-born say they speak English 

“very well” or “well,” while only 10 percent say they do not speak English at all.

By the third generation, most immigrant children speak only English, the report found.

In a finding the scholars called surprising, the report says foreign-born adults and 

children are healthier in general than Americans. They are less likely to die from cancer or 

heart disease, and have fewer chronic illnesses and lower rates of obesity.

On education, the researchers found “strong intergenerational progress,” with the second 

generation equaling their peers among native-born Americans.

But educational achievement varied widely among different national groups, 

because of a significant population of highly skilled and educated foreigners, mainly from 

Asia, who have come in recent years. Almost one-quarter of immigrants have college 

degrees.

Those from Mexico and Central America started with “exceptionally low levels of 

education,” the report said. While their children “progress a great deal relative to their 

parents,” they do not reach the levels of their American peers.

On crime, the report found that over all, immigrant men 18 to 39 were incarcerated at 

about one-fourth the rate of American men in that group. “Cities and neighborhoods with 

greater concentrations of immigrants have much lower rates of crime and violence” than 

similar places without immigrants, the report said.

Professor Waters said the alarm raised over immigrants and crime, after the recent 

murder of a tourist on a San Francisco pier by an illegal immigrant, had been raised with 

every influx of immigrants. “We’ve always been worried that immigrants increase crime, and 

it has never been true for the first generation,” she said.

However, there is evidence the crime rate is increasing as immigrants become 

assimilated, rising to match the rates of native-born Americans. “If this trend is confirmed, it 

may be an unwelcome aspect of integration,” the researchers wrote. 

2015

Julia Preston, “Newest Immigrants Assimilating as Fast as Previous Ones, Report Says,” The New York Times, September 21, 2017. Copyright © 2017 by 
The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used under license.

questions

 1. What is Julia Preston’s central claim? What is the main type of date she uses to  
support it?

 2. What beliefs about present-day immigrants does the report Preston cites address? In what 
ways does the data about immigrants’ command of English provide evidence that challenges 
stereotypes?

 3. In what other ways does Preston challenge stereotypes in this article? Which of these do you 
find most compelling, and why?

 4. What concern does Preston raise at the conclusion of the article? To what extent do you think 
it undercuts the argument she has constructed thus far?

10
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  Amanda Machado  

  A writer and activist, Amanda Machado (b. 1988) focuses on the intersections between 

race, gender, travel, and the environment in her work. She writes on a range of 

topics — such as power and privilege, the outdoors, socially responsible travel, wellness 

and spirituality, and Latinx identity — for a range of publications, including the  Atlantic  

magazine, the  New York Times , the  REI Coop Journal ,  Vox , and the  Washington Post . 

A former Teach for America Corps member, she currently lives in Oakland, California. 

The following is an excerpt of an essay that was published by  Vox  in 2017.   

 In summer 2007, I returned home from my freshman year at Brown University to the new 

house my family had just bought in Florida. It had a two-car garage. It had a pool. I was on 

track to becoming an Ivy League graduate, with opportunities no one else in my family had 

ever experienced. I stood in the middle of this house and burst into tears. I thought:  We’ve 

made it.  

 That moment encapsulated what I had always thought of the “American dream.” My 

parents had come to this country from Mexico and Ecuador more than 30 years before, 

seeking better opportunities for themselves. They worked and saved for years to ensure 

my two brothers and I could receive a good education and a solid financial foundation as 

adults. Though I can’t remember them explaining the American dream to me explicitly, the 

messaging I had received by growing up in the United States made me know that coming 

home from my first semester at a prestigious university to a new house meant we had 

achieved it. 

 And yet, now six years out of college and nearly 10 years past that moment, I’ve begun 

questioning things I hadn’t before: Why did I “make it” while so many others haven’t? Was 

this conventional version of making it what I actually wanted? I’ve begun to realize that our 

society’s definition of making it comes with its own set of limitations and does not necessarily 

guarantee all that I originally assumed came with the American dream package. . . . 

   1) The American dream isn’t the result of hard work. It’s the result of hard work,
luck, and opportunity.  

Looking back, I can’t discount the sacrifices my family made to get where we are today. But I 

also can’t discount specific moments we had working in our favor. One example: my second-

grade teacher, Ms. Weiland. A few months into the year, Ms. Weiland informed my parents 

about our school’s gifted program. Students tracked into this program in elementary school 

would usually end up in honors and Advanced Placement classes in high school — classes 

necessary for gaining admission into prestigious colleges. 

 My parents, unfamiliar with our education system, didn’t understand any of this. But 

Ms. Weiland went out of her way to explain it to them. . . . 

 It’s not an exaggeration to say that Ms. Weiland’s persistence ultimately influenced my 

acceptance into Brown University. No matter how hard I worked or what grades I received, 

5
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   from  My Immigrant Family Achieved the American Dream. Then I Started 
to Question It .  4
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without gifted placement I could never have reached the academic classes necessary for 

an Ivy League school. Without that first opportunity given to me by Ms. Weiland, my entire 

educational trajectory would have changed.

The philosopher Seneca said, “Luck is what happens when preparation meets 

opportunity.” But in the United States, too often people work hard every day, and yet never 

receive the opportunities that I did — an opportunity as simple as a teacher advocating on 

their behalf. Statistically, students of color remain consistently undiscovered by teachers 

who often, intentionally or not, choose mostly white, high-income students to enter 

advanced or “gifted” programs, regardless of their qualifications. . . .

Research has proved that these inconsistencies in opportunity exist in almost every 

aspect of American life. Your race can determine whether you interact with police, whether 

you are allowed to buy a house, and even whether your doctor believes you are really in 

pain. Your gender can determine whether you receive funding for your startup or whether 

your attempts at professional networking are effective. Your “foreign-sounding” name can 

determine whether someone considers you qualified for a job. Your family’s income can 

determine the quality of your public school or your odds that your entrepreneurial project 

succeeds.

These opportunities make a difference. They have created a society where most every 

American is working hard and yet only a small segment are actually moving forward. 

Knowing all this, I am no longer naive enough to believe the American dream is possible for 

everyone who attempts it. The United States doesn’t lack people trying. What it lacks is an 

equal playing field of opportunity.

2) Accomplishing the American dream can be socially alienating.

Throughout my life, my family and I knew this uncomfortable truth: To better our future, 

we would have to enter spaces that felt culturally and racially unfamiliar to us. When I was 

4 years old, my parents moved our family to a predominantly white part of town, so I could 

attend the county’s best public schools. . . .

So many times throughout my life, I’ve come home from classes, sleepovers, dinner 

parties, and happy hours feeling the heaviness of this exchange. I’ve had to Google cultural 

symbols I hadn’t understood in these conversations (What is “Harper’s”? What is “après-

ski”?). At the same time, I remember using academia jargon my family couldn’t understand 

either. At a Christmas party, a friend called me out for using “those big Ivy League words” in 

a conversation. My parents had trouble understanding how independent my lifestyle had 

become and kept remarking on how much I had changed. . . .

An official from Brown told the Boston Globe that similar dynamics existed with many 

first-generation college students she worked with: “Often, [these students] come to college 

thinking that they want to return home to their communities. But an Ivy League education 

puts them in a different place — their language is different, their appearance is different, and 

they don’t fit in at home anymore, either.” . . .

We don’t acknowledge that too often, achievement in the United States means this 

gradual isolation from the people we love most. By simply striving toward American success, 

many feel forced to make to make that choice.
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3) The American dream makes us focus single-mindedly on wealth and prestige.

. . . . [O]f course, financial considerations are necessary for survival in our society. And 

it’s healthy to consider wealth and prestige when making life decisions, particularly for 

those who come from backgrounds with less privilege. But to what extent has this concern 

become an unhealthy obsession? For those who have the privilege of living a life based on 

a different set of values, to what extent has the American dream mindset limited our idea 

of success?

The Harvard Business Review reported that over time, people from past generations have 

begun to redefine success. As they got older, factors like “family happiness,” “relationships,” 

“balancing life and work,” and “community service” became more important than job titles 

and salaries. . . .

While I spent high school and college focusing on achieving an Ivy League degree, and 

a prestigious job title afterward, I didn’t think about how other values mattered in my own 

notions of success. But after I took a “gap year” at 24 to travel, I realized that the way I’d 

defined the American dream was incomplete: It was not only about getting an education and 

a good job but also thinking about how my career choices contributed to my overall well-

being. And it was about gaining experiences aside from my career, like travel. It was about 

making room for things like creativity, spirituality, and adventure when making important 

decisions in my life.

Courtney E. Martin addressed this in her TED talk called “The New Better Off,” where she 

said: “The biggest danger is not failing to achieve the American dream. The biggest danger is 

achieving a dream that you don’t actually believe in.” . . .

4) Even if you achieve the American dream, that doesn’t necessarily mean 
other Americans will accept you.

A few years ago, I was working on my laptop in a hotel lobby, waiting for reception to process 

my booking. I wore leather boots, jeans, and a peacoat. A guest of the hotel approached me 

and began shouting in slow English (as if I couldn’t understand otherwise) that he needed 

me to clean his room. . . .

I realized then that no matter how hard I played by the rules, some people would 

never see me as a person of academic and professional success. This, perhaps, is the most 

psychologically disheartening part of the American dream: Achieving it doesn’t necessarily 

mean we can “transcend” racial stereotypes about who we are. . . .

I still cherish my college years, and still feel immensely proud to call myself an Ivy 

League graduate. I am humbled by my parents’ sacrifices that allowed me to live the 

comparatively privileged life I’ve had. I acknowledge that it is in part because of this 

privilege that I can offer a critique of the United States in the first place. My parents and 

other immigrant families who focused only on survival didn’t have the luxury of being 

critical. . . .

I deeply respect the choices my parents made, and I’m deeply grateful for the 

opportunities the United States provided. But at this point in my family’s journey, I am 

curious to see what happens when we begin exploring a different dream. 
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   questions  

    1.   Amanda Machado takes issue with four dimensions of the American Dream. Examine one of 
them closely by first agreeing with her, then challenging her analysis.  

   2.   Machado states that being the first generation of a family to go to college “can be socially 
alienating” (para. 11). To what extent do you think that this is a problem unique to first-
generation Americans?  

   3.   In paragraph 8, Machado quotes Seneca’s definition of luck: “what happens when 
preparation meets opportunity.” How, according to Machado, does this statement apply to 
immigrants to the U.S. and their children?  

   4.   What does Machado mean when she acknowledges that “it is in part  because  of this privilege 
[her Ivy League education] that I can offer a critique of the United States” (para. 24)?     

5  Is America Still a Nation of Immigrants?   5  Is America Still a Nation of Immigrants?   5  Is America Still a Nation of Immigrants?   5

  Andrew Lam  

  Born in 1964 in Vietnam, Andrew Lam came to the United States with his family in 

1975 at the end of the Vietnam War. He is both a journalist and fiction writer. In addition, Lam 

is an editor of New American Media, a regular contributor to National Public Radio, 

and a blogger for the  HuffPost . He was featured in the documentary  My Journey Home  

(2004) about his return to Vietnam. The following letter was published in  HuffPost  in 2018.   

 Dear Cousin, 

 What is it like to be an immigrant in America these days? Is it still worth coming, you ask, and 

is the American dream still possible? 

 Your questions gave me pause. Who from Vietnam, after all, would have thought to 

ask them a few years back? Didn’t the American dream, or rather the dream of coming 

to America, cause the movement of millions in our homeland, and stir the soul of many 

millions more? It breaks my heart then to hear that you might not come. It is to me the worst 

news yet about my adopted country. 

 Yet it’s undeniable. The nation of immigrants is turning its back on immigrants once more. 

The immigrant’s hold on American soil has become increasingly tenuous. Even citizens now face 

a barrage of hate speech and many are being attacked in a rising wave of hate crimes. In schools, 

white students scream “build the wall” at their classmates who are Mexicans or Muslims. 

“Build the wall” has become a racist mantra chanted by many around the country 

against non-whites. 

 Cousin, have you heard the metaphor of the canary in the coal mine? When it stops 

singing, it means the oxygen has run out, providing a warning to all. 

 In America, and in the context of a free and open society, often the immigrant is that 

canary. In economic down times he is often the first to be blamed. And amid the ongoing US 

war against terrorism, he is fast becoming a scapegoat. 

 After the 2016 election that ushered in Donald Trump as President of the United States, 

many hate-crime related incidents occurred in which the President’s name was invoked by 

the perpetrators, as if to sanction the violence and verbal abuse. 

5
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In the name of protection and security, immigrants’ rights are being eroded as I write. Foreign 

students and workers tremble. I’ve seen an old South Asian man whose hands shook at 

the airport when he gave his green card to immigration officers, fearing sudden arrest and 

deportation. I know an undocumented college student at Berkeley — he was brought to the 

US when he was three years old — who now fakes his address on any application for fear of 

being deported.

Yet I have my hopes. Americans rallied at airports in protest when Trump signed an 

executive order to keep certain groups of people out of the country, including green card 

holders. The protest against the new tyranny is strong and ongoing. I have hope to that 

the damage Trump is creating both at home and abroad can be mitigated by his growing 

unpopularity, After all, he is dismantling international institutions that have been in place since 

World War II, potentially returning the world to a state of competing nations with hard borders, 

high tariffs, trade wars, and gun boat diplomacy, turning against the forces of globalization.

And worse, in turning against America’s liberal values and our identity as a nation of 

immigrant, we are losing our strength in diversity.

Over the years I find it beneficial to look at this country through two different lenses: 

America versus the United States. The United States is a sovereign nation with permanent 

interests that is currently waging a war on terrorism. And it will trample upon innocents in its 

path, be it at home or abroad, if need be, in order to win it. In the process, the newcomer to 

this country, one without a voice and resources, often becomes collateral damage.

America, on the other hand, has everything you and I ever dreamed of: transparency, 

freedom, democracy, opportunity, due process, fair play and the promise of progress. 

America is where you work hard and earn respect.

The two versions exist in a kind of complex dance. In good times, America leads. In bad 

times, America is forgotten and the United States dances alone. These days, I fear that to be a 

patriotic immigrant is to love the ideals of America despite what the United States is doing in 

the name of security.

While I understand the logic of permanent interests, if America is destroyed in the 

process, then what is the use? And as far as I am concerned the only good patriotism is a 

civilized one. Blind patriotism always leads to bloody ends. To be patriotic is to dare ask 

questions. Must rights be abused in the name of security? Is it truly the country’s interest to 

demonize its minorities and its newcomers?

Dear cousin, I hope I haven’t completely frightened you, but the situation requires 

honesty. To reach American shores these days is a much more difficult undertaking, with 

fewer ready-made promises on the horizon.

I still want you to make this difficult journey, but you must be prepared for the challenges 

ahead. And I’ll let you in on a secret about this American dream you spoke so fondly of: it 

is you who must renew it. Without you, who dream the American dream, the country is in 

danger of becoming old. Without your energy, we would weaken. Even if we don’t know it 

yet, we all desperately need to be reborn through your eyes.

So, is the American Dream still alive? No, cousin, not really. Not without you at the table. 

Not without you prospering. Not without you. 

2001/2018
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   questions  

    1.   Why does Andrew Lam say he was moved in 2018 to “revise” the letter that he wrote to his 
cousin after the 9/11 attacks?  

   2.   Why is the immigrant the “canary in the coal mine” according to Lam (para. 6)? Explain why 
you agree or disagree.  

   3.   What does Lam mean when he says, “I find it beneficial to look at this country through two 
different lenses: America vs. the United States” (para. 12)?  

   4.   What is the purpose of Lam raising the issue of patriotism, specifically to say that “the only 
good patriotism is a civilized one” (para. 15)?  

   5.   At the end, Lam encourages his cousin to come to emigrate, despite all the challenges and 
problems he has just outlined in his letter. Why? Are his reasons persuasive? Explain why or 
why not.     

6  Views on Immigration to the United States of America, 1994–2019   6  Views on Immigration to the United States of America, 1994–2019   6  Views on Immigration to the United States of America, 1994–2019   6

  Pew Research Center  

  The following graphs provide information about Americans’ perceptions of immigrants’ 

contributions to the United States of America and the extent to which they’ve successfully 

integrated into American culture over a period of roughly twenty-five years.       

          

1994 1999 2004 2009 2014 2019
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   questions  

    1.   According to these graphs, what is the major change in views since 1994 about whether 
immigrants burden or strengthen the U.S.?  

   2.   At what point do the views become most similar? What might account for that congruence?  

   3.   How might you account for the wide difference in 2019?  

   4.   Between 2006 and 2018, what is the overall shift in attitude toward immigrants’ willingness 
to adapt to the American way of life? To what extent does this data clash with the other graph?  

   5.   What events or forces might account for the most significant shift in perception toward 
immigrants’ contributions and willingness to adapt to American culture in the last decade?     

7  Sharp Cuts in Immigration Threaten U.S. Economy and Innovation   

  Austan Goolsbee  

  Austan Goolsbee (b. 1969) is an American economist who is currently the Robert P. Gwinn 

Professor of Economics at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business. He was a 

Fulbright Scholar, and was named one of the 100 Global leaders for Tomorrow by the World 

Economic Forum. From 2009 to 2011, Goolsbee served as a member of President Barack 

Obama’s cabinet. The following op-ed was published by the  New York Times  in 2019.   

 The long-run health of the United States economy is in serious danger from a self-inflicted 

wound: the Trump administration’s big cuts in immigration. 

 The latest data indicate that immigration to the United States fell 70 percent last year to 

only 200,000 people — the lowest level in more than a decade. Major causes of the decline, 

experts say, are the administration’s restrictions as well as the unwelcoming tone set by the 

president himself. 

 On top of this, the White House has announced that the United States will accept only 

18,000 refugees in the coming year, down from the current limit of 30,000 and a small fraction 

of the 110,000 President Barack Obama said should be allowed into the United States in 2016. 

 The Trump administration may find the falling immigration numbers a cause for 

celebration. But, more than any drop in the stock market or fall in manufacturing sentiment 

or consumer confidence, they present the scariest economic news we have seen in some 

time. The impact of low immigration on the American economy will be profoundly negative, 

both now and in the future. 

 The first reason is the simplest. The growth rate of the economy comes from two parts: 

income growth per capita and population growth. 

 Birthrates generally plunge when countries get rich. Scholars debate the causes, but the 

inescapable fact of fewer babies results in an aging population in advanced economies. And 

the overall population is already shrinking, or will soon most likely be, in Japan, China, South 

Korea and much of Europe. 

 But that hasn’t been happening in the United States, at least not until now. Yes, the 

country is aging, and the baby boomers are retiring. But its population is expected to 

7  Sharp Cuts in Immigration Threaten U.S. Economy and Innovation   
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continue to grow by 90 million, from 327 million today, over the next 40 years or so, assuming 

immigration continues at its historical rates.

That assumption is critical, however. The only way the United States has avoided the 

demographic pressure facing other rich countries is through immigration. The census 

estimate of population growth includes around 1.4 million immigrants a year.

The birthrates for women born in the United States have been dropping, just as they have in 

other rich countries. The fertility “replacement rate” needed to sustain the existing population 

level is around 2.1 children per woman. But last year, the birthrate in the United States dropped 

to 1.73, approaching the dwindling rates in the European Union, China and Japan.

Without sustained immigration, economic growth will be notably slower. Moody 

Analytics analyzed the data and estimated that if annual United States immigration stayed 

at only 200,000 rather than a more normal one million, gross domestic product would be 

$1 trillion lower a decade from now.

In addition, lower immigration portends big problems because the basic American 

retirement system — Social Security and Medicare — relies on workers to pay for retirees, and 

the entire expansion of the work force over the next 15 years will come from immigration. 

Lower immigration rates will mean serious funding shortfalls for older Americans.

The final reason the low immigration number is so frightening is not really about 

population growth at all. It’s that the evidence increasingly says having immigrants here 

makes workers born in the United States more successful.

That’s partly because immigrants start companies at twice the rate of native Americans. 

Almost half the companies in the Fortune 500 were started by immigrants or their children, 

and without them, jobs are likely to be scarcer in the future.

Also, as the American economy becomes more dominated by knowledge work, 

immigration restrictions are likely to have an increasingly severe impact. In recent research, 

the New York University economists Petra Moser and Shmuel San examined the economic 

effects of the national quota system of the 1920s. That was the last time the United States 

engaged in mass immigration restrictions based on ethnicity.

These laws of the 1920s were designed to block the entry of immigrants from Southern 

and Eastern Europe and from Asia in order to preserve the ethnic “character” of the United 

States. With these laws, immigration fell below 300,000 in 1925, from more than 800,000 in 

1921, according to the Migration Policy Institute. Quotas remained until the 1960s, and the 

United States did not return to 1921 immigrant levels until 1989.

Professor Moser and Professor San have found that those quotas seriously curtailed 

immigration of scientists and inventors of specific ethnicities (Jews from Eastern Europe, 

for example). The scholars gathered biographical information on 82,000 scientists and 

inventors in the United States from 1921 to 1956, including details on their areas of specialty, 

the number of patents they received and their places of birth. They wanted to know how 

excluding immigrants affected American-born scientists and inventors.

In reality, they found, the quotas didn’t protect domestic scientists and inventors. It hurt 

them, and it decimated their work. Patents for American scientists who worked in fields with 

many East European scientists fell almost 60 percent compared with those in other fields. 

And, over time, fewer American-born people became scientists and inventors at all. The net 

effect was a substantial reduction in invention in the United States.
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 The essence of knowledge work is building on others’ ideas, and having fewer creative 

people from different backgrounds in the United States undermined the entire enterprise. 

 I asked Professor Moser what she considered the most important lesson from the 1920s 

immigration experience. “Don’t keep people out based on ethnicity,” she said. “They did it to 

preserve the ethnic character of the country, but the different perspectives and approaches 

of immigrants were actually quite important.” 

Because knowledge builds on itself and scientists train the next generation, she said, 

“the damage that restricted immigration had on American science lasted a very long time.” 

 That keeping foreign ideas out makes domestic workers worse off is a lesson we should 

not forget. Making outsiders feel unwelcome, blocking asylum seekers or putting their 

children in cages may succeed in reducing the flow of immigration to the United States. But 

the American economy will suffer.  

  2019

 Austan Goolsbee, “Sharp Cuts in Immigration Threaten U.S. Economy and Innovation,”  The New York Times , October 11, 2019. Copyright © 2019 by 
The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used under license. 

   questions  

    1.   Why does Austan Goolsbee believe falling immigration numbers represent “the scariest 
economic news we have seen in some time” (para. 4)?  

   2.   According to Goolsbee, what do immigration rates have to do with stabilizing and vitalizing 
an aging demographic?  

   3.   What lessons does Goolsbee believe can be learned from the restrictive immigration laws of 
the 1920s?  

   4.   Why do higher numbers of immigrants make “workers born in the United States more 
successful” (para. 12)?  

   5.   Why did quotas on immigration in the 1920s fail to protect American scientists and inventors, 
according to research Goolsbee cites? Why do you think this is likely to be or not to be the 
case roughly 100 years later?    

   Making Connections  

    1.   Both Machado, the daughter of immigrants, and Lam, an immigrant himself, draw on 
personal experience to develop their position on the accessibility of the American Dream 
to immigrants. How do their arguments compare?  

   2.   To what extent do the graphs depicting American attitudes toward immigrants’ 
contributions and assimilation support the argument that Preston makes?  

   3.   Taken together, what points about the U.S. immigration policy in the 1920s and the early 
twenty-first century do Zeitz, Preston, and Goolsbee emphasize? How does each author 
address the relevance of earlier laws in conversations about immigration today?  

   4.   Although their approaches are very different, both Bendib and Goolsbee focus on 
the economics of immigration. What is the central difference in their beliefs about the 
availability of the American Dream to immigrants today?  

20

   Making Connections  
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   5.   What challenge might Machado make to the analysis that Preston offers? Use evidence 
from both texts to support your response.  

   6.   What is one overriding characteristic that Zeitz, Lam, and Goolsbee believe — based on 
history — that makes immigrants an integral part of the U.S.?    

   Entering the Conversation  

  As you respond to each of the following prompts, support your argument with references to at 
least three of the sources in the Conversation on immigration in the twenty-first century.  

    1. Synthesis.  The Statue of Liberty greets immigrants to the United States with these words: 
“Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.” Taken 
from the poem “The New Colossus” by Emma Lazarus, this exhortation expresses the 
nation’s confidence that those from many different countries, often, though not always, 
economically poor and uneducated, will make significant contributions to the economy 
and culture as they successfully pursue the American Dream in a welcoming democracy. 
In what ways, if any, has that confidence in the accessibility of the American Dream to 
twenty-first century immigrants eroded since those words were carved onto the Statue of 
Liberty in 1903?

 Carefully read the following six sources, including the introductory information for each 
sources. Write an essay that synthesizes material from at least three of the sources and 
develops your position on the accessibility of the American Dream to immigrants to the 
United States today.  

   2.   On January 6, 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt delivered his State of the Union 
address, which would become known as his “Four Freedoms” speech. In it, President 
Roosevelt argued that the nation had a moral obligation to uphold the four freedoms as 
basic human rights that should be guaranteed to everyone: freedom of speech, freedom of 
worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear. In what ways does immigration policy 
and the concept of the American Dream intersect with these four freedoms? Develop an 
argument for a policy and/or attitude toward immigration today that is based in President 
Roosevelt’s “four freedoms.”  

   3.   Current Senator and former presidential candidate Mitt Romney stated his position on 
immigration with a personal touch: “We are a nation of immigrants. We are the children 
and grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the ones who wanted a better life, the 
driven ones, the ones who woke up at night hearing that voice telling them that life in that 
place called America could be better.” Develop a position on the viewpoint implicit in his 
statement as you explain your position on immigration and the American Dream in the U.S. 
today.  

   4.   Political policies change, evolve, develop, and even reverse. What are two basic principles 
that you believe should guide immigration policy in the U.S. today? You may locate these 
principles in the texts you’ve read or present others that are based in your own reading 
or experience. Be sure to cite at least three of the sources from this Conversation in your 
response.     

   Entering the Conversation  
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Short, Simple Sentences and Fragments
Short Simple Sentences

A simple sentence, strictly defined, has a subject and verb: it consists of one 

independent clause. A simple sentence may have a compound subject, a compound 

verb, a modifier, and an object or a complement, but it still is one independent clause.

The following examples of simple sentences appear in Barbara Ehrenreich’s 

“Serving in Florida” (p. 000).

There is a problem, though.

But the chances of this are minuscule.

This must be Phillip’s theory, anyway. Finally she tells me not to take her wrong.

What had I been thinking?

Sometimes simple sentences can be rather long:

The e-mails and phone messages addressed to my former self come from a distant race 

of people with exotic concerns and far too much time on their hands.

This example from Ehrenreich consists of twenty-eight words.

Sentence Fragments

A sentence fragment is an incomplete sentence, often the result of careless writing; 

an effective fragment, however, is an incomplete sentence that readers understand to 

be complete. Some fragments are missing a subject, a verb, or both; other fragments 

have a subject and verb but are dependent clauses. Consider this from Omer Aziz’s 

essay “The World 9/11 Took from Us” (p. 00):

When I got home from school, I had questions for my parents: Why had this happened? 

Why were people looking at us differently? And did this mean that we were also bad 

people because we prayed to the same God as the attackers? Questions that no parent 
could adequately answer.

The fragment has neither a subject nor a verb. If we added a subject and verb to make 

it a complete sentence, the excerpt might read like this:

When I got home from school, I had questions for my parents: Why had this happened? 

Why were people looking at us differently? And did this mean that we were also bad 

people because we prayed to the same God as the attackers? These are questions that 
no parent could adequately answer.

Grammar as Rhetoric and Style
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Posing a question is also a common use for fragments, and they can also be used 

to express doubt, surprise, shock, and outrage, or to speak directly to the reader in 

an appeal to the audience. Similarly, one character may address another with this 

same rhetorical purpose as in this example from Viet Thanh Nguyen’s short story 

“Fatherland” (p. 000). Phuong has just discovered that her sister, Vivien, has not been 

working as a doctor in America, as Phuong had been led to believe, and she is trying 

to grasp what Vivien is telling her:

“Where’s all the money coming from?” Phuong could not tabulate how much her sister 

had spent, but she knew it was in the thousands of dollars. Just the gift envelopes alone 

that Vivien had distributed on her first night in Saigon held six hundred-dollar bills for 

Mr. and Mrs. Ly, two of the same for Phuong, and one each for her brothers. “All the 
dinners and tickets? The trips to Da Lat and Vung Tau?”

Both fragments function demonstrate Phuong’s disbelief, and neither has a subject nor 

a complete verb, nor an object. If we added a subject and complete verb and direct 

object to make it a complete sentence, it might read like this:

How did you buy all of the dinners and tickets? How did you buy the trips to Da Lat 
and Vung Tau?

In the following example, Barack Obama begins and concludes a paragraph with 

fragments that provoke the reader to consider the implications of how the previous 

paragraph relates to the this. The first sentence below concludes one paragraph, and 

the next sentence begins the explanation of what this other “ingredient in the American 

saga” is. The final fragment of the full paragraph echoes the others (p. 000):

For alongside our famous individualism, there’s another ingredient in the American 

saga.

A belief that we are connected as one people. If there’s a child on the south side of 

Chicago who can’t read, that matters to me, even if it’s not my child. If there’s a senior 

citizen somewhere who can’t pay for her prescription and has to choose between 

medicine and the rent, that makes my life poorer, even if it’s not my grandmother. If 

there’s an Arab American family being rounded up without benefit of an attorney or due 

process, that threatens my civil liberties. It’s that fundamental belief — I am my brother’s 

keeper, I am my sisters’ keeper — that makes this country work. It’s what allows us to 

pursue our individual dreams, yet still come together as a single American family.  

“E pluribus unum.” Out of many, one.

Lest you think that fragments are more common to contemporary than classic 

writing, consider this example from Thoreau, written in 1854:

When a man is warmed by the several modes which I have described, what does he want 

next? Surely not more warmth of the same kind, as more and richer food, larger and 
more splendid houses, finer and more abundant clothing, more numerous incessant 
and hotter fires, and the like.
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Here the fragment is used not to ask, but to answer a rhetorical question. The missing 

subject, he, and verb, would [not] want, are understood. The fragment creates a sense 

of impatience that conveys Thoreau’s tone of exasperation.

In the following example from The Real History of American Immigration, Joshua 

Zeitz uses a complete first sentence followed by a fragment. The excerpt shows how a 

fragment can provide both economy of expression and emphasis (p. 000):

Fifty years ago, the historian Oscar Handlin described early American immigrants as 

“uprooted” — poor, dispossessed, dazed and ill-prepared to succeed in urban, industrial 

America. Damaged goods.

Zeitz calls attention to Handlin’s contemptuous description of “early American 

immigrants” with this fragment because it functions summarizes Zeitz’s interpretation 

of Handlin’s prejudicial opinions.

Turning this fragment into a complete sentence would lessen the dramatic force of 

Zeitz’s point.

Fragments also suggest the rhythm and patterns of natural speech. Read the 

following sentences from Barack Obama’s 2004 Democratic National Convention 

speech (p. 000):

That is the true genius of America, a faith in the simple dreams of its people, the 

insistence on small miracles. That we can tuck in our children at night and know they 
are fed and clothed and safe from harm. That we can say what we think, write what 
we think, without hearing a sudden knock on the door. That we can have an idea and 
start our own business without paying a bribe or hiring somebody’s son. That we can 
participate in the political process without fear of retribution, and that our votes will 
be counted — or at least, most of the time.

The fragments continue Obama’s more casual train of thought as though he were 

conversing with us in a more personal manner. Were he to have expressed them as 

complete sentences, the might have looked something like this:

That is the true genius of America, a faith in the simple dreams of its people, the 

insistence on small miracles. It is a small miracle that we can tuck in our children at 
night and know they are fed and clothed and safe from harm. It is a small miracle 

that we can say what we think, write what we think, without hearing a sudden knock 
on the door. It is a small miracle that we can have an idea and start our own business 
without paying a bribe or hiring somebody’s son. It is a small miracle that we can 
participate in the political process without fear of retribution, and that our votes will 
be counted — or at least, most of the time.

The result not only spoils the casual, conversational tone Obama wants, but the 

additional repetition detracts from his central point. Additionally, is it a small miracle 

that Americans get to do all of these things? Or, as Obama implies, is this really “the 

true genius of America”? Consider which of these effects the fragments reinforce.
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Using Short Sentences Rhetorically

A series of simple sentences can become monotonous, but one or two short simple 

sentences can be rhetorically effective in a number of situations:

• after several long sentences

• as a summary of what the writer has just said

• as a transition between sentences or paragraphs

Essentially, one or two short simple sentences create emphasis by contrast. As a writer, 

when you juxtapose one or two short simple sentences with several longer ones, you 

call attention to the short simple ones. Consider this example from Omer Aziz (p. 000):

This is not to exculpate the terrorists or their ideology. For them, I reserve a special 

fury, just as their actions induce in me a special shame. When I think of Islamists 

monopolizing and weaponizing a great religion, I am filled with rage — rage at the 

audacity to shout Allah’s name while sending innocent people to their deaths; rage 

at the perversion of so many minds by their religious leaders; rage at the reality of 

living in a brown body that is stereotyped, misperceived and disfigured beyond my 

recognition — and there is nothing I can do to save it. This is the world Sept. 11 gave us.

Notice how the short simple sentence at the very end of the paragraph stands out after 

the longer sentences of the first part.

Also consider the sentences in this example from Roxane Gay (p. 000):

I love dresses. For years I pretended I hated them, but I don’t. Maxi dresses are one of the 

finest clothing items to become popular in recent memory. I have opinions on maxi dresses! I 

shave my legs! Again, this mortifies me. If I take issue with the unrealistic standards of beauty 

women are held to, I shouldn’t have a secret fondness for fashion and smooth calves, right?

Notice how Gay alternates short simple sentences with longer ones. The shorter 

sentences at the beginning of the paragraph emphasize her tone about dresses, 

and longer third one reinforces the meaning of the first two. She keeps the fourth, 

fifth, and sixth sentences short and strengthens the power of the fourth and fifth by 

adding exclamation points. The final sentence is the longest in the paragraph, and the 

conversational “right?” at the end of it adds to the rhetorical effect.

In some instances, writers choose to use sentence fragments, especially short 

ones. Although most of the time you will avoid fragments, occasionally you might use 

one for effect. What’s important is that you use the fragment as you would use a short 

simple sentence — deliberately, for a special reason:

• to make a transition

• to signal a conclusion
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•   to economize expression  

•   to emphasize an important point   

 A word of caution, however. Use both short simple sentences and fragments 

sparingly. Used intentionally and infrequently, both can be effective. Overused, they 

lose their punch or become more of a gimmick than a valuable technique. Also, 

consider whether your audience will interpret a fragment as a grammatical error. If 

you are confident that your audience will recognize your deliberate use of a fragment, 

then use it. But if you think your instructor or reader will assume you made a mistake, 

then it’s better to write a complete sentence. Again, if you use fragments infrequently, 

then your audience is more likely to know you’re deliberately choosing what is 

technically an incomplete sentence.  

   Exercises  

    exercise   1    

  Identify the simple sentences in the following selection from “The World 9/11 Took 
from Us” by Omer Aziz ( p. 000 ).  

  There is something almost magical about New York as summer turns to fall. The 

changing of the seasons brings a spirit of renewal. People hurry to school and work, 

propelled by dreams and ambitions. The leaves shift from green to orange. But this 

beauty is transient. In the evening, when I go on my walks, I look at the two blue lights 

beaming into the heavens from just south of the old World Trade Center and I try to hold 

my gaze there. I never last long. 

 When the Sept. 11 attacks happened, I was an 11-year-old Muslim boy suddenly 

confused about the world and unsure of my place in it. 

 I heard the news while I was on the basketball court at recess at my school. A white 

classmate rushed up to me. He said terrorists had hijacked airplanes and used them 

to bring down the twin towers. He said America was under attack, that the border was 

sealed. He said there were more planes in the sky.  

 Omer Aziz, “The World 9/11 Took From Us,”  New York Times , September 11, 2019. Copyright © 2019 by The New York Times. All rights reserved. 
Used under license. 

     exercise   2    

  Revise the selection in Exercise 1 by turning it into a series of short simple sentences. 
Then revise it again to eliminate the simple sentences entirely by turning every sentence 
into a compound, complex, or compound-complex sentence. How do your revisions 
change the effect? Read the original excerpt; then read your revisions aloud, and listen 
to the difference.   
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    exercise   3    

  Identify the short simple sentences and fragments in the following passage from “Friday 
Black” by Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah. Discuss their effect.  

   Maybe eighty people rush through the gate, clawing and stampeding. Pushing racks and 

bodies aside. Have you ever seen people run from a fire or gunshots? It’s like that, with less 

fear and more hunger. From my cabin, I see a child, a girl maybe six years old, disappear 

as the wave of consumer fervor swallows her up. She is sprawled facedown with dirty shoe 

prints on her pink coat. Lance walks up to the small pink body. He’s pulling a pallet jack and 

holding a huge push broom. He thrusts the broom head into her side and tries to sweep 

her onto the pallet jack so he can roll her to the section we’ve designated for bodies. As he 

touches her, a woman wearing a gray scarf pushes him away and yanks the girl to her feet. I 

imagine the mother explaining that her tiny daughter isn’t dead yet. She pulls the little girl 

toward me. The girl limps and tries to keep up, and then I have to forget about them.  

  “Blue! Son! SleekPack!” a man with wild eyes and a bubble vest screams as he grabs 

my left ankle. White foam drips from his mouth. I use my right foot to stomp his hand, 

and I feel his fingers crush beneath my boots. He howls, “SleekPack. Son!” while licking 

his injured hand. I look him in his eyes, deep red around his lids, redder at the corners. I 

understand him perfectly. What he’s saying is this: My son. Loves me most on Christmas. 

I have him holidays. Me and him. Wants the one thing. Only thing. His mother won’t. On 

me. Need to feel like Father!  

  Ever since that first time, since the bite, I can speak Black Friday. Or I can understand 

it, at least. Not fluently, but well enough. I have some of them in me. I hear the people, 

the sizes, the model, the make, and the reason. Even if all they’re doing is foaming at the 

mouth. I use my reach and pull a medium-size blue SleekPack PoleFace™ from a face-out 

rack way up on the wall. “Thanks,” he growls when I throw the jacket in his face.  

  I jump down from the cabin and swing the reach around so none of them can get 

too close. The long rod whistles in the air. Most of the customers can’t speak in real 

words; the Friday Black has already taken most of their minds. Still, so many of them are 

the same. I grab two medium fleeces without anyone asking for them because I know 

somebody wants one. They howl and scream: daughter, son, girlfriend, husband, friend, 

ME, daughter, son. I throw one of the fleeces toward the registers and one toward the 

back wall. The crowd splits. Near the registers, a woman in her thirties takes off her heel 

and smashes a child in the jaw with it just before he can grab the fleece. She inspects the 

tag, sees it’s a medium, then throws it down on top of the boy with a heel-size hole in his 

cheek. I toss two large fleeces and two medium fleeces into the crowds. Then I deal with 

the customers who can still speak, who are nudging and pushing around me.    

    exercise   4    

  Find six examples of short simple sentences or fragments in the selections included 
in this chapter. Explain their effect in the context of the paragraphs in which you 
find them.      
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Redefining America: 2001 to the Present
 1. In On Native Grounds, American writer and critic Alfred Kazin wrote, “the greatest 

single fact about our modern American writing is our writers’ absorption in every detail 
of their American world together with their deep and subtle alienation from it.” Choose 
at least three works from this chapter and analyze them through the lens of Kazin’s 
observation.

 2. Is multiculturalism a better model than assimilation? Write an essay in which you evaluate 
the pros and cons of each and then indicate your own position on the issue. Use sources 
in this chapter and your outside reading as support.

 3. Write a letter to your imagined teenage child about the future of the United States as you 
predict it will be. Consider the strengths of the nation in light of today’s challenges. Offer 
advice that will sustain this young person through whatever they are experiencing. Cite 
at least two of the texts you’ve read in this chapter along with insights from your own 
experience.

 4. In his 2015 speech on the 50th anniversary of “Bloody Sunday” in Selma, Alabama, 
President Barack Obama, asserted, “Two hundred and thirty-nine years after this nation’s 
founding, our union is not yet perfect, but we are getting closer.” To what extent do you 
believe that at this moment in our nation’s history, we are “getting closer” to the idea of “a 
more perfect union”? Use your knowledge of history and current events along with at least 
two of the texts in this chapter to develop your position.

 5. The following quotation is from “The Propaganda of History,” a chapter in Black 
Reconstruction in America (1935) written by W.E.B. Dubois, an African American 
Intellectual, historian, and civil rights activist: “Nations reel and stagger on their way; they 
make hideous mistakes; they commit frightful wrongs; they do great and beautiful things. 
And shall we not best guide humanity by telling the truth about all this, so far as the truth 
is ascertainable?” What “truths” do you believe should be acknowledged as part of our 
shared heritage in order to move confidently forward? Include at least three of the texts 
you’ve read in this chapter to explain and support your position.

 6. In February 2020, Time magazine’s lead story was entitled “Youthquake: How the World 
Will Change When a New Generation Leads.” The issue explored what the near future will 
look like when a new generation with different cultural tastes, expectations of work life, 
views on climate change, perspectives on the transformations brought by social media, 
and politics moves into adulthood. Identify one area that you think a new generation of 
leadership will likely disrupt and significantly change, and discuss what changes you 
expect to see in the American landscape. Refer to at least three texts from this chapter as 
you develop your position.

Suggestions for Writing
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 7. In his first inaugural address in 1861, President Abraham Lincoln asked Americans to 
be led “by the better angels of our nature”: We are not enemies, but friends. We must 
not be enemies. Though passion may have strained it must not break our bonds of 
affection. The mystic chords of memory stretching from every battlefield and patriot grave 
to every living heart and hearthstone all over this broad land, will yet swell the chorus 
of the Union, where again touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our 
nature.” Develop a speech to be delivered to your classmates or your school at large in 
which you urge your audience to remember — and enact — the spirit of Lincoln’s address 
as you face the challenges of this era. Use at least three of the texts from this chapter in 
your speech.

 8. In her book This America, historian Jill Lepore discusses American values and their 
relationship to the issues facing the nation today:

“A nation founded on the idea that all men are created equal and endowed with 
inalienable rights and offering asylum to anyone suffering from persecution is a beacon 
to the world. This is America at its best: a nation that welcomes dissent, protects 
free speech, nurtures invention, and makes possible almost unbelievable growth and 
prosperity. But a nation founded on ideals, universal truths, also opens itself to charges 
of hypocrisy at every turn. Those charges do not lie outside the plot of the story of 
America, or underneath it. They are its plot, the history on which any twenty-first 
century case for the American nation has to rest, a history of struggle and agony and 
courage and promise.”

  Write an essay in which you analyze how at least one of the texts in this chapter illustrates 
this vision of American identity.

 9. In 2016, a Women’s March established that a new generation and new coalitions were 
raising their voices within a new political consciousness. A few years later #metoo 
dramatically called attention to the impact of legal action and social media’s potential 
for collective protest. After researching the roots of these movements centered around 
women’s rights or others (such as representation of women in positions of power in the 
media or entertainment industry), discuss what you think the course for women’s rights 
will be in the next ten years.

 10. In 2020, American Factory won the Academy Award for best documentary film. Directors 
Julie Reichert and Steven Bognar told the story of a shuttered General Motors plant in 
Ohio that was reopened by a Chinese billionaire as Fuyao Glass Company. While the 
new plant brought new jobs to an economically devastated community, cultural clashes 
arose about work habits, team building, and leadership. Do you believe that the future 
of American workers should involve similar international alliances or collaborations? Is it 
unavoidable? Explain.

 11. In Homo Deus: A History of Tomorrow, philosopher Yuval Noah Harari wrote: “In the 
past, censorship worked by blocking the flow of information. In the twenty-first century, 
censorship works by flooding people with irrelevant information. . . . In ancient times 
having power meant having access to data. Today having power means knowing what 
to ignore.” To what extent do you agree with his assertion? What implications does 
your position have for how you expect to navigate your life as the twenty-first century 
continues to unfold?
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 12. Choose a twenty-first century movement and/or protest to research. Explore the causes 
that led to the formation of the movement, its successes, and its failures. Then, take 
a position on what immediate and long-term steps the movement should take to achieve 
its goals. Following are some suggestions to direct your research:

• Antiwar protests from 2001–present

• Tea Party movement

• Occupy Wall Street

• Black Lives Matter

• Women’s March

• March for Our Lives

• People’s Climate March
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